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ways wondered about that. Rabbits don’t lay eggs, they have . .
babies. They’re mammals, not birds. But the Easter bunny la
Le Wilhelm
doesn’t or she doesn’t — and that’s another thing. How can
and lay eggs — shes lay, not hes. That’s really confusing if you thi
Then the last. He was the one that was so sweet, and .
Scene: An empty house in central Florida
would have even believed it . . . Everyone thought he was so
Serio-Comic
anyone knew . . . they’d have assumed it was me . . . that I’d
Nadine (thirties to forties), a country pop singer.
ing around . . . or that I’d done something . . . ‘cause that n
man . . . wouldn’t . . . but he did . . . he beat me . . . and I w
On her way to a gig, Nadine drops off a sewing machine and some fabric at
should have gotten out . . . but, well, I’d already lost twice, an
her new neighbors’ house. When her blue Dolly Parton wig draws an appre— that would be really . . . three times and can’t make a go
ciative stare or two, she explains that she’s got to wear a lot of makeup under
figured I should try and do better . . . not to make him angry
the lights or she washes out.
when he was sweet, afterwards, he always was so sweet. But t
a week or month or so . . . and I shouldn’t have . . . ’cause wh
NADINE: What do you think of the wig? Does it look okay?
that happen . . . it’s like an animal . . . dog . . . that gets beate
I just bought it. I don’t usually wear wigs, but I thought, “What the hell?”
a dog . . . enough and if it stays . . . don’t run off . . . you sna
Got it on sale for $15.95 down at Bruce’s Wigs. He’s a real dear. You’d
gers and it’s flat on . . . its stomach . . . tail between its legs .
love him. I hope you all don’t get the wrong impression about me. I don’t
. . . it’s the way it works . . . and when he left . . . it took som
usually wear this much makeup, especially not this much mascara, but
and then I started getting angry . . . angry . . . just angry . .
when you’re performing, the lights just wash you out something awful.
thing . . . angry at everyone . . . tonight . . . there I was angr
‘Specially my eyes, and my eyes aren’t my best feature — my legs are my
the . . . knew them . . . knew how they . . . thought . . . didn’
best feature — but you don’t sing with your legs. Least I don’t. And unbut thought . . . and I was so angry . . . and I thought of yo
less I put on lots of mascara to bring them out, they’re just sort of two
of Blue and Lydia . . . thought they’re nice folks . . . they don
blobs. But with the mascara, sometimes people even mention them. Now
angry . . . when you moved in, I watched you and I though
if I had eyes like Blue, that’d be a different story. But Lydia, ain’t that alnice people . . . they’re nice . . . it’d be wonderful if you could m
ways the way it is? Men got features that they don’t really need, and us
with them . . . someone would just let you be” . . . and I cou
women could really use them, but we don’t have ‘em. Someone else aldon’t have much . . . and I thought, “Maybe I can help them
ways has what I want. Not that I wish I had your eyes and you had mine.
tle” . . . I got quite a lot from the last . . . we had a joint che
I’m not coveting. I wish I had eyes like yours and you had even prettier
I withdrew when he left . . . and I thought, “I can help them
ones. Whatever you want.
I’m not rich . . . maybe it’s something like a mother’s feeling
ably won’t ever, probably never have a child. Not that I couldn
I can’t hold. I miscarry. No matter if I just lie in bed, I misc
why Bill and I got married, but I lost the child just after he l
There was some strange Easter egg — maybe you had one
you were a child. Mother can’t remember where she got it. S
dreamt it all. But it was different. First it’d seem like any of
covered with chocolate, but just inside the chocolate was a robi

Alaska
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1

realized that the Easter bunny was just like Santa Claus. No difI figured the other one out quicker . . . and I felt ashamed. I felt
Le Wilhelm
for them. There they were in the early morning hiding all those
, and I knew. I went back to bed, and when it came time for me
ken . . . I pretended to be asleep, and I went through all the moScene: An empty house in central Florida
For two years I did that . . . I know it was pretending, but it was
Dramatic
much fun for all of us.
Nadine (thirties to forties), a country pop singer.
onight it wasn’t no fun pretending. Least with the other, there were
s and eggs and baskets . . . but I wasn’t getting nothing from this.
Nadine has dropped by her neighbors’ house to discover that her new friend
ame back . . . stopped at Cajun Bill’s and picked you up some food
Lydia has just stabbed a strange man with a pair of scissors. When Nadine
me back . . .
threatens to call the police, Lydia puts the scissors in her hand and forces her
Singing.) “Billy, don’t be a hero, don’t be a fool with your life. Billy
to stab the man several times following which she breaks down into a state
be a hero, come back and make me your wife.” Seventeen. He went
of exhausted confusion.
the war in Vietnam, and I was faithful. And I sang that song, alh I was already married to him . . . but he didn’t die. He came back.
NADINE: (Indicating the meal she brought for them.) It’s all cold, I’m sure. Cold.
wasn’t the same . . . course we’d only been married for a few days
I thought it’d be a nice snack. When I was a child, too old not to know
he left, so I don’t guess I knew what being with him was . . . but
better, on Easter morning, we used to . . . I used to hunt eggs . . . brightly
ght I knew . . . dreamt what it’d be . . . and then there was this
colored . . . and baskets . . . little chocolate candies . . . Easter candies
g in late October — no, late September — that he said, “It ain’t
. . . filled with vanilla and maple and cherry . . . in the front yard. Every
ng,” and I said, “No, it ain’t.” And that I was sorry, but I didn’t know
Easter morning in the front yard . . . I’d hunt eggs and candies and baso do, and so tell me, and I’ll try. But I didn’t know what to do,
kets . . . nestled in the forsythia and the trunks of the maples in our front
said, “Don’t worry.” Next morning, he left. Just left. That was best,
yard.
the best, because why not? I mean, what’s the point of hanging
I should have stayed out there tonight. I felt it. I knew I should have.
d when it’s not working? Even if you still care, what’s the point?
But I just didn’t feel like . . . my heart wasn’t in it. Hard to do something
worked the number up. I sing it sometimes. “Billy, don’t be a hero.”
when your heart ain’t in it. I got this wig, thought it might perk me up
of the older ones like it. Some of the ones opposed to war, they
a little . . . made this dress. Nice dress, I like it . . . soft and feminine.
(Softly she sings, then she stands, and performs the first part of the
Don’t misunderstand. I wasn’t having to buy my drinks . . . I don’t have
r with total concentration, as if on a stage.)
to buy my drinks . . . but my heart wasn’t in it. I just knew how it was
Realizing what she’s done.) So I worked the bars. No sense sitting
going to end up . . . not the detail, but the total or something . . . and I
d thinking . . . crying over spilt . . .worked the bars as a singer. Mostly
got kind of queasy-stomached over that . . . cause I don’t want to give up
s . . . not only . . . not as . . . but as someone who’s trying to find
hope . . . and it’s not that I have . . . sometimes you can just burn youralways sang when I was a kid . . . finally, I met someone . . . yes,
self . . . fry yourself . . . and you need to regenerate . . . juvinate . . . I
. Six foot tall . . . drove a yellow Volkswagen bug . . . our first time
don’t know.
n the hood of that Volkswagen bug down on the Suwanee River.
One Easter morning, at nine or ten — my age, not the time — I
t a divorce, and we got married, and then he got a divorce and got
awoke early, and I looked out the window . . . the living room window
d again. Have you ever thought about how odd it is that Easter
. . . and out on the lawn I saw them . . . hiding the eggs and candies and
es lay eggs? Before I knew that it was all something invented, I althe basket in the early morning dew in the forsythia . . . and daffodils . . .
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and I realized that the Easter bunny was just like Santa Claus. No different. I figured the other one out quicker . . . and I felt ashamed. I felt
Le Wilhelm
awful for them. There they were in the early morning hiding all those
things, and I knew. I went back to bed, and when it came time for me
to awaken . . . I pretended to be asleep, and I went through all the moScene: An empty house in central Florida
tions. For two years I did that . . . I know it was pretending, but it was
Dramatic
all so much fun for all of us.
Nadine (thirties to forties), a country pop singer.
Tonight it wasn’t no fun pretending. Least with the other, there were
candies and eggs and baskets . . . but I wasn’t getting nothing from this.
Nadine has dropped by her neighbors’ house to discover that her
So I came back . . . stopped at Cajun Bill’s and picked you up some food
Lydia has just stabbed a strange man with a pair of scissors. Wh
and came back . . .
threatens to call the police, Lydia puts the scissors in her hand an
(Singing.) “Billy, don’t be a hero, don’t be a fool with your life. Billy
to stab the man several times following which she breaks down
don’t be a hero, come back and make me your wife.” Seventeen. He went
of exhausted confusion.
off to the war in Vietnam, and I was faithful. And I sang that song, although I was already married to him . . . but he didn’t die. He came back.
NADINE: (Indicating the meal she brought for them.) It’s all cold, I’m
But it wasn’t the same . . . course we’d only been married for a few days
I thought it’d be a nice snack. When I was a child, too old n
before he left, so I don’t guess I knew what being with him was . . . but
better, on Easter morning, we used to . . . I used to hunt eggs .
I thought I knew . . . dreamt what it’d be . . . and then there was this
colored . . . and baskets . . . little chocolate candies . . . Eas
evening in late October — no, late September — that he said, “It ain’t
. . . filled with vanilla and maple and cherry . . . in the front y
working,” and I said, “No, it ain’t.” And that I was sorry, but I didn’t know
Easter morning in the front yard . . . I’d hunt eggs and candi
what to do, and so tell me, and I’ll try. But I didn’t know what to do,
kets . . . nestled in the forsythia and the trunks of the maples i
and he said, “Don’t worry.” Next morning, he left. Just left. That was best,
yard.
really the best, because why not? I mean, what’s the point of hanging
I should have stayed out there tonight. I felt it. I knew I sh
around when it’s not working? Even if you still care, what’s the point?
But I just didn’t feel like . . . my heart wasn’t in it. Hard to do
I worked the number up. I sing it sometimes. “Billy, don’t be a hero.”
when your heart ain’t in it. I got this wig, thought it might p
Some of the older ones like it. Some of the ones opposed to war, they
a little . . . made this dress. Nice dress, I like it . . . soft and
like it. (Softly she sings, then she stands, and performs the first part of the
Don’t misunderstand. I wasn’t having to buy my drinks . . . I
number with total concentration, as if on a stage.)
to buy my drinks . . . but my heart wasn’t in it. I just knew
(Realizing what she’s done.) So I worked the bars. No sense sitting
going to end up . . . not the detail, but the total or somethin
around thinking . . . crying over spilt . . .worked the bars as a singer. Mostly
got kind of queasy-stomached over that . . . cause I don’t want
I guess . . . not only . . . not as . . . but as someone who’s trying to find
hope . . . and it’s not that I have . . . sometimes you can just
. . . I always sang when I was a kid . . . finally, I met someone . . . yes,
self . . . fry yourself . . . and you need to regenerate . . . juv
finally. Six foot tall . . . drove a yellow Volkswagen bug . . . our first time
don’t know.
was on the hood of that Volkswagen bug down on the Suwanee River.
One Easter morning, at nine or ten — my age, not the
He got a divorce, and we got married, and then he got a divorce and got
awoke early, and I looked out the window . . . the living roo
married again. Have you ever thought about how odd it is that Easter
. . . and out on the lawn I saw them . . . hiding the eggs and c
bunnies lay eggs? Before I knew that it was all something invented, I althe basket in the early morning dew in the forsythia . . . and d
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ways wondered about that. Rabbits don’t lay eggs, they have . . . they have
babies. They’re mammals, not birds. But the Easter bunny lays eggs, he
Le Wilhelm
doesn’t or she doesn’t — and that’s another thing. How can he be a he
and lay eggs — shes lay, not hes. That’s really confusing if you think about it.
Then the last. He was the one that was so sweet, and . . . no one
empty house in central Florida
would have even believed it . . . Everyone thought he was so . . . and if
c
anyone knew . . . they’d have assumed it was me . . . that I’d been foolirties to forties), a country pop singer.
ing around . . . or that I’d done something . . . ‘cause that nice, gentle
man . . . wouldn’t . . . but he did . . . he beat me . . . and I was a . . . I
r way to a gig, Nadine drops off a sewing machine and some fabric at
should have gotten out . . . but, well, I’d already lost twice, and the third
w neighbors’ house. When her blue Dolly Parton wig draws an appre— that would be really . . . three times and can’t make a go of . . . so I
stare or two, she explains that she’s got to wear a lot of makeup under
figured I should try and do better . . . not to make him angry . . . ‘cause
hts or she washes out.
when he was sweet, afterwards, he always was so sweet. But then it’d be
a week or month or so . . . and I shouldn’t have . . . ’cause when you let
What do you think of the wig? Does it look okay?
that happen . . . it’s like an animal . . . dog . . . that gets beaten . . . beat
bought it. I don’t usually wear wigs, but I thought, “What the hell?”
a dog . . . enough and if it stays . . . don’t run off . . . you snap your finon sale for $15.95 down at Bruce’s Wigs. He’s a real dear. You’d
gers and it’s flat on . . . its stomach . . . tail between its legs . . . shaking
m. I hope you all don’t get the wrong impression about me. I don’t
. . . it’s the way it works . . . and when he left . . . it took some time . . .
y wear this much makeup, especially not this much mascara, but
and then I started getting angry . . . angry . . . just angry . . . at everyyou’re performing, the lights just wash you out something awful.
thing . . . angry at everyone . . . tonight . . . there I was angry . . . I saw
ally my eyes, and my eyes aren’t my best feature — my legs are my
the . . . knew them . . . knew how they . . . thought . . . didn’t know . . .
ature — but you don’t sing with your legs. Least I don’t. And unbut thought . . . and I was so angry . . . and I thought of you kids . . .
put on lots of mascara to bring them out, they’re just sort of two
of Blue and Lydia . . . thought they’re nice folks . . . they don’t make me
But with the mascara, sometimes people even mention them. Now
angry . . . when you moved in, I watched you and I thought, “Them’s
d eyes like Blue, that’d be a different story. But Lydia, ain’t that alnice people . . . they’re nice . . . it’d be wonderful if you could make friends
he way it is? Men got features that they don’t really need, and us
with them . . . someone would just let you be” . . . and I could tell you
n could really use them, but we don’t have ‘em. Someone else aldon’t have much . . . and I thought, “Maybe I can help them just a litas what I want. Not that I wish I had your eyes and you had mine.
tle” . . . I got quite a lot from the last . . . we had a joint checking, and
ot coveting. I wish I had eyes like yours and you had even prettier
I withdrew when he left . . . and I thought, “I can help them out” . . .
Whatever you want.
I’m not rich . . . maybe it’s something like a mother’s feeling . . . I probably won’t ever, probably never have a child. Not that I couldn’t still, but
I can’t hold. I miscarry. No matter if I just lie in bed, I miscarry. That’s
why Bill and I got married, but I lost the child just after he left.
There was some strange Easter egg — maybe you had one, too, when
you were a child. Mother can’t remember where she got it. She thinks I
dreamt it all. But it was different. First it’d seem like any of the others,
covered with chocolate, but just inside the chocolate was a robin’s egg blue
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sugar shell and rich caramel, more like toffee, and then a white shell and
inside the cream was a green shell which held a snow white almond. Each
Jane Martin
Easter, I couldn’t wait until I found this egg. I loved them so much. And
they were always hidden in the most difficult places. Not only did they
have all these colors, but they had the most intricate, highly complex deScene: A bare stage
signs. When I learned the order of color, I’d always look carefully when
Serio-Comic
I was opening the various shells to see if something had been changed,
T-Anne (twenty to forty), a stage manager.
that pink was in the place of blue, or that yellow had been substituted.
It never was, but I was always curious to see, to look for a change, some
Here, savvy T-Anne offers a sadly accurate description of the cur
sort of variation on the pattern.
American theatre as she prepares to organize auditions for a new
It was awful over there. In that war. It must have been awful. Really
terrible, but I can’t understand why Billy changed so much.
T-ANNE: The American theater’s in a shitload of trouble. (Flash, cra
The meal’s cold by now, all cold, but would you like something to
why the stage is bare, and it’s a cast of six, one non-union. (Fl
eat?
I’m T-Anne, the stage manager, but I’m also in the play. (Fla
lot of plays you’ve seen at the end of the 20th century, we all h
a lot of parts to make the whole thing economically viable .
. . . HOMAGE TO THORNTON WILDER. (Flash, crash. S
cloak. She wears blue jeans, a T-shirt, many keys at her belt.) T
(Current date.), 2000, just before noon. Well, I’ll show you a litt
how our profession is laid out. Up around here are the Bro
aters, sort of between 42nd and 52nd Street, we like to thin
heart of everything. City of New York, State of New York, Un
of America, the world, the galaxy, the universe. Down over her
wich Village, around there we do off-Broadway, that’s good
Tribeca, Soho, Lower East Side, we call that the “downtown s
off stuff. An incredibly colorful group of people who despise r
have all won the Obie Award . . . that’s good too. Beyond tha
out in all directions for thousands of miles is something calle
theater,” which I understand once showed a lot of promise bu
degenerated into dying medieval fiefdoms and arrogant bar
ducing small-cast comedies, cabaret musicals, mean-spirited
and the occasional deconstructed classic, which everybody h
that, moving west, we reach the burning, uninhabitable desert a
tias who don’t go to plays, and beyond that, singing a siren ca
evil kingdoms of Flick and Tube, the bourne from which no
turns. Now back to New York, thank God. Let’s see, the Em
Building, the Statue of Liberty and the Actors’ Equity office
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mothah fuckin’ assistant. And it’s about time. I deserve all this —
e unlike the four of you dirty tramps — I live an honest life with
David-Matthew Barnes
y and self-respect. I care about the movies I make and not the size
bank account. So if the four of you can not maintain yourselves
e decent young women God intended y’all to be, then step aside,
Scene: Backstage at the Academy Awards, during a commercial break.
e I can and I will. It’s not about box office. It’s not about power.
Serio-Comic
t about having your face on every trashy magazine in America. It’s
Tracy Morrison (thirties), an African-American nominee for Best Actress.
givin’ somethin’ to the world — and believe you me, I’z got plenty
e. Now, get that camera rollin’, because I am ready for my interWhen Tracy is egregiously ‘dissed by her sister nominees during a live interview show at the Oscars, she lets loose with some very plain talk that manages to shut everyone up.

And The Winner Is . . .

TRACY:

Listen up, you little star fuckers! My name is Tracy Morrison and I’m
here because I was nominated for my performance in “Sorry Is My Sister.” Now, if y’all wanna be nasty about this, then I can be nasty. First of
all, April Newton — everyone that I know has slept with your husband
at least a dozen times — and they all complain about the same damn thing
— two inches don’t go very far in my neighborhood, okay?! And Pauline
Emerson why don’t you take your skinny white ass back to England and
choke yourself on a pot of piss and tea. Your movies are almost as bad as
your nose job — and don’t even let me get started on how many sexually transmitted diseases you be spreadin’ ‘round town, you triflin’ ho! You
lay on a doorstep faster than the mornin’ newspaper. And Rachel Riley
— for some God-awful reason, some dumb ass put you in a movie and
told you that you can act. Shhh-eeeit. That son of a bitch lied to your stupid ass and because of that — we all have to suffer by seeing your ugly
grin smilin’ up at us every time we go to Blockbuster. I could make one
of your movies with ten dollars and a hooker from Harlem. And Danielle
Taylor — you little drunk bitch — that sweet innocent routine doesn’t
fool me. You’ve got an arrest record a mile long and more ex-boyfriends
than Elizabeth Taylor. In a year, you’ll be burned out, used up and doing
infomercials. I, myself, worked three jobs trying to put myself through
college. I’ve studied every aspect of actin’ you can possibly imagine. I’ve
played every maid, call girl and the wife of countless dope dealers — on
every stage from here to Kentucky. It took me eleven years to get a part
in a film — and now that I’m here — I’m not going anywhere! I got an
agent. I got a manager. I got a lawyer. I got a publicist. I’ve got a per-
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sonal mothah fuckin’ assistant. And it’s about time. I deserve all this —
because unlike the four of you dirty tramps — I live an honest life with
David-Matthew Barnes
dignity and self-respect. I care about the movies I make and not the size
of my bank account. So if the four of you can not maintain yourselves
like the decent young women God intended y’all to be, then step aside,
Scene: Backstage at the Academy Awards, during a commercial br
because I can and I will. It’s not about box office. It’s not about power.
Serio-Comic
It’s not about having your face on every trashy magazine in America. It’s
Tracy Morrison (thirties), an African-American nominee for Best
about givin’ somethin’ to the world — and believe you me, I’z got plenty
to give. Now, get that camera rollin’, because I am ready for my interWhen Tracy is egregiously ‘dissed by her sister nominees during a
view.
view show at the Oscars, she lets loose with some very plain talk
ages to shut everyone up.

And The Winner Is . . .

TRACY:

Listen up, you little star fuckers! My name is Tracy Morriso
here because I was nominated for my performance in “Sorry
ter.” Now, if y’all wanna be nasty about this, then I can be na
all, April Newton — everyone that I know has slept with you
at least a dozen times — and they all complain about the same d
— two inches don’t go very far in my neighborhood, okay?! A
Emerson why don’t you take your skinny white ass back to En
choke yourself on a pot of piss and tea. Your movies are almo
your nose job — and don’t even let me get started on how m
ally transmitted diseases you be spreadin’ ‘round town, you trif
lay on a doorstep faster than the mornin’ newspaper. And R
— for some God-awful reason, some dumb ass put you in a
told you that you can act. Shhh-eeeit. That son of a bitch lied t
pid ass and because of that — we all have to suffer by seeing
grin smilin’ up at us every time we go to Blockbuster. I could
of your movies with ten dollars and a hooker from Harlem. An
Taylor — you little drunk bitch — that sweet innocent rout
fool me. You’ve got an arrest record a mile long and more exthan Elizabeth Taylor. In a year, you’ll be burned out, used up
infomercials. I, myself, worked three jobs trying to put myse
college. I’ve studied every aspect of actin’ you can possibly im
played every maid, call girl and the wife of countless dope de
every stage from here to Kentucky. It took me eleven years to
in a film — and now that I’m here — I’m not going anywhe
agent. I got a manager. I got a lawyer. I got a publicist. I’ve
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shell and rich caramel, more like toffee, and then a white shell and
the cream was a green shell which held a snow white almond. Each
Jane Martin
I couldn’t wait until I found this egg. I loved them so much. And
were always hidden in the most difficult places. Not only did they
ll these colors, but they had the most intricate, highly complex deScene: A bare stage
When I learned the order of color, I’d always look carefully when
Serio-Comic
opening the various shells to see if something had been changed,
T-Anne (twenty to forty), a stage manager.
ink was in the place of blue, or that yellow had been substituted.
er was, but I was always curious to see, to look for a change, some
Here, savvy T-Anne offers a sadly accurate description of the current state of
variation on the pattern.
American theatre as she prepares to organize auditions for a new production.
was awful over there. In that war. It must have been awful. Really
e, but I can’t understand why Billy changed so much.
T-ANNE: The American theater’s in a shitload of trouble. (Flash, crash.) That’s
he meal’s cold by now, all cold, but would you like something to
why the stage is bare, and it’s a cast of six, one non-union. (Flash, crash.)
I’m T-Anne, the stage manager, but I’m also in the play. (Flash.) Like a
lot of plays you’ve seen at the end of the 20th century, we all have to play
a lot of parts to make the whole thing economically viable . . . (Crash.)
. . . HOMAGE TO THORNTON WILDER. (Flash, crash. She drops the
cloak. She wears blue jeans, a T-shirt, many keys at her belt.) The date is
(Current date.), 2000, just before noon. Well, I’ll show you a little bit about
how our profession is laid out. Up around here are the Broadway theaters, sort of between 42nd and 52nd Street, we like to think that’s the
heart of everything. City of New York, State of New York, United States
of America, the world, the galaxy, the universe. Down over here is Greenwich Village, around there we do off-Broadway, that’s good too. Now
Tribeca, Soho, Lower East Side, we call that the “downtown scene,” offoff stuff. An incredibly colorful group of people who despise realism and
have all won the Obie Award . . . that’s good too. Beyond that, radiating
out in all directions for thousands of miles is something called “regional
theater,” which I understand once showed a lot of promise but has since
degenerated into dying medieval fiefdoms and arrogant baronies producing small-cast comedies, cabaret musicals, mean-spirited new plays,
and the occasional deconstructed classic, which everybody hates. After
that, moving west, we reach the burning, uninhabitable desert and its militias who don’t go to plays, and beyond that, singing a siren call, the twin
evil kingdoms of Flick and Tube, the bourne from which no traveler returns. Now back to New York, thank God. Let’s see, the Empire State
Building, the Statue of Liberty and the Actors’ Equity offices . . . that’s
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our union. They make sure no more than 80 percent of our membership
is out of work on any given day. And over there . . . yes, right over there
Kara Hartzler
is where we worship, yes sir, The New York Times. Well, that’s about it.
Now, with a short subway ride we get to one of the audition studios where
producers and theaters come to find actors for their plays. Here’s the front
Scene: An office in the Department of Immigration and Naturali
door, elevator up to the fifth floor, Studio C, where the San Antonio, Texas
vices.
Actors Express has come to the big city to cast The Three Sisters by Anton
Dramatic
Chekhov. He’s Russian. At noon, you can always hear the actors doing
Leah (twenties to thirties), an idealistic young woman trying to m
their vocal warm-ups.
ference.
(Vocal warm-ups can be heard.)
Aya — there they are. Not much happens before noon. Theatre folks
Leah’s job is to interview individuals applying to the United Stat
sleep late. So, another day’s begun. There’s Lisabette Cartwright walking
ical asylum. After a particularly frustrating day, she is asked why
into Studio C. She graduated from S.M.U. (Southern Methodist) drama
for a living. She makes the following reply.
department and began teaching third grade. Then she was invited all the
way to New York for an audition because the producer once had her apLEAH: Fine. This is why I came here.
pendix removed by one of her uncles. Lisabettes’ really excited, and her
(All of her barriers have broken down.)
mom, who is at this moment canning okra, is too. Over there is Casey
I came here because I care about people, and I’m interested
Mulgraw, the one dressed in the skirt/pants thing, a lot of people call her
rights. I also came here because I wanted something that would
the Queen of off-off Broadway. She’s a little hung over because she just
on a resumé. I came here because I felt guilty when I read New
celebrated the opening of her 200th play without ever having been paid
I came here because I wanted to have a purpose.
a salary. She also has a yeast infection that is really pissing her off. In our
[DANIEL: Anything else?]
town, we like to know the facts about everybody.
LEAH: Sometimes when I’ve listened to three straight hours of hide
this sick, jaded part of me starts to find them fascinating. I’ll sit
“Wow, hung upside down and beaten with ice, I’ve never hea
before.” Then I’ll file it away, in my mind, to recount to my
my peacenik friends, and anyone who doubts that I’m a ca
passionate person.
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Scene:
bare stage city
apartment
in aAmid-western
Serio-Comic
c
Lisabette
(twenties),
an idealistic
ties), a woman
struggling
to recover
from ayoung
failed actress.
relationship while
same time being presented with the possibility of new love.
Following her first performing experience in New York, Lisabette here confirms her love of acting while expressing some hope for the future of theatre.
Annie describes the emotionally gruesome events that led to the end of
ationshipLISABETTE
with Richard.
: ‘Night. (Lisabette remains in a single light. She looks around her.)
Wow. Crazy. It’s so stupid, but I love to act. It always feels like anything
me home. I was
early.
And there
he was. Or wonderful
there should
I sayhappen.
was It’s just people,
could
happen.
That something
could
e ass becauseyou
that’sknow,
all I could
see. That
and her
legswatching
wrapped around
just people
doing
it and
it, but I think everybody
ck. Actually, hopes
they were
up around
histoneck.
And I remember
that way
it might
turn out
be something
more than that. Like peong, what’s Richard
fucking
on top
mymore
grandple buydoing
a ticket
to thea gymnast
lottery, only
thisofhas
. . . heart to it. And
r’s dining room
table.
I
actually
stood
there,
marveling
at
their
flexmost times, it doesn’t turn out any better than the lottery, but sometimes
Mary Lou saw
God, Richard.
Richard.
He turns.
. . .me
myfirst.
dad Oh,
runsmy
a community
center,
and back
in the day they did this
es. Lots of silence.
Lots Raisin
of fumbling
for clothing
noaone
canfamily
find. or something, and
play called
in the Sun,
just about
black
es to apologize.
Hejust
triespeople
to make
it my
fault.
Hethere
trieswas
to get
me to guy and a car meit was
doing
it. He
said
a grocery
m. Hit him.chanic,
Hate him.
All I want
to do
is check
a waitress,
but the
whole
thingthe
hadcondition
like . . . I of
don’t know . . . aura,
andmother’s and
table.
She leaves.
gobeinto
the. kitchen.
I come
people
wantedI to
there
. . so much
that back
when they would practh some furniture
I make
what Ihad
thought
tice at polish
night, and
‘cause
everybody
jobs, was
theythe
hadlove
to open the doors at
fucking life the
polish
thatand
tablehundreds
until it shines.
next would
morning,
center
of blackThe
people
justIshow up, show up
out on the street
gone inThey
thirtybrought
minutes.kids,
As is
he.brought
Cross dinner, old peofor theand
playit’spractice.
they
Two weeks later.
I’m
in the corner
Richard
in.the
With
ple in
wheelchairs,
andmarket,
they would
hangwalks
around
whole time, kids runsay, Richard.ning
He says,
Annie.
I say,
what
you doing
here. He
up and
down,
until
theareactors
went home,
night after night at
icking up a few
things.
I can’t
resist.
mean,these
besides
her?”
She stick around and
practice,
and
when
they“You
finished,
people
would
me a bitch. Heads
counter
up. Iline
turn. . . like a wedding
they turn.
wouldThe
linekid
upbehind
outsidethelike
a . . . looks
reception
hard and say,. .why.
a reason
why.
And
he line
looks
me you doin’? How
. andAll
theI want
actorsiswould
walk
down
that
. . at
. “How
says . . . he says,
becauseshaking
you carehands,
too much
in on
a world
thatand
doesn’t
you doin’?”
pattin’
the kids,
the people would give
shit anymorethem
. . . pies
and and
I stand
in the
of audience
that market
yardthere,
flowers,
andmiddle
then the
and the actors would
r the first time
in
my
life,
I
can’t
think
of
a
thing
to
say.
So
I
run.
all walk out, in the pitch dark, to the parking lot together. Nobody knew
f my market.exactly
Out ofwhat
my neighborhood.
of my life
as day
I know
it was or why itOut
happened.
Some
I’d like to be in a play
nd up at the like
localthat.
U-Haul
outlet
thetrying
first . . . what do you
I would.
Sowhere
I guessI rent
I’ll goa truck
on . . for
. keep
n my life, pack
up Could
everything
I own
and start
driving
around
think?
happen.
Maybe.
Maybe
not. (She
looksthe
at the audience.) Well
circles untilyou
I come
upon
this
sign.
Apartment
for
Rent.
Which
I
came tonight anyway.
ter being told
how lucky I am.
(Blackout.)
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Apartment
Anton3A
In Show Business
Jeff Daniels

Jane Martin

Scene:
bare stage city
Scene: An apartment
in aAmid-western
Serio-Comic
Serio-Comic
Lisabette
(twenties),
an idealistic
Annie (thirties), a woman
struggling
to recover
from ayoung
failed actress.
relationship while
at the same time being presented with the possibility of new love.
Following her first performing experience in New York, Lisabett
firms her love of acting while expressing some hope for the future
Here, Annie describes the emotionally gruesome events that led to the end of
her relationshipLISABETTE
with Richard.
: ‘Night. (Lisabette remains in a single light. She looks a
Wow. Crazy. It’s so stupid, but I love to act. It always feels lik
ANNIE: I came home. I was
early.
And there
he was. Or wonderful
there should
I sayhappen.
was It’s j
could
happen.
That something
could
his bare ass becauseyou
that’sknow,
all I could
see. That
and her
legswatching
wrapped around
just people
doing
it and
it, but I think
his back. Actually, hopes
they were
up around
histoneck.
And I remember
that way
it might
turn out
be something
more than that
thinking, what’s Richard
fucking
on top
mymore
grandple buydoing
a ticket
to thea gymnast
lottery, only
thisofhas
. . . heart
mother’s dining room
table.
I
actually
stood
there,
marveling
at
their
flexmost times, it doesn’t turn out any better than the lottery, but
ibility. Mary Lou saw
God, Richard.
Richard.
He turns.
. . .me
myfirst.
dad Oh,
runsmy
a community
center,
and back
in the day th
He sees. Lots of silence.
Lots Raisin
of fumbling
for clothing
noaone
canfamily
find. or some
play called
in the Sun,
just about
black
He tries to apologize.
Hejust
triespeople
to make
it my
fault.
Hethere
trieswas
to get
me to guy an
it was
doing
it. He
said
a grocery
slap him. Hit him.chanic,
Hate him.
All I want
to do
is check
a waitress,
but the
whole
thingthe
hadcondition
like . . . I of
don’t kno
my grandmother’s and
table.
She leaves.
gobeinto
the. kitchen.
I come
people
wantedI to
there
. . so much
that back
when they w
out with some furniture
I make
what Ihad
thought
tice at polish
night, and
‘cause
everybody
jobs, was
theythe
hadlove
to open th
of my fucking life the
polish
thatand
tablehundreds
until it shines.
next would
morning,
center
of blackThe
people
justIshow up
put it out on the street
gone inThey
thirtybrought
minutes.kids,
As is
he.brought
Cross dinne
for theand
playit’spractice.
they
fade. Two weeks later.
I’m
in the corner
Richard
in.the
With
ple in
wheelchairs,
andmarket,
they would
hangwalks
around
whole tim
her. I say, Richard.ning
He says,
Annie.
I say,
what
you doing
here. He
up and
down,
until
theareactors
went home,
night afte
says, picking up a few
things.
I can’t
resist.
mean,these
besides
her?”
She stick a
practice,
and
when
they“You
finished,
people
would
calls me a bitch. Heads
counter
up. Iline
turn. . . like
they turn.
wouldThe
linekid
upbehind
outsidethelike
a . . . looks
reception
to Richard and say,. .why.
a reason
why.
And
he line
looks
me you d
. andAll
theI want
actorsiswould
walk
down
that
. . at
. “How
and he says . . . he says,
becauseshaking
you carehands,
too much
in on
a world
thatand
doesn’t
you doin’?”
pattin’
the kids,
the people
give a shit anymorethem
. . . pies
and and
I stand
in the
of audience
that market
yardthere,
flowers,
andmiddle
then the
and the ac
and for the first time
in
my
life,
I
can’t
think
of
a
thing
to
say.
So
I
run.
all walk out, in the pitch dark, to the parking lot together. No
Out of my market.exactly
Out ofwhat
my neighborhood.
of my life
as day
I know
it was or why itOut
happened.
Some
I’d like to b
it. I end up at the like
localthat.
U-Haul
outlet
thetrying
first . . . w
I would.
Sowhere
I guessI rent
I’ll goa truck
on . . for
. keep
time in my life, pack
up Could
everything
I own
and start
driving
around
think?
happen.
Maybe.
Maybe
not. (She
looksthe
at the audi
city in circles untilyou
I come
upon
this
sign.
Apartment
for
Rent.
Which
I
came tonight anyway.
do. After being told
how lucky I am.
(Blackout.)
10

11

nion. They make sure no more than 80 percent of our membership
of work on any given day. And over there . . . yes, right over there
Kara Hartzler
re we worship, yes sir, The New York Times. Well, that’s about it.
with a short subway ride we get to one of the audition studios where
cers and theaters come to find actors for their plays. Here’s the front
Scene: An office in the Department of Immigration and Naturalization Serlevator up to the fifth floor, Studio C, where the San Antonio, Texas
vices.
Express has come to the big city to cast The Three Sisters by Anton
Dramatic
hov. He’s Russian. At noon, you can always hear the actors doing
Leah (twenties to thirties), an idealistic young woman trying to make a difocal warm-ups.
ference.
warm-ups can be heard.)
ya — there they are. Not much happens before noon. Theatre folks
Leah’s job is to interview individuals applying to the United States for politate. So, another day’s begun. There’s Lisabette Cartwright walking
ical asylum. After a particularly frustrating day, she is asked why she does this
tudio C. She graduated from S.M.U. (Southern Methodist) drama
for a living. She makes the following reply.
ment and began teaching third grade. Then she was invited all the
New York for an audition because the producer once had her apLEAH: Fine. This is why I came here.
x removed by one of her uncles. Lisabettes’ really excited, and her
(All of her barriers have broken down.)
who is at this moment canning okra, is too. Over there is Casey
I came here because I care about people, and I’m interested in human
aw, the one dressed in the skirt/pants thing, a lot of people call her
rights. I also came here because I wanted something that would look good
ueen of off-off Broadway. She’s a little hung over because she just
on a resumé. I came here because I felt guilty when I read Newsweek. And
ated the opening of her 200th play without ever having been paid
I came here because I wanted to have a purpose.
y. She also has a yeast infection that is really pissing her off. In our
[DANIEL: Anything else?]
we like to know the facts about everybody.
LEAH: Sometimes when I’ve listened to three straight hours of hideous stories,
this sick, jaded part of me starts to find them fascinating. I’ll sit and think,
“Wow, hung upside down and beaten with ice, I’ve never heard that one
before.” Then I’ll file it away, in my mind, to recount to my father and
my peacenik friends, and anyone who doubts that I’m a caring, compassionate person.

Asylum
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Back Story
Be My Baby!
Michele Forsten
“Maid of Athens”
David Rambo

Scene: Here and now
Serio-Comic
Scene: Here and now
Susie (thirties), a woman whose relationship has reached an impa
Dramatic

Ainsley (nineteen), a young woman struggling to keep it together in a famSusie and Clair have been happy and comfortable in their rela
ily wounded by deconstruction.
quite some time. When Clair indicates her desire to either have a
own
to adopt,
Susietorealizes
she would
spend the ti
Ainsley has cut her fingerorwhile
helping
preparethat
a meal.
Here, rather
she recalls
ergy
required
to
raise
a
child
on
herself.
Here,
she
describes
a special memory from her childhood in an effort to make the pain go away. her f

: I have some time to kill because Clair just called to say sh
Shit! Oh .SUSIE
. . shit!
coming
home.
so swath
into her
work.towel.
She doesn’t
make a w
(She runs in wrapping a finger
in Clair’s
a bloody
of paper
It really
time
to
spend
with
me,
her
devoted
spouse.
I
work
a lot les
hurts. She calls off.)
more.
But money
has never
beenthe
Clair’s
thinginand
that’s wha
I’m okay. I’ve got an
ice cube
on it. Aunt
Lou, put
potatoes
a pot
me
to
her
in
the
first
place.
She
has
a
good
heart.
I often lo
of cold water. Except the one I got blood on.
this,
though,
because
she’s
always
broke
and
it
drives
me cra
(To herself, raising her bloodied fist, and taking deep breaths.)
from
a
family
that
measures
success
by
how
much
money
you
Hold it above the heart. Come in, ice cube. Make it numb. Ice. Iceberg.
olderglacier
sister .Renee
bringKissing
home my
all these
Glacier. A big Alaskan
. . on would
my finger.
finger,slimeball
mak- guys.
(Slide
of
Renee,
with
a
guy
who
looks
like
a
gangster.)
ing the pain go away. Glaciers. Snow, in soft white drifts, like waves of
Quicker
you can say gelt, my grandma would get a
icing on a wedding cake,
like . . than
.
the
guy’s
net
worth.
Like
this:eleven, and Reuben took
. . . Leonard Bernstein’s hair. The summer
I was
(Imitates
her grandma,
on Yiddish
accent.)
me to Tanglewood. They
remembered
him, alltaking
the older
musicians
did,
“Pleased
to
meet
you
.
.
.
What
do
you
do
in business?
..
from when he played there. First clarinet. Reuben told them he was
just
ing
you’re
a
hit
man?
Vos
iz
dus?
You
mean
you
play
baseball?
teaching now and I was his star pupil. But they knew. It was a hot day,
you’veyou
made
killing
More
thanWe
one
. . uh huh. Ve
and when a drinkersee,
sweats,
can ajust
smell. .it. on
them.
all. could.
sive,wave
a regular
tycoon
on Wall
. .Leonard
. Oh, you’re
And then, this . . . this
of energy
comes
at us,Street
and it’s
Bern-not in th
markets
.
.
.
Oh,
the
cement
business.
Well,
whatever
stein. “Reuben! Reuben, God, where the hell have you been? Reuben, dear, you d
young
man with
a future.hugging
Have a Reuben
good time,
two.”
darling, Reuben.” And
Leonard
Bernstein’s
andyou
kissing
(Squeezes
out
mop.)
him. Kissing! Then, Reuben says, “Lenny” — to Leonard Bernstein! —
Okay, Okay.
I exaggerate
a little.
But
youthe
getclarthe idea. Th
he says, “Lenny, this is Ainsley
Belcher,
my star pupil.
She
plays
financial
security
is
genetically
passed
down
in
my
family. B
inet.” And then . . .
closet
for
about
a
decade,
I
didn’t
have
to
put
up
with
(She lowers the wounded hand, as if it’s being held by Leonard Bernstein.) my da
third
like my
sister
Leonard Bernstein the
kisses
mydegree,
hand! Can’t
look
himdid.
in the eye, or I’ll sink
(Slide of hand waving outside almost closed closet door.)

AINSLEY:
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like the Titanic. So I’m looking at his hair, these waves of thick, soft, white
hair. Like snow. Big, soft, Alaskan glaciers.
Alison Diane Meehan
They call rehearsal, and “Lenny” looks up at me, and quotes Lord Byron,
my favorite poet!
“Maid of Athens, ere we part,
e and now
Give, oh give me back my heart.”
c
And he left. For three hours I sat on the grass watching rehearsal, and
hteen to twenty-five), a young woman describing a frustrating
didn’t move a muscle or even go to the bathroom, even when the orchestra
iled relationship.
took a break. I didn’t move.
(She hums a passage from Beethoven’s Ode to Joy, “conducting” with the
Ashley recounts the strange direction her life took after meeting a guy
wounded hand.)
ad party.
After that, when I practiced up in the cake room, if my cheeks hurt, or
the muscles in my jaw got tired, I couldn’t feel it. Leonard Bernstein was
starts at a bad party. You talk to a guy about how lame the party
there. Conducting. Kissing my . . .
w much you hate school or how you can’t believe your friends are
(Her hand.)
g with those guys. The next week at a slightly better party and you
It doesn’t hurt anymore.
as drunk you start talking to the same guy. As you talk to him you
you’re telling him more than you ever meant to. Suddenly, you
eeing this guy everywhere. He knows everything about you. He
your friends, your family, where you work . . . he even knows what
thinking. This should scare you, but it doesn’t. So you end up going
th him a couple of times. Three months later you realize how much
e you’re in. That’s when you realize that you should ask him what
me is. A year later you still haven’t asked his name. You don’t want
t him. Then you’re at Thanksgiving dinner and you want to ine him to your family, but you don’t know his name so you just act
n the middle of dinner he mentions to your mother how nice you’ll
n his grandmother’s wedding dress and you finally start screaming.
ied? You want to get married?? I don’t even know your name!!” You
s over and over until you faint. Eventually you end up at the shrink’s
g about your ex-boyfriend and dying for a cigarette. When the good
asks what your ex’s name is you just smile. Then time is up and
o outside and are about to light up that cigarette when you see this
ho knows everything about your life walking by. And no, I never
nd out his name.

Bad Party
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like the Titanic. So I’m looking at his hair, these waves of thick,
hair. Like snow. Big, soft, Alaskan glaciers.
Alison Diane Meehan
They call rehearsal, and “Lenny” looks up at me, and quotes L
my favorite poet!
“Maid of Athens, ere we part,
Scene: Here and now
Give, oh give me back my heart.”
Serio-Comic
And he left. For three hours I sat on the grass watching reh
Ashley (eighteen to twenty-five), a young woman describing a frustrating
didn’t move a muscle or even go to the bathroom, even when th
and failed relationship.
took a break. I didn’t move.
(She hums a passage from Beethoven’s Ode to Joy, “conductin
Here, Ashley recounts the strange direction her life took after meeting a guy
wounded hand.)
at a bad party.
After that, when I practiced up in the cake room, if my chee
the muscles in my jaw got tired, I couldn’t feel it. Leonard Be
ASHLEY: It starts at a bad party. You talk to a guy about how lame the party
there. Conducting. Kissing my . . .
is; how much you hate school or how you can’t believe your friends are
(Her hand.)
flirting with those guys. The next week at a slightly better party and you
It doesn’t hurt anymore.
aren’t as drunk you start talking to the same guy. As you talk to him you
realize you’re telling him more than you ever meant to. Suddenly, you
start seeing this guy everywhere. He knows everything about you. He
knows your friends, your family, where you work . . . he even knows what
you’re thinking. This should scare you, but it doesn’t. So you end up going
out with him a couple of times. Three months later you realize how much
trouble you’re in. That’s when you realize that you should ask him what
his name is. A year later you still haven’t asked his name. You don’t want
to hurt him. Then you’re at Thanksgiving dinner and you want to introduce him to your family, but you don’t know his name so you just act
rude. In the middle of dinner he mentions to your mother how nice you’ll
look in his grandmother’s wedding dress and you finally start screaming.
“Married? You want to get married?? I don’t even know your name!!” You
yell this over and over until you faint. Eventually you end up at the shrink’s
talking about your ex-boyfriend and dying for a cigarette. When the good
doctor asks what your ex’s name is you just smile. Then time is up and
you go outside and are about to light up that cigarette when you see this
guy who knows everything about your life walking by. And no, I never
did find out his name.

Bad Party
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Back Story
Be My Baby!
Michele Forsten
“Maid of Athens”
David Rambo

Scene: Here and now
Serio-Comic
e and now
Susie (thirties), a woman whose relationship has reached an impasse.

neteen), a young woman struggling to keep it together in a famSusie and Clair have been happy and comfortable in their relationship for
unded by deconstruction.
quite some time. When Clair indicates her desire to either have a baby of her
own
to adopt,
Susietorealizes
she would
spend the time and eny has cut her fingerorwhile
helping
preparethat
a meal.
Here, rather
she recalls
ergy
required
to
raise
a
child
on
herself.
Here,
she
describes
al memory from her childhood in an effort to make the pain go away. her feelings.

: I have some time to kill because Clair just called to say she’d be late
hit! Oh .SUSIE
. . shit!
coming
home.
so swath
into her
work.towel.
She doesn’t
make a whole lot of
uns in wrapping a finger
in Clair’s
a bloody
of paper
It really
time
to
spend
with
me,
her
devoted
spouse.
I
work
a lot less and earn
She calls off.)
more.
But money
has never
beenthe
Clair’s
thinginand
that’s what attracted
ay. I’ve got an
ice cube
on it. Aunt
Lou, put
potatoes
a pot
me
to
her
in
the
first
place.
She
has
a
good
heart.
I often lose sight of
d water. Except the one I got blood on.
this,
though,
because
she’s
always
broke
and
it
drives
me crazy. I come
rself, raising her bloodied fist, and taking deep breaths.)
from
a
family
that
measures
success
by
how
much
money
you have. My
t above the heart. Come in, ice cube. Make it numb. Ice. Iceberg.
olderglacier
sister .Renee
bringKissing
home my
all these
r. A big Alaskan
. . on would
my finger.
finger,slimeball
mak- guys.
(Slide
of
Renee,
with
a
guy
who
looks
like
a
gangster.)
e pain go away. Glaciers. Snow, in soft white drifts, like waves of
Quicker
you can say gelt, my grandma would get a handle on
on a wedding cake,
like . . than
.
the
guy’s
net
worth.
Like
this:eleven, and Reuben took
onard Bernstein’s hair. The summer
I was
(Imitates
her grandma,
on Yiddish
accent.)
Tanglewood. They
remembered
him, alltaking
the older
musicians
did,
“Pleased
to
meet
you
.
.
.
What
do
you
do
in business?
. . . For a livwhen he played there. First clarinet. Reuben told them he was
just
ing
you’re
a
hit
man?
Vos
iz
dus?
You
mean
you
play
baseball?
. . . Oh, I
ng now and I was his star pupil. But they knew. It was a hot day,
see,
you’ve
made
a
killing
.
.
.
More
than
one
.
.
.
uh
huh.
Very
impreshen a drinker sweats, you can just smell it on them. We all could.
sive,wave
a regular
tycoon
on Wall
. .Leonard
. Oh, you’re
hen, this . . . this
of energy
comes
at us,Street
and it’s
Bern-not in the financial
markets
.
.
.
Oh,
the
cement
business.
Well,
whatever
“Reuben! Reuben, God, where the hell have you been? Reuben, dear, you do, you’re a
young
man with
a future.hugging
Have a Reuben
good time,
two.”
g, Reuben.” And
Leonard
Bernstein’s
andyou
kissing
(Squeezes
out
mop.)
Kissing! Then, Reuben says, “Lenny” — to Leonard Bernstein! —
Okay, Okay.
I exaggerate
a little.
But
youthe
getclarthe idea. The need for
s, “Lenny, this is Ainsley
Belcher,
my star pupil.
She
plays
financial
security
is
genetically
passed
down
in
my
family. Being in the
And then . . .
closet
for
about
a
decade,
I
didn’t
have
to
put
up
with
wers the wounded hand, as if it’s being held by Leonard Bernstein.) my dates getting
third
like my
sister
rd Bernstein the
kisses
mydegree,
hand! Can’t
look
himdid.
in the eye, or I’ll sink
(Slide of hand waving outside almost closed closet door.)
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I didn’t bring smoldering
anyone home.
woodpiles
I would just get something like this:
(Imitates her grandma.)
to leave shattered stones,
“You know, you
empty
wouldn’t
streets,
have to work so hard if you had a husband.
(Slide of Susie and
withsilence
cutouts of a nuclear family.)
You’re a nice looking
no livinggirl.
thing
I don’t know why you’re not popular”
After one toono
many
bird,times
no animal
of hearing this spiel I lost it and said,
“Grandma, I am popular
no dogs,. . .
(Slides of Susieno
children,
with
different girlfriends.)
not one
left standing
another,
. . . with the ladies.
I’mstone
a lesbian,
bubbie, on
a dyke,
a female feygaluh
rather a wilderness of stones
. . . get it?”
and see
She didn’t answer
andifIfinally
walkedthen
away She never mentioned dating
lesson hasmy
been
learned. But you know the expresagain. And I didn’ta mention
girlfriends.
Because
areyears
timesfor me to realize that grandma’s
sion, “Silence equals
death”?there
It took
whenher
this
is justified
silence was worse than
dating
spiel. She was the most important perare times,
though
you may
not me.
like it,
son in my life, andthere
she didn’t
accept
me. Didn’t
accept
thisa isminute.
all thatIhuman
beings
may rightly
and to shr
But I digress .when
. . Wait
never use
the word
digress.do
I guess
be less
human.
I’m nervous talkingisintofront
of athan
group.
I was always super quiet in school,
never had any desire to be a teacher . . . Another way that Clair and I are
different. She’s a college professor. I’m picking up some of her vocabulary, though.
I’m getting off the fucking subject, that’s what I’m doing. The subject of me and Clair. A lot of our lesbian friends, both single and couples, have kids now. Or they’re planning for one. Clair gets depressed when
she hears about this one adopting, that one being pregnant. I feel the time
and energy a kid demands is better spent on myself. I have room to be
a good partner, friend, co-worker, but not a good parent. I know that
and just about accept it, almost.
It’s funny, though. With so many friends and acquaintances having
or getting kids, I’m feeling out of the loop. Like how I felt when I wasn’t
bringing boyfriends home. And just like back then, I start blaming myself. And that makes me mad, so angry that I want to scream at Claire,
“Get used to it, I’m not going to change.” But I don’t. That attitude is
so rigid it frightens me. I don’t want to be like that.
Something’s got to give. Clair and I argue too much. Sometimes from
the second we get up. No, I’m not kidding. What? You think I’m exaggerating again? Being melodramatic to make a point? I beg your pardon.
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BigBetty’s
Love Summer Vacation
Charles L. Mee Christopher Durang

ountry at
Scene:
war A beach house
Serio-Comic
wenties),Mrs.
a woman
Siezmagraff
driven (forties
by the passion
to fifties),
of bombastic,
her convictions.
loquacious and a tad naive.

Thyona speaksMrs.
withSiezmagraff
great fire about
has encountered
injustice inMr.
the Vanislaw,
world andathe
derelict
need flasher in a women’s
responsibilitychanging
to rectifyroom
social
at wrongs
the beach.
before
Sheallowing
has brought
oneself
himthe
back
luxto her vacation home,
love.
which she is currently sharing with her estranged daughter and several other
unusual characters, including hapless Betty, who only wanted to enjoy a holll this talk ofiday
love.
by the sea. Here, Mrs. Siezmagraff prepares to go out on a date with the
hink I’m not nearly
capableferal
of love,
peeping
too?
tom while chatting idly with Betty.
the real world,
e is no justice
MRS. SIEZMAGRAFF: (To Betty.) I have these enormous red welts on my upper
can be no love
thighs. It’s really unfortunate. I guess if I have sexual relations with Mr.
e there can be
Vanislaw,
no lovewe better keep the lights off. Or he could be blindfolded, I guess.
not freely offered
I’ve never done that, but people find it exciting, I’m told.
cannot be free
(Checking what Betty is cooking; or nibbling on something.)
every personI once
has equal
saw this
standing
movie about a sorority hazing, and they showed these freshman girls this bowl of wiggling worms, then they blindfolded them and
st order of business
fed them
is towhat
makethey
a just
assumed
society.was the worms, but it was really just
ish there would
spaghetti,
be lovebut
andthe
mercy
girls and
didn’t
compassion
know that and they choked and vomited
rst comes justice,
and just had a terrible time.
there is[no
BETTY
justice
: A sorority hazing. How unusual.]
hose who
MRS
are
. SIEZMAGRAFF
being taken :advantage
Yeah, I guess
of so. I have no idea what the movie was. I think
very right that was the only scene of it I saw. It seemed to be from the fifties. I think
e their oppressors
the difference between the innocence of then versus now is that now they’d
e those who just
standgoinahead
their and
wayfeed them the worms and not bother about switching
ive them across
to spaghetti.
the fieldsIsn’t that sad? I feel something’s been lost. But, oh well, we
ghtened horses
have someone coming to dinner, so I shouldn’t let my feelings plummet
fire to their houses
down to the cellar, should I? La dee dah, oh for the life of a swan. Is that
n everything the
thatsaying?
comes Oh,
to hand
for the life of a something.
l their corpses into wells
once there were houses
e rubble
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BigBetty’s
Love Summer Vacation
Charles L. Mee Christopher Durang

Scene: A country at
Scene:
war A beach house
Dramatic
Serio-Comic
Thyona (twenties),Mrs.
a woman
Siezmagraff
driven (forties
by the passion
to fifties),
of bombastic,
her convictions.
loquacious and a t

Here, Thyona speaksMrs.
withSiezmagraff
great fire about
has encountered
injustice inMr.
the Vanislaw,
world andathe
derelict
need flasher i
to take responsibilitychanging
to rectifyroom
social
at wrongs
the beach.
before
Sheallowing
has brought
oneself
himthe
back
luxto her vaca
ury of love.
which she is currently sharing with her estranged daughter and s
unusual characters, including hapless Betty, who only wanted to
THYONA: All this talk ofiday
love.
by the sea. Here, Mrs. Siezmagraff prepares to go out on a da
You think I’m not nearly
capableferal
of love,
peeping
too?
tom while chatting idly with Betty.
But in the real world,
if there is no justice
MRS. SIEZMAGRAFF: (To Betty.) I have these enormous red welts on
there can be no love
thighs. It’s really unfortunate. I guess if I have sexual relation
because there can be
Vanislaw,
no lovewe better keep the lights off. Or he could be blindfold
that is not freely offered
I’ve never done that, but people find it exciting, I’m told.
and it cannot be free
(Checking what Betty is cooking; or nibbling on something.)
unless every personI once
has equal
saw this
standing
movie about a sorority hazing, and they showed
and so
man girls this bowl of wiggling worms, then they blindfolded
the first order of business
fed them
is towhat
makethey
a just
assumed
society.was the worms, but it was
You wish there would
spaghetti,
be lovebut
andthe
mercy
girls and
didn’t
compassion
know that and they choked an
But first comes justice,
and just had a terrible time.
and if there is[no
BETTY
justice
: A sorority hazing. How unusual.]
then those who
MRS
are
. SIEZMAGRAFF
being taken :advantage
Yeah, I guess
of so. I have no idea what the movie w
have every right that was the only scene of it I saw. It seemed to be from the fift
to take their oppressors
the difference between the innocence of then versus now is that
to take those who just
standgoinahead
their and
wayfeed them the worms and not bother abou
and drive them across
to spaghetti.
the fieldsIsn’t that sad? I feel something’s been lost. But, o
like frightened horses
have someone coming to dinner, so I shouldn’t let my feeling
to set fire to their houses
down to the cellar, should I? La dee dah, oh for the life of a sw
to ruin everything the
thatsaying?
comes Oh,
to hand
for the life of a something.
to hurl their corpses into wells
where once there were houses
to leave rubble
18
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didn’t bring smoldering
anyone home.
woodpiles
I would just get something like this:
mitates her grandma.)
to leave shattered stones,
You know, you
empty
wouldn’t
streets,
have to work so hard if you had a husband.
Slide of Susie and
withsilence
cutouts of a nuclear family.)
ou’re a nice looking
no livinggirl.
thing
I don’t know why you’re not popular”
fter one toono
many
bird,times
no animal
of hearing this spiel I lost it and said,
dma, I am popular
no dogs,. . .
Slides of Susieno
children,
with
different girlfriends.)
not one
left standing
another,
. with the ladies.
I’mstone
a lesbian,
bubbie, on
a dyke,
a female feygaluh
rather a wilderness of stones
t it?”
and see
he didn’t answer
andifIfinally
walkedthen
away She never mentioned dating
lesson hasmy
been
learned. But you know the expresAnd I didn’ta mention
girlfriends.
Because
areyears
timesfor me to realize that grandma’s
Silence equals
death”?there
It took
whenher
this
is justified
was worse than
dating
spiel. She was the most important perare times,
though
you may
not me.
like it,
my life, andthere
she didn’t
accept
me. Didn’t
accept
thisa isminute.
all thatIhuman
beings
may rightly
and to shrink from it
ut I digress .when
. . Wait
never use
the word
digress.do
I guess
be less
human.
rvous talkingisintofront
of athan
group.
I was always super quiet in school,
had any desire to be a teacher . . . Another way that Clair and I are
nt. She’s a college professor. I’m picking up some of her vocabuhough.
m getting off the fucking subject, that’s what I’m doing. The subme and Clair. A lot of our lesbian friends, both single and couave kids now. Or they’re planning for one. Clair gets depressed when
ars about this one adopting, that one being pregnant. I feel the time
nergy a kid demands is better spent on myself. I have room to be
d partner, friend, co-worker, but not a good parent. I know that
st about accept it, almost.
’s funny, though. With so many friends and acquaintances having
ing kids, I’m feeling out of the loop. Like how I felt when I wasn’t
ng boyfriends home. And just like back then, I start blaming mynd that makes me mad, so angry that I want to scream at Claire,
used to it, I’m not going to change.” But I don’t. That attitude is
d it frightens me. I don’t want to be like that.
omething’s got to give. Clair and I argue too much. Sometimes from
cond we get up. No, I’m not kidding. What? You think I’m exagng again? Being melodramatic to make a point? I beg your pardon.
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Big Love Big Potato
Charles L. Mee

Arthur Laurents

Scene: A country at
Scene:
war Here and now
Dramatic
Dramatic
Lydia (twenties), aNessa
young(sixty
woman
to eighty),
in love. a Holocaust survivor determined to seek v

Lydia has chosen love
When
over Nessa’s
loyalty.plan
Here,is she
challenged
tries herbybest
hertoson,
explain
she confronts
her feel- him wi
ings to her sisters. rance of the depth of her suffering in Auschwitz.
LYDIA:

You know, everything
NESSA: Youyou
never
saygrew
mayup!
be You
right,played
Thyona,
soldier, you got a little hurt
but I have to ask myself,
growing up, you grew in. I grew up, sweetheart! I grew up with
if it is
ies like a rush hour in the subway! I grew up in a graveyard
then why don’t I feel
in, good
up! about it?
I have to somehow
go: Iondid
mytime
gut in
instincts
[SONNY
my graveyard, sweetheart. Of course, it wa
because sometimesgraveyard.]
you can convince
yourself
in your mind
NESSA
: All graveyards
are foreign, you turtle. But nothing in the w
about the rightnesshistory
of a thing
was like ours. Yours was like all the rest: you were su
and you try to findlive.
fault
reasoning
Wewith
wereyour
supposed
to die, smart-ass. They told me I was
but you can’t
only there to die.
because
Do you know humiliation? For years, a lifetime! Humiliation
however you turn it
overfor
in nothing
your mind
good
but to die. But I don’t. He don’t. A hundr
it comes out right between us, but we survive! Heroes! For two minutes. As lon
and so you have totothink:
burn a new synagogue. So again we run — here. And he
I’m just a completely
tendunreasonable
like we are person
normal. After all that! But didn’t I look lik
I know it’s right but
I don’tdarling
think itboy?
is Didn’t I behave like a normal woman?
woman,
or I think it’s rightdren.
but IIknow
isn’t parlor, I sit on my sitter, quiet like eve
open ita beauty
and you could endBut
up again
thinking
it starts: the Russians, the Arabs, the Frenchies. Not
you’re just a moronWhere oil matters more than life? Where they put swastikas
or an emotional person
cycles to prove they are big men? Where I am again the smar
or some sort of deficient
sort
of thing
business
woman?
Again humiliation? Again die? I don’t sit o
but really there aresitter
someanymore!
things I don’t forget and they must not be forgotten
when you want to stop!
know the truth of them
you have to use your whole person
you have to use not just your mind and your feelings
but your neurons or your cells or whatever
24
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your whole body
to make some decisions
Arthur Laurents
because they are too complicated for just your mind
or even just your mind and feelings
they need to be considered in some larger way
e and now
and in the largest way of all
I know in my bones
y to eighty), a Holocaust survivor determined to seek vengeance.
that I have to go with my heart
or whatever it is
and her husband, Itzhak, have vowed to punish those responsible for
I have to go with my whole being
rors of the Holocaust who remain alive and untouched. Here, she tells
when it says I love him and he loves me
n of their decision to travel to South America in search of war crimiand nothing else matters
even if other things do matter even quite a lot
even if I’m doing this in the midst of everyone getting killed
m afraid of nothing. You want the truth? Ninety-two, I am, darling,
I can’t help myself
e day you were circumsized was the day I got Social Security. There
and I don’t think I should.
hing I am too old for! Fifty I could be when you were born and a
Probably this is how people end up marrying Nazis
e it wouldn’t be. A miracle is the ability to do whatever you want
but I can’t help it.
have it, my darling. I escaped Auschwitz, I can escape Florida. How
cash is downstairs? Those tickets are going to be changed. By me.
uth America we are going, me and that young man who is your faWe’ll bring you a souvenir, Sonny: Colombian Red, Argentinian
, Brazilian Gold.
g a drag from the joint he is smoking.)
or the world — Martin Bormann! Don’t tell me he’s dead because
w he isn’t. And if he is, we’ll get Mengele or Mueller. A big potato,
g! Even you will be proud! Page One! Everyone will see and this
no one will forget — you in particular!

Big Potato
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your whole body
to make some decisions
Arthur Laurents
because they are too complicated for just your mind
or even just your mind and feelings
they need to be considered in some larger way
Scene: Here and now
and in the largest way of all
Dramatic
I know in my bones
Nessa (sixty to eighty), a Holocaust survivor determined to seek vengeance.
that I have to go with my heart
or whatever it is
Nessa and her husband, Itzhak, have vowed to punish those responsible for
I have to go with my whole being
the horrors of the Holocaust who remain alive and untouched. Here, she tells
when it says I love him and he loves me
her son of their decision to travel to South America in search of war crimiand nothing else matters
nals.
even if other things do matter even quite a lot
even if I’m doing this in the midst of everyone getting killed
NESSA: I am afraid of nothing. You want the truth? Ninety-two, I am, darling,
I can’t help myself
and the day you were circumsized was the day I got Social Security. There
and I don’t think I should.
is nothing I am too old for! Fifty I could be when you were born and a
Probably this is how people end up marrying Nazis
miracle it wouldn’t be. A miracle is the ability to do whatever you want
but I can’t help it.
and I have it, my darling. I escaped Auschwitz, I can escape Florida. How
much cash is downstairs? Those tickets are going to be changed. By me.
To South America we are going, me and that young man who is your father. We’ll bring you a souvenir, Sonny: Colombian Red, Argentinian
Green, Brazilian Gold.
(Taking a drag from the joint he is smoking.)
And for the world — Martin Bormann! Don’t tell me he’s dead because
I know he isn’t. And if he is, we’ll get Mengele or Mueller. A big potato,
darling! Even you will be proud! Page One! Everyone will see and this
time, no one will forget — you in particular!

Big Potato
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Big Love Big Potato
Charles L. Mee

Arthur Laurents

ountry at
Scene:
war Here and now
Dramatic
nties), aNessa
young(sixty
woman
to eighty),
in love. a Holocaust survivor determined to seek vengeance.

has chosen love
When
over Nessa’s
loyalty.plan
Here,is she
challenged
tries herbybest
hertoson,
explain
she confronts
her feel- him with his ignoher sisters. rance of the depth of her suffering in Auschwitz.

know, everything
NESSA: Youyou
never
saygrew
mayup!
be You
right,played
Thyona,
soldier, you got a little hurt, instead of
have to ask myself,
growing up, you grew in. I grew up, sweetheart! I grew up with dead bodies like a rush hour in the subway! I grew up in a graveyard — up, not
why don’t I feel
in, good
up! about it?
to somehow
go: Iondid
mytime
gut in
instincts
[SONNY
my graveyard, sweetheart. Of course, it was a foreign
e sometimesgraveyard.]
n convince
yourself
in your mind
NESSA
: All graveyards
are foreign, you turtle. But nothing in the whole of all
the rightnesshistory
of a thing
was like ours. Yours was like all the rest: you were supposed to
ou try to findlive.
fault
reasoning
Wewith
wereyour
supposed
to die, smart-ass. They told me I was — a thing,
u can’t
only there to die.
e
Do you know humiliation? For years, a lifetime! Humiliation! A thing,
er you turn it
overfor
in nothing
your mind
good
but to die. But I don’t. He don’t. A hundred pounds
es out right between us, but we survive! Heroes! For two minutes. As long as it took
you have totothink:
burn a new synagogue. So again we run — here. And here, we prest a completely
tendunreasonable
like we are person
normal. After all that! But didn’t I look like a normal
w it’s right but
I don’tdarling
think itboy?
is Didn’t I behave like a normal woman? I had chilwoman,
ink it’s rightdren.
but IIknow
isn’t parlor, I sit on my sitter, quiet like everyone else.
open ita beauty
ou could endBut
up again
thinking
it starts: the Russians, the Arabs, the Frenchies. Not here? No?
just a moronWhere oil matters more than life? Where they put swastikas on motoremotional person
cycles to prove they are big men? Where I am again the smart little Jew
me sort of deficient
sort
of thing
business
woman?
Again humiliation? Again die? I don’t sit on my quiet
ally there aresitter
someanymore!
things I don’t forget and they must not be forgotten! It has to
you want to stop!
know the truth of them
ave to use your whole person
ave to use not just your mind and your feelings
ur neurons or your cells or whatever
24
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it just me? . . . Men are slime. This is totally lame male fant
Men are categorically a lower form of life. Completely off the
Arthur Laurents
. . . That was so. Not. Sensual . . . Okay, okay . . . What th
now isn’t so bad — It’s not as-bad maybe. It’s still bad thou
not as homicidally aggressive toward women . . . All right, if yo
Scene: Here and now
— if you’re on a desert island — if you’re a registered sex off
Dramatic
knows, this is — I admit it, this is sort of erotic . . . That mu
Nessa (sixty to eighty), a Holocaust survivor determined to seek vengeance.
you. Sick — but erotic . . . He seems to like her, doesn’t he.
register that thing with his local police . . . You should watc
Nessa and Itzak finally manage to capture someone they believe to be a “big
you don’t want to miss, are you watching this — it’s your ripe lit
potato”; their grown children insist that they allow the suspected Nazi to go
But that’s not her real hair. They’re extensions.
free. Here, Nessa angrily confronts her offspring revealing her passionate need
for justice.

Big Potato

NESSA:

Oh, sit down and be quiet.
[ROCHELLE: I will not. (But she does.)]
NESSA: (Quietly.) I was not relieved when you left my house, Rochelle. You
were. I was too much for you. I still am.
(To Sonny.)
Also for you. You think I haven’t known what the both of you think of
me? Your admiration is only that I still go on. I’m just a tiresome, mad
old fool with an obsession. Yes! I am obsessed — with living, you idiots!
That’s what I learned from the camps: How glorious it is! That’s what I
want for him, for me, for you.
(A plea to Sonny.)
For you! . . . Not your fantasy of screwing your clients in the back room.
Yes: fantasy! Oh, I play along, I encourage because that at least is a way
to keep alive — if it is real. But your dreams are dry! Real life is what I
tried to breathe into you. The both of you! With the blood pumping and
the juices flowing and the heart screaming! But that is too much for you,
too enormous! And what is your answer? “You’re a bad momma. Shut
up.” How small. How tiny.
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th men and blondes? . . . Not that any of yours were exactly pure.
you have testosterone, what is with blonde, is all I want to know
Jay Boyer
you . . . I don’t want to think about who you were sleeping with,
ny of them even heard of hygiene, or what you might be passing
. . . Oh — that is so sick . . . What is it about men that makes them
Scene: A bedroom
o degrade a woman? . . . You’re a man, no really, I’m asking, where’s
Serio-Comic
ure? What pleasure is there in that for you people, how is that a
Woman (thirties to forties).
n? . . . Look. Are they kidding? Does all sex have to be twisted and
. . Some pathetic male fantasy . . . Is that arousing to you people?
When she retires for the evening, this unsuspecting wife discovers that her hubby
ho’d do that to themselves? They don’t, look, they don’t move when
has fallen asleep while watching a porn film. Here, she offers insight into her
could never . . . I hope they’re not going to do what I think they’re
married life while watching the film.
to do . . . OH MY GOD . . . Do you suppose they write this out
ance? Can you imagine the script?! Ala Citizen Kane the camera
The point of this monologue is that the speaker’s response to the blue movie
higher and higher until it happens upon a scene of completely pershe finds on her television screen playing in silence at the foot of her bed is
sodomy . . . What did I tell you? They keep pointing straight up
much more complex than what she says to her sleeping mate, and toward that
air . . . They’re like a totally separate entity . . . Tupperware, or
end it is sparely written. Its intent is to give an actress a chance to show off
hing . . . Oh God, Oh — now there’s something I couldn’t have
her talent for physical comedy. Hence, where there are ellipses below, there
without seeing. That is more about this woman than I really cared
should be on the stage changes in facial expression and posture and the like
w. Thank you for letting me watch; I’m a much better person now
as she responds to what she sees. How broad this should be played is the choice
ow is she doing that with her legs? It looks like they’ve got five legs
of the actress. But it has been written so that what she says should follow from
en them, HOW IS SHE DOING THAT WITH HER LEGS . . .
or counterpoint whatever physical business she brings to the script.
you’re like, you know, twelve years old and you’re going through
Lights up as the speaker comes to the bed sleepily, her hair tousled, her eyes
y, is that who you’re envisioning, is that how you think women
half-shut. From the audience’s perspective her spouse is already asleep beneath
when they take off their clothes . . . This is exactly my point: anthe covers, an effect that can be had for no more trouble than stuffing that
woman looks at a woman like that and thinks, Honey, something
side of the bed with pillows.
t’s called hygiene . . . She looks like she ought to have a valve on
ck. You know, open it and she ought to go flying around the room,
WOMAN: Why’d you let me fall asleep on the couch, are you still up? . . . What
ing into nothing, is how she looks . . . You’d like what they’re doing
are you watching? . . . What in God’s name . . . What is this you’re watch. . Well I think — don’t bother to deny it — I think you’d have to
ing? . . . Is this what’s on cable at this time of the morning? . . . It’s pretty
you’re a little conflicted, sexually, I mean. I think you’ll have to
explicit, isn’t it . . . Tell me you’re not serious . . . Oh — shoot me now
that . . . Which explains why all the sports. And your first wife . . . I
. . . Oh NO. Look at that . . . What are those, Triple-E cup or somethat on your mother. After what she did to your psyche, it’s amazthing? . . . She’s SO gross. She’s . . . another woman would look at her
u can have sex at all . . . Oh God! That’s totally gross . . . Oh my
and think, “That woman’s a cow” . . . Watch what they’re doing. I hope
HAT IS SO EROTIC, I’m telling you . . . Doesn’t she have friends?
you’re as bored with this as I am . . . The blonde one’s not that gross,
if she’s shopping at Target, what if they saw? . . . What if she has
okay. But only by comparison. She’s pretty gross though . . . When we
en some day, and there it is for posterity? . . . Right. Nice touch.
met, why were all your girlfriends blonde? What is with blonde, some
we need to see her tongue to get it . . . Is that a stimulating view, is
kind of purity-madonna-virgin-whore thing? . . . I’m just asking. What
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is it with men and blondes? . . . Not that any of yours were exactly pure.
Once you have testosterone, what is with blonde, is all I want to know
Jay Boyer
from you . . . I don’t want to think about who you were sleeping with,
had any of them even heard of hygiene, or what you might be passing
along . . . Oh — that is so sick . . . What is it about men that makes them
Scene: A bedroom
want to degrade a woman? . . . You’re a man, no really, I’m asking, where’s
Serio-Comic
the allure? What pleasure is there in that for you people, how is that a
Woman (thirties to forties).
turn-on? . . . Look. Are they kidding? Does all sex have to be twisted and
sick? . . . Some pathetic male fantasy . . . Is that arousing to you people?
When she retires for the evening, this unsuspecting wife discovers tha
. . . Who’d do that to themselves? They don’t, look, they don’t move when
has fallen asleep while watching a porn film. Here, she offers insi
she, I could never . . . I hope they’re not going to do what I think they’re
married life while watching the film.
going to do . . . OH MY GOD . . . Do you suppose they write this out
in advance? Can you imagine the script?! Ala Citizen Kane the camera
The point of this monologue is that the speaker’s response to the
cranes higher and higher until it happens upon a scene of completely pershe finds on her television screen playing in silence at the foot o
verted sodomy . . . What did I tell you? They keep pointing straight up
much more complex than what she says to her sleeping mate, and
in the air . . . They’re like a totally separate entity . . . Tupperware, or
end it is sparely written. Its intent is to give an actress a chance
something . . . Oh God, Oh — now there’s something I couldn’t have
her talent for physical comedy. Hence, where there are ellipses b
lived without seeing. That is more about this woman than I really cared
should be on the stage changes in facial expression and posture a
to know. Thank you for letting me watch; I’m a much better person now
as she responds to what she sees. How broad this should be played
. . . How is she doing that with her legs? It looks like they’ve got five legs
of the actress. But it has been written so that what she says should
between them, HOW IS SHE DOING THAT WITH HER LEGS . . .
or counterpoint whatever physical business she brings to the scrip
When you’re like, you know, twelve years old and you’re going through
Lights up as the speaker comes to the bed sleepily, her hair tousl
puberty, is that who you’re envisioning, is that how you think women
half-shut. From the audience’s perspective her spouse is already asl
look when they take off their clothes . . . This is exactly my point: anthe covers, an effect that can be had for no more trouble than s
other woman looks at a woman like that and thinks, Honey, something
side of the bed with pillows.
new, it’s called hygiene . . . She looks like she ought to have a valve on
her back. You know, open it and she ought to go flying around the room,
WOMAN: Why’d you let me fall asleep on the couch, are you still up
shriveling into nothing, is how she looks . . . You’d like what they’re doing
are you watching? . . . What in God’s name . . . What is this yo
now . . . Well I think — don’t bother to deny it — I think you’d have to
ing? . . . Is this what’s on cable at this time of the morning? . .
admit, you’re a little conflicted, sexually, I mean. I think you’ll have to
explicit, isn’t it . . . Tell me you’re not serious . . . Oh — sho
admit that . . . Which explains why all the sports. And your first wife . . . I
. . . Oh NO. Look at that . . . What are those, Triple-E cup
blame that on your mother. After what she did to your psyche, it’s amazthing? . . . She’s SO gross. She’s . . . another woman would
ing you can have sex at all . . . Oh God! That’s totally gross . . . Oh my
and think, “That woman’s a cow” . . . Watch what they’re do
God THAT IS SO EROTIC, I’m telling you . . . Doesn’t she have friends?
you’re as bored with this as I am . . . The blonde one’s not
What if she’s shopping at Target, what if they saw? . . . What if she has
okay. But only by comparison. She’s pretty gross though . .
children some day, and there it is for posterity? . . . Right. Nice touch.
met, why were all your girlfriends blonde? What is with blo
Like we need to see her tongue to get it . . . Is that a stimulating view, is
kind of purity-madonna-virgin-whore thing? . . . I’m just ask
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it just me? . . . Men are slime. This is totally lame male fantasy, isn’t it.
Men are categorically a lower form of life. Completely off the food chain
Arthur Laurents
. . . That was so. Not. Sensual . . . Okay, okay . . . What they’re doing
now isn’t so bad — It’s not as-bad maybe. It’s still bad though, it’s just
not as homicidally aggressive toward women . . . All right, if you’re a man
e and now
— if you’re on a desert island — if you’re a registered sex offender, who
knows, this is — I admit it, this is sort of erotic . . . That much, I’ll give
y to eighty), a Holocaust survivor determined to seek vengeance.
you. Sick — but erotic . . . He seems to like her, doesn’t he. He should
register that thing with his local police . . . You should watch this, hey,
and Itzak finally manage to capture someone they believe to be a “big
you don’t want to miss, are you watching this — it’s your ripe little blonde.
”; their grown children insist that they allow the suspected Nazi to go
But that’s not her real hair. They’re extensions.
ere, Nessa angrily confronts her offspring revealing her passionate need
tice.

Big Potato

sit down and be quiet.
: I will not. (But she does.)]
ietly.) I was not relieved when you left my house, Rochelle. You
I was too much for you. I still am.
nny.)
or you. You think I haven’t known what the both of you think of
our admiration is only that I still go on. I’m just a tiresome, mad
ol with an obsession. Yes! I am obsessed — with living, you idiots!
what I learned from the camps: How glorious it is! That’s what I
or him, for me, for you.
a to Sonny.)
u! . . . Not your fantasy of screwing your clients in the back room.
ntasy! Oh, I play along, I encourage because that at least is a way
p alive — if it is real. But your dreams are dry! Real life is what I
o breathe into you. The both of you! With the blood pumping and
ces flowing and the heart screaming! But that is too much for you,
ormous! And what is your answer? “You’re a bad momma. Shut
How small. How tiny.
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I believe truth only exists in movement. I believe truth exists
tion and everything else is a lie. There was one night when
Arthur Laurents
light was shining in through the blinds and I watched my shad
floor of the studio sliced into pieces by the blinds, and as I m
transfixed by the image of my body moving on the floor and a
Scene: A theater
the broken shadow, I realized at that moment that everything i
Serio-Comic
was right and everything I was doing was wrong. You could s
Madeline (forties), a grand dame of the stage.
two were the same, but if you said that, all that would mean is
understand what I just said. All opinions are shit. That’s why
Madeline is in rehearsals for “Claudia Lazlo,” the role of her career. When
the restaurant. It helps pay the bills.
she is late for scene work, her director asks her what kept her. Here, the great
actress makes the following reply.

Claudia Lazlo

MADELINE:

I was on the phone, darling. On the phone? Yes, on the phone,
long distance. With my lover? With my agent? I have neither. With my
son, Moses. Who was in tears. Do you know the sound of an adolescent
boy in tears? It’s awful. I never want to hear it again . . . His headmaster
at Ridgefield — not one of the grandest of prep schools, no, they wouldn’t
take him. Not because of him — he’s brilliant and gorgeous and terrified. No, because of me: actress; single mother. Neither divorced nor separated.
(Imitating a grand headmaster.)
“No father, Mrs. Gray?”
“I call you — ah ha — Mrs. Gray because the mothers of all our boys
who come to us are — ah ha — Mrs. But no father at all, Mrs. Gray?”
(As herself.)
“No, Reverend, no daddy at all. I found him in the bull rushes. Why did
you think I called him Moses?” . . . When I was seven months gone and
showing big, I went home to Albuquerque. He isn’t big now, my boy. Well
formed, great legs but not big. I was and proud to be, so I went home
where I hadn’t been in almost 20 years. The esteemed professor who is
also my daddy didn’t even say Hello. Just pointed to my belly and said:
“If it’s a boy, bring him around.” Tightened his Paisley bow tie, then turned
and went back into the house I had run away from . . . The headmaster
at Ridgefield also favors bow ties. I should have taken that into consideration before turning Moses over to him. This morning, he summoned
the boy to inform him his mother’s check for the semester had bounced.
Perfectly true: it had. Burn me at the stake, put me in stocks, flog me —
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the check bounced and not just yesterday. We have discussed it 10, 12,
days ago — maybe 2, 3 weeks ago. I could see over the phone he was
Adam Langer
wearing a polka-dot bow tie. I had assured him but to no avail, darling.
He ordered Moses to call me now! The boy did. Through his tears, he
begged me to get a tuition check to the headmaster fast — now! “And be
cago
sure it doesn’t bounce, Mom.” The prick meant to humiliate me, of course.
c
He doesn’t care it was my kid he humiliated. How can they allow somenties), a dancer.
one like that to be in charge of children? Do you wonder the boy was in
tears? . . . Well, it took a very long time to calm him down. That’s why
his free-spirit describes her philosophy of life, revealing a mind that is
I was “so very late.”
ct as it is bold.

Coaster

on’t believe in hypochondria. I don’t believe in the word. I believe
here are things out there that you can’t see that are just as deadly as
microorganisms and all the germs and all the bacteria that people
ey can see. I believe you can be flattened just as bad by a gust of
nergy as you can get flattened by a Dodge Truck. I believe that bad
are just as contagious as germs, and their moods are worse. I behe right person’s hand on your ass can do just as much good as a
full of St. Joseph’s orange-flavored chewable aspirin for adults. That’s
hat I believe. I believe all the world’s truths, such as they are, can
nd in song lyrics. And not just in good ones, the bad ones most
like “Love the One You’re With,” “Why Don’t We Do It In The
” and “You Gotta Stand For Somethin’ Or You’ll Fall For Anything.”
ve the smallest things in life should make a person happy — the
of a rose, the yawn of a Labrador puppy, rain falling on a spring
o why the hell am I so depressed all the time? I don’t know. Peol me all the time I should become an actress, that I’ve really got a
for it, but I wouldn’t know how to do that. I don’t know how you
ake a part of yourself not real. I’m a very spiritual person. I know
here before and I was a much happier person then. I know I was
efore that and I was a much sadder person then. I believe drugs are
l as water and both can cure you and both can kill you. I think of
evil things in the world, the worst thing of all of them is a liar,
believe that even the biggest liars in the world think on some level
telling the truth. I believe anyone who says they don’t believe in
s lying to herself. And the same goes for anyone who says they do.
ve every word ever invented in any language is a little kind of lie.
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the check bounced and not just yesterday. We have discussed
days ago — maybe 2, 3 weeks ago. I could see over the pho
Adam Langer
wearing a polka-dot bow tie. I had assured him but to no ava
He ordered Moses to call me now! The boy did. Through h
begged me to get a tuition check to the headmaster fast — no
Scene: Chicago
sure it doesn’t bounce, Mom.” The prick meant to humiliate me
Serio-Comic
He doesn’t care it was my kid he humiliated. How can they a
Carri (twenties), a dancer.
one like that to be in charge of children? Do you wonder the
tears? . . . Well, it took a very long time to calm him down.
Here, this free-spirit describes her philosophy of life, revealing a mind that is
I was “so very late.”
as direct as it is bold.

Coaster

CARRI:

I don’t believe in hypochondria. I don’t believe in the word. I believe
that there are things out there that you can’t see that are just as deadly as
all the microorganisms and all the germs and all the bacteria that people
say they can see. I believe you can be flattened just as bad by a gust of
bad energy as you can get flattened by a Dodge Truck. I believe that bad
people are just as contagious as germs, and their moods are worse. I believe the right person’s hand on your ass can do just as much good as a
bottle full of St. Joseph’s orange-flavored chewable aspirin for adults. That’s
just what I believe. I believe all the world’s truths, such as they are, can
be found in song lyrics. And not just in good ones, the bad ones most
of all, like “Love the One You’re With,” “Why Don’t We Do It In The
Road?” and “You Gotta Stand For Somethin’ Or You’ll Fall For Anything.”
I believe the smallest things in life should make a person happy — the
smell of a rose, the yawn of a Labrador puppy, rain falling on a spring
day. So why the hell am I so depressed all the time? I don’t know. People tell me all the time I should become an actress, that I’ve really got a
knack for it, but I wouldn’t know how to do that. I don’t know how you
can make a part of yourself not real. I’m a very spiritual person. I know
I was here before and I was a much happier person then. I know I was
here before that and I was a much sadder person then. I believe drugs are
natural as water and both can cure you and both can kill you. I think of
all the evil things in the world, the worst thing of all of them is a liar,
but I believe that even the biggest liars in the world think on some level
they’re telling the truth. I believe anyone who says they don’t believe in
God is lying to herself. And the same goes for anyone who says they do.
I believe every word ever invented in any language is a little kind of lie.
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I believe truth only exists in movement. I believe truth exists only in action and everything else is a lie. There was one night when the moonArthur Laurents
light was shining in through the blinds and I watched my shadow on the
floor of the studio sliced into pieces by the blinds, and as I moved, I was
transfixed by the image of my body moving on the floor and as I watched
heater
the broken shadow, I realized at that moment that everything it was doing
c
was right and everything I was doing was wrong. You could say that the
forties), a grand dame of the stage.
two were the same, but if you said that, all that would mean is you didn’t
understand what I just said. All opinions are shit. That’s why I work in
ine is in rehearsals for “Claudia Lazlo,” the role of her career. When
the restaurant. It helps pay the bills.
ate for scene work, her director asks her what kept her. Here, the great
makes the following reply.

Claudia Lazlo

I was on the phone, darling. On the phone? Yes, on the phone,
istance. With my lover? With my agent? I have neither. With my
Moses. Who was in tears. Do you know the sound of an adolescent
tears? It’s awful. I never want to hear it again . . . His headmaster
gefield — not one of the grandest of prep schools, no, they wouldn’t
im. Not because of him — he’s brilliant and gorgeous and terriNo, because of me: actress; single mother. Neither divorced nor sep.
ting a grand headmaster.)
ather, Mrs. Gray?”
you — ah ha — Mrs. Gray because the mothers of all our boys
ome to us are — ah ha — Mrs. But no father at all, Mrs. Gray?”
rself.)
Reverend, no daddy at all. I found him in the bull rushes. Why did
ink I called him Moses?” . . . When I was seven months gone and
ng big, I went home to Albuquerque. He isn’t big now, my boy. Well
d, great legs but not big. I was and proud to be, so I went home
I hadn’t been in almost 20 years. The esteemed professor who is
y daddy didn’t even say Hello. Just pointed to my belly and said:
a boy, bring him around.” Tightened his Paisley bow tie, then turned
ent back into the house I had run away from . . . The headmaster
gefield also favors bow ties. I should have taken that into considn before turning Moses over to him. This morning, he summoned
y to inform him his mother’s check for the semester had bounced.
tly true: it had. Burn me at the stake, put me in stocks, flog me —
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Coaster
The Fish In The Dumpster
Adam Langer Nancy Gall-Clayton

Scene: Chicago Scene: Outside a SuperAmerica gas station off an expressway exit n
Serio-Comic
rural community.
Carri (twenties), a Dramatic
dancer.
Angie (sixteen to eighteen), a young homeless woman.
When Carri meets Sam, she is trying to choreograph a dance recital based on
diseases of the body,Angie
and he
hasis been
convinced
deposited
thatathe’s
thedying
gas station
of a brain
by thetumor,
truck driver
so
she’d
naturally they hit iteling
off. Following
with until ahecasual
discovered
date that
at a she
Defwas
Leppard
pregnant.
concert,
Here, she tel
Carri saves them both
story
a bit
of her
of awkwardness
pregnancy andbysubsequent
speaking frankly
disposalabout
of hertheir
newborn c
prospects of spending the night together.
ANGIE: It was a flip-floppy fish-sort-of-feeling, mostly right aroun
CARRI: I wish people would
button
always
— strong
be thatsometimes,
direct, saylike
what’s
oneon
of their
themminds.
orange fishes
[SAM: Being honest is just
selfbeing
upstream
self-serving.
on the nature
Self-serving
showsand
youself-righteous.]
see on TV and all.
CARRI: That’s fucked up.
I thought I might be able to kill the thing if I drunk a wh
[SAM: A person can afford
of liquid
a form—of not
protocol.]
alcohol, I don’t care for the taste and I did
CARRI: That’s just bullshit,
pickle
because
it — everyone
but waterknows
so coldwhen
it would
you’resting
lying.
myIt’steeth
just — and
too much trouble to
and
callKool-aid
you on it.
—Forms
healthy
of protocol
drinks, things
— what
they
that
give
means
kids in dayc
— you’re gonna lie.
toIshock
knowit.
you’re gonna lie. You lie. You know I know
that you’re lying, but what
And we
if Iagree
couldn’t
— our
kill form
it while
of protocol
it was in —
me,is Ithat
planned to
I’m not going to call
outyou
by on
filling
it. I’m
myjust
belly
gonna
withsit
more
herefood
withthan
this little
I could
bullhold, like
shit smile on, so this
spills
shitover
is notthe
addressed.
edge of Fuck
the tub
that.
when
Likeyou
us.run
Sitting
it too
here.
long and
You drinking an ice
and
water,
something
me eating
has to
an give.
ice cream.
I sure wish
I’m going
I could
to tell
watch
Jimmy it w
you drinking your water,
Heyou’re
was real
gonna
nice, watch
Jimmy.me
I wouldn’t
eating my
have
icestayed
cream.
with him
I’m gonna talk about
nowthis,
would
you’re
I? Isgonna
nice, talk
I should
aboutsay.
that.Winter
I’m gonna
was coming
talk
whe
about my dance, how
andfucked
he bought
up it’sme
going,
a coat
howright
I think
off.it’s
It shit,
had and
one you’re
of them fake
gonna go yeah yeah
thatyeah
feelyeah
nice yeah
and deeplike
and you’re
andgonna
smooth
talk
upabout
againstyour
your cheek
symptoms — some tumor,
Jimmy
some
andexaggerated
me, we metheadache,
by the Krispy
some whatever
Kreme doughnu
— and I’m gonna Thornton’s
go yeah yeah
somewheres
yeah yeahinyeah,
Indiana.
all the
I was
while
drinking
avoiding
coffee with
what’s going on inAmaretta
your headflavoring
and what’s
in it.
going
Theon
oneininmine,
the little
how purple
you’re contai
gonna try to talk your
could
way
drink
through
that stuff
this “my
straight!
girlfriend’s
Actually,
moving,
I do sometimes.
our relationship’s kinda bullshit”
Anyways,
thing so
there
we can
I was,
wind
kinda
up fucking
leaning on
or touching
the doughnut ca
my tits or just making
ready
outtoortake
whatever,
a sip outa
andmy
how
coffee,
I’m thinking
and he walks
“Nah,innah.
and smiles
I’m not into that,”he
so knows
we talksome
aboutsecret,
otherastuff,
goodbecause
secret I mean,
you kinda
and know
he looks smac
already if it hasn’t happened
my eyes. Something
yet, then it’s—not
fate,
going
I guess
to happen
you might
and call
what’s
it — mak
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the point of finding that out for certain and how I’m having a good time
just sitting here and I don’t want to fuck it up by being a bitch — not
David-Matthew Barnes
that that makes me one — but why bother having you think that, ‘cause
you’re an all right guy and who knows maybe if whatever these symptoms are don’t turn out to be something horrible and sexually transmite and now
ted, I mean who knows? Keep your options open, I guess. But just fuck
some guy for the hell of it? Maybe a couple of years ago when I was doing
hirties), a woman who is angry with her sister.
a lot of coke and my self-image was shit and you figure fuck this guy,
maybe he’ll stick around, I don’t know — whatever bullshit I was thinkia’s sister, Amy, has become pregnant from participating in an uning. But now, there’s no net benefit and opportunity cost? That’s basioffice affair. When Amy turns to Claudia — who cannot have chilcally nil, because what am I missing? When it comes down to it. 10 percent
f her own — for help, she finds a less-than-sympathetic response.
chance — something I’ll remember fondly. 40 percent change — something I’ll regret. 50 percent chance — something I’ll have no opinion
What do you want from me, Amy? You want me to tell you that it’s
about whatsoever. I’ve got better things to do with my time. So, are you
You want me to make you feel better for having an affair with a
gonna come watch my recital next week?
who used you? I won’t do it! You’re on your own. It was your deci[SAM: Sure.]
o sleep with the man. It was your decision to resort to the only tacCARRI: There’s beer.
u knew in order to advance your career. Now, you have to pay the
Just like I have to pay the price. I’m still paying the price for your
es! This whole office is full of gossip about you. But guess what?
ur sister and that makes me guilty by association. I’m the sister of
hore of this corporation and now she’s gone and gotten her fool self
ed up. Don’t ask me for support. Don’t ask me for advice or help
iveness. You don’t deserve it. The only thing you’re concerned about
rself and your career. Now, if you’ll excuse me, I have to get back
k.

False Hopes
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the point of finding that out for certain and how I’m having a
just sitting here and I don’t want to fuck it up by being a bi
David-Matthew Barnes
that that makes me one — but why bother having you think
you’re an all right guy and who knows maybe if whatever th
toms are don’t turn out to be something horrible and sexuall
Scene: Here and now
ted, I mean who knows? Keep your options open, I guess. Bu
Dramatic
some guy for the hell of it? Maybe a couple of years ago when I
Claudia (thirties), a woman who is angry with her sister.
a lot of coke and my self-image was shit and you figure fuc
maybe he’ll stick around, I don’t know — whatever bullshit I
Claudia’s sister, Amy, has become pregnant from participating in an uning. But now, there’s no net benefit and opportunity cost? T
savory office affair. When Amy turns to Claudia — who cannot have chilcally nil, because what am I missing? When it comes down to it.
dren of her own — for help, she finds a less-than-sympathetic response.
chance — something I’ll remember fondly. 40 percent chang
thing I’ll regret. 50 percent chance — something I’ll have n
CLAUDIA: What do you want from me, Amy? You want me to tell you that it’s
about whatsoever. I’ve got better things to do with my time.
okay? You want me to make you feel better for having an affair with a
gonna come watch my recital next week?
man who used you? I won’t do it! You’re on your own. It was your deci[SAM: Sure.]
sion to sleep with the man. It was your decision to resort to the only tacCARRI: There’s beer.
tic you knew in order to advance your career. Now, you have to pay the
price. Just like I have to pay the price. I’m still paying the price for your
mistakes! This whole office is full of gossip about you. But guess what?
I’m your sister and that makes me guilty by association. I’m the sister of
the whore of this corporation and now she’s gone and gotten her fool self
knocked up. Don’t ask me for support. Don’t ask me for advice or help
or forgiveness. You don’t deserve it. The only thing you’re concerned about
is yourself and your career. Now, if you’ll excuse me, I have to get back
to work.

False Hopes
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Coaster
The Fish In The Dumpster
Adam Langer Nancy Gall-Clayton

cago Scene: Outside a SuperAmerica gas station off an expressway exit near a small
c
rural community.
nties), a Dramatic
dancer.
Angie (sixteen to eighteen), a young homeless woman.
Carri meets Sam, she is trying to choreograph a dance recital based on
s of the body,Angie
and he
hasis been
convinced
deposited
thatathe’s
thedying
gas station
of a brain
by thetumor,
truck driver
so
she’d been travlly they hit iteling
off. Following
with until ahecasual
discovered
date that
at a she
Defwas
Leppard
pregnant.
concert,
Here, she tells the tragic
saves them both
story
a bit
of her
of awkwardness
pregnancy andbysubsequent
speaking frankly
disposalabout
of hertheir
newborn child.
cts of spending the night together.
ANGIE: It was a flip-floppy fish-sort-of-feeling, mostly right around my belly
sh people would
button
always
— strong
be thatsometimes,
direct, saylike
what’s
oneon
of their
themminds.
orange fishes flinging itg honest is just
selfbeing
upstream
self-serving.
on the nature
Self-serving
showsand
youself-righteous.]
see on TV and all.
t’s fucked up. I thought I might be able to kill the thing if I drunk a whole bunch
rson can afford
of liquid
a form—of not
protocol.]
alcohol, I don’t care for the taste and I didn’t want to
t’s just bullshit,
pickle
because
it — everyone
but waterknows
so coldwhen
it would
you’resting
lying.
myIt’steeth
just — and apple juice
uch trouble to
and
callKool-aid
you on it.
—Forms
healthy
of protocol
drinks, things
— what
they
that
give
means
kids in daycare, things
u’re gonna lie.
toIshock
knowit.
you’re gonna lie. You lie. You know I know
ou’re lying, but what
And we
if Iagree
couldn’t
— our
kill form
it while
of protocol
it was in —
me,is Ithat
planned to squeeze it
t going to call
outyou
by on
filling
it. I’m
myjust
belly
gonna
withsit
more
herefood
withthan
this little
I could
bullhold, like how water
mile on, so this
spills
shitover
is notthe
addressed.
edge of Fuck
the tub
that.
when
Likeyou
us.run
Sitting
it too
here.
long and you step in
rinking an ice
and
water,
something
me eating
has to
an give.
ice cream.
I sure wish
I’m going
I could
to tell
watch
Jimmy it worked.
rinking your water,
Heyou’re
was real
gonna
nice, watch
Jimmy.me
I wouldn’t
eating my
have
icestayed
cream.
with him otherwise,
nna talk about
nowthis,
would
you’re
I? Isgonna
nice, talk
I should
aboutsay.
that.Winter
I’m gonna
was coming
talk
when we met,
my dance, how
andfucked
he bought
up it’sme
going,
a coat
howright
I think
off.it’s
It shit,
had and
one you’re
of them fake fur collars
go yeah yeah
thatyeah
feelyeah
nice yeah
and deeplike
and you’re
andgonna
smooth
talk
upabout
againstyour
your cheek.
oms — some tumor,
Jimmy
some
andexaggerated
me, we metheadache,
by the Krispy
some whatever
Kreme doughnut case at a
d I’m gonna Thornton’s
go yeah yeah
somewheres
yeah yeahinyeah,
Indiana.
all the
I was
while
drinking
avoiding
coffee with lots of that
going on inAmaretta
your headflavoring
and what’s
in it.
going
Theon
oneininmine,
the little
how purple
you’re container. Gee, I
try to talk your
could
way
drink
through
that stuff
this “my
straight!
girlfriend’s
Actually,
moving,
I do sometimes.
our rehip’s kinda bullshit”
Anyways,
thing so
there
we can
I was,
wind
kinda
up fucking
leaning on
or touching
the doughnut case, getting
s or just making
ready
outtoortake
whatever,
a sip outa
andmy
how
coffee,
I’m thinking
and he walks
“Nah,innah.
and smiles at me, like
t into that,”he
so knows
we talksome
aboutsecret,
otherastuff,
goodbecause
secret I mean,
you kinda
and know
he looks smack dab into
y if it hasn’t happened
my eyes. Something
yet, then it’s—not
fate,
going
I guess
to happen
you might
and call
what’s
it — makes me toast
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him. I was kind oflike
taken
it stretches
with his out
goldinto
tooth
forever
withbehind
the heart
me.cutout,
Overhead,
too. stars ar
I hold up my coffee
down.
cup and
The holler,
building
“Cheers!”
looks real
like
bright
we was
against
old pals
the darkness,
celeand
brating some important
cars and
occasion,
trucks whooshing
maybe a tenth
by every
wedding
so often
anniversary
while I’m
or a-grun
something. He seesgroaning.
right off I have a little class, a little more knowledge
than the usual lady youAfter
see ata Thornton’s.
whole lot of commotion in my belly — I mean a
“Hold that,” he
— says
thatand
fish swats
finallyme
swims
on the
outa
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me and
andlands
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onoff
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in of wet
the direction of theslimy
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room.
slick“Hold
when Iwhat?”
try to I’m
pickthinking
it up, and
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its tail is still a
“Hold what? The coffee?
something
The up
wayinside
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me. I hack
Something
at the tail he
with
meant
a tinto
can lid I
hand me?”
ground and cut myself. Not a big cut — here see.
When he comes back
(Shows
out,her
hecut.)
smiles again, and the sunlight kinda
bounces off that gold heart
Anyway
on his
I’mtooth.
noticing
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up into
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mine — accidentally
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purpose,
I should
you know.
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“You,
that’s
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around for
minute
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surprise
— and even ma
out there.”
whimpering sound. I ignore everything and just fling the whol
The night I met
I looked“Good-bye,
fine, real fine,
but thenI Isay,
am“and
the kind
thehim
dumpster.
Amaretta,”
good riddan
that flowers after midnight.
My hair
tied
backofinsomething
a pony tail,
whiteably shouldn’t
givewas
it the
name
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and
an It
almost
new
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time.
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‘cause
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I think,
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whenofabikes.
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Isn’t
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something? I didn’tried
know
it off.
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so much
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twelve the last timebother
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nobody.
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to know
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that,
from
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a mean dog that ended
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waymy
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TheHesherwouldn’t h
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said Iorshould
give me
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that
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my unless
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a you
look at the bite, butonly
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run the
heguy
wasoff.
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get no
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something.
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Almost as soon
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as I get
andin
thethe
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truck, Jimmy
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asks me iflike
I have
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dreams, so I knowhe
right
won’t
off have
that he
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Yeah, Jimmy,
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to he’ll b
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too, so,
andno,
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go first.
all the
His same,
dream,
butI wasn’t
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pecting nothing about truck
(Pause.)
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three
mind
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talking
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cars. though.
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when the stars are shooting around. Me, I ain’t never seen shooting stars,
but he did several times, he said. He got so caught up telling me ‘bout
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room that night
it, he talking
kinda forgot
to thetofish,
ask what
but I my
really
dream
couldn’t
is, and
help
I never
it. did tell him neiI finally come
ther,
out,
and
I got
it’s me
no never
a couple
mind
extra
now.
Amarettas
Really. and he says,
e on, Angie. I’m gonna
Jimmy
behad
late.”
fixed
I never
up the
did hear
backhim
of his
worrying
truck real
about
nice with a mattress,
late ‘fore thatthree
night.
pillows,
I shoulda
a big knowed
‘ole fluffysomething
quilt he bought
was up.
in Tennessee, and a wooden
got in the truck
box to
and
putwethings
was about
in. Glued
to drive
on one
outend
of of
this
thehere
boxvery
is this picture of a tall,
g lot when thin
Jimmy
dancing
stopslady
realwearing
sudden-like
a hat of
and
fruit,
hands
looking
me like
a Ben
a foreigner who could
in. “Hon,” he
click
says,
hersounding
high heelskinda
and dance
sweet and sing
morealllike
at the
himself
same time. Everything
“Go in and about
get meher
some
is stretched
Marlboros.”
out somehow, like she’s been one of those very tall,
You know they
thinwon’t
babiestake
bornthat
with
this
thetime
longof
fingers
night,”
thatI make
says, trying
everybody say, “Oh, she’s
rd to think about
goingthe
to be
fruit-hat
a pianolady
player,”
on theeven
wooden
if nobox
onetointake
the my
family knows the difoff the fierceference
pains down
between
in my
thebelly.
white keys and the pedals. When I was in Vacation
Here,” he says,
Bible
taking
School
Ben back
one time,
and handing
I asked me
thetwo
minister
twenties.
whyNow
the song didn’t get no
here should have
fasterbeen
when
a big
the enough
lady playing
clue, him
pressed
giving
on the
me two
pedals,
billsand I do know the
, but I wasn’tdifference.
thinking too
Butclear
I can’t
at play.
the time.
Never
When
wentIback
cometoout
thatwith
Vacation Bible School
arlboros, the either,
truck isjust
gone.
thatJust
oneplain
summer
gone.when
I stareI real
stayed
hard
upintoevery
Gram’s ‘cause dad was
on and thenoff
I gosomewhere
walking down
doing construction, and mom, she wrote herself a bad
Pointing.) check or two and they took me away from her till she paid her debt to
hat little roadsociety.
over there. Guess what’s down there? A Welfare Ofe been trying to puzzle
Anyway,
out itif was
Jimmy
awful
knew
cozy
it was
snuggling
there, ifwith
he planned
Jimmy in the back of that
ut I can’t believe
truck.
that,
I just
I really
lovedcan’t.
it when
Irregardless,
he’d fling Ihis
have
long
nolegs
mind
over
tome like he was trya social worker,
ing to
leastwise
protectnot
meuntil
fromfirst
something
frost. I didn’t
evil. He
have
couldn’t,
time to of course, because
one the night
thehe
evil
drove
thingoff,
was
that’s
in me.
certain for sure. That last sip of
musta done it. About
I thinkthe
it was
timeJune
I getwhen
backitfrom
began
myflipping
walk and
around
go so fierce-like. In
o that pump,the trucking life, your days run together kinda like fence posts out here
Pointing.) in Kansas and it just mighta been May or July, I can’t say certain for sure.
o, that dieselI pump,
couldn’titkeep
was, up
trying
withtothe
spot
time
theof18-wheeler,
day neither ‘cause my watch was missPointing in another
ing thedirection.)
hour hand. Fell off for some reason. It’s still in there though. See?
allons of liquid suddenly
(Points.)gush out from between my legs. That fish
talking real loud and
When
I’myou
listening
press down
real hard,
on both
too.buttons,
The fishit says
makes
goa green glow. I like
n them woods
to behind
pretendthe
thisdumpster,
green opens
back
into
there
a magic
up the
world
hill awhere
little.pixies live. I might
Points.)
still believe in pixies. But don’t tell no one, okay?
nd off I go. You’llAnyways,
never guess
it was
what
fall Iwhen
find Jimmy
by the told
dumpster
me he—
didn’t
a like fat women.
ox with a picture
Had to
ofbe
a shiny
fall ‘cause
red bike
school
onbuses
it! And
were
a bike
suddenly
in it. everywhere. I was fat all
lean the box right
against
—the
mydumpster
belly wasand
almost
makefull
myself
enough
a comfy,
to flood
cozy,the fish out, but to
e space whereplease
nobody
can
bother metoand
I canJimmy
squat musta
down knowed my heart
him,
I pretended
go where
on a diet.
ush out my fish.
Kind
like a playhouse
two would
walls. Ihave
got the
wasn’t
in itofthough;
elsewise, with
he never
left me at this Superster on one side,
and the
boxHe
onmighta
one sidebeen
and mad
the woods
America
lastbike
week.
‘causeseems
I spent too long in the
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coffee musta done it. About
I thinkthe
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I getwhen
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myflipping
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go so fie
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(Pointing.) in Kansas and it just mighta been May or July, I can’t say certa
no, that dieselI pump,
couldn’titkeep
was, up
trying
withtothe
spot
time
theof18-wheeler,
day neither ‘cause my watch
(Pointing in another
ing thedirection.)
hour hand. Fell off for some reason. It’s still in there th
Gallons of liquid suddenly
(Points.)gush out from between my legs. That fish
starts talking real loud and
When
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press down
real hard,
on both
too.buttons,
The fishit says
makes
goa green
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to behind
pretendthe
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green opens
back
into
there
a magic
up the
world
hill awhere
little.pixies li
(Points.)
still believe in pixies. But don’t tell no one, okay?
And off I go. You’llAnyways,
never guess
it was
what
fall Iwhen
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by the told
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didn’t
a like f
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Had to
ofbe
a shiny
fall ‘cause
red bike
school
onbuses
it! And
were
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suddenly
in it. everywhere. I
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against
—the
mydumpster
belly wasand
almost
makefull
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enough
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to flood
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private space whereplease
nobody
can
bother metoand
I canJimmy
squat musta
down knowe
him,
I pretended
go where
on a diet.
and push out my fish.
Kind
like a playhouse
two would
walls. Ihave
got the
wasn’t
in itofthough;
elsewise, with
he never
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and the
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onmighta
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America
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was kind oflike
taken
it stretches
with his out
goldinto
tooth
forever
withbehind
the heart
me.cutout,
Overhead,
too. stars are twinkling
up my coffee
down.
cup and
The holler,
building
“Cheers!”
looks real
like
bright
we was
against
old pals
the darkness,
celeand I can hear
g some important
cars and
occasion,
trucks whooshing
maybe a tenth
by every
wedding
so often
anniversary
while I’m
or a-grunting and ahing. He seesgroaning.
right off I have a little class, a little more knowledge
he usual lady youAfter
see ata Thornton’s.
whole lot of commotion in my belly — I mean a whole lot!
Hold that,” he
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thatand
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on the
outa
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me and
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in of wet leaves. It’s
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men’s
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with
meant
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so much
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Me, I was by now and can’t
the last timebother
I was on
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and racing
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be glad
heck to
to know
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that,
from
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n dog that ended
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upstopping
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offteeth
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waymy
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Ohio.
TheHesherwouldn’t have left the
mes out and bike
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pull
that
down
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my unless
pants and
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let him
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takeback,
a you know? He
t the bite, butonly
my left
dad‘cause
run the
heguy
wasoff.
gonna
I didn’t
be late
get no
forrabies
something.
if that’s
you’re wondering.And that’s why I been sleeping in the woods and just coming in for
lmost as soon
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as I get
andin
thethe
bathroom
truck, Jimmy
after midnight,
asks me iflike
I have
now. any
If I go off somewhere,
s, so I knowhe
right
won’t
off have
that he
no isway
a quality-type
to find me.person.
Yeah, Jimmy,
I decidewhy
to he’ll be back real
him I’m one,soon,
too, so,
andno,
askmister,
him tothanks
go first.
all the
His same,
dream,
butI wasn’t
I reallyexcan’t go off with you.
g nothing about truck
(Pause.)
driving now, but his dream is to drive crossy in a truck carrying
I don’t
three
mind
layers
talking
of brand
a spell
new
longer
cars. though.
Three layers,
And oh! I just rememstill
gotpeople
that pack
I bought
ne of them wedding
bered: I’ve
cakes
rich
have.ofHeMarlboros
wants to climb
intofor Jimmy. They’re
down
in this
pocket next
my Amarettas.
Would
you like a smoke?
ry highest car,
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Marlboro’s,
andtowatch
the sky some
night
the stars are shooting around. Me, I ain’t never seen shooting stars,
did several times, he said. He got so caught up telling me ‘bout
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For Now
Going To Bordeaux
Jocelyn Beard

Richard Lay

Scene: Here and now
Scene: Bordeaux, France
Serio-Comic
Dramatic
Crimson (fifteen toNell
seventeen),
(forties toa young
fifties),woman
a woman
struggling
who feelswith
as though
her sexual
her family h
orientation.
her.

Here, Crimson weighs
Nellher
andvarious
Vincent
options
have traveled
and prospects
to France
for the
to visit
future.
their daughter, D
Nell finds out that Dana has a son and that she’s a grandmother,
CRIMSON: I’m trying tobest
make
notup
to my
lose mind
it. about whether or not I should be
gay. It’s a big decision. I mean, I guess I am . . . gay . . . whatever that
means. I don’tNELL
feel: very
I feel
like man?
shit. Girls
. . . we’ll
women
. . well,
Is hegay.
a nice
young
I’m sure
like. him
when we g
they get to me, youhim.
know?
Being with
a beautiful
makes
Daughters
sometimes
pickgirl
men
whome
arefeel
likethe
their fath
same way my friend,
says he
feelsthat
when
he’s with
Krissi
Eversole
sureRobby,
you didn’t
make
mistake.
Is he
American
or a Frenc
. . . in fact, when I’m
Krissi
Eversole
the and
gym mother?
lock- You
met standing
at home?next
We’dtolike
to meet
his in
father
erroom I feel like my
heart is
going
bust right
out of
mymean
chest.
I can’t
postcard
that
he’s to
a friend
— does
that
you
never marri
explain it any better
than
little
boythat.
christened? . . . We are not interfering . . . We just ca
But I have to deaux
consider
what my
mom
my “prospects.”
because
we are
so calls
pleased,
so falling down pleased tha
Next year I’ll graduate
and if I’m
lucky
I’ll two
go tofeet.
oneCan
of the
state
girl is standing
on her
own
you
seecolwhat I’m s
leges. If I’m luckieryou
stillseeI just
might
that will
help meWe just
it from
ourlearn
pointsomething
of view. (Starts
weeping.)
make money one day.
Howgrandparents.
much is enough?
I have
no freaking
idea. If
normal
All my
friends
have grandchildren
wh
all I want is a crappy
little condo
and aThey
shit box
driveevery
back day
and and tak
around
the corner.
popToyota
in for to
coffee
forth to work in, then
guess
be don’t
too much
. . wait
say, afive
comonesI to
theenough
Mall . .won’t
. They
have .to
years for
puter programmer Not
or accountant
that.
that’s
notknow wh
that that is. . a. something
criticism . like
. . By
no But,
means.
You
what I want. I want
a beautiful
six big
dogs,again . .
Dana.
It’s just old
thathouse
I wantinusthetocountry,
be a normal
family
horses, cats and . . to
. and
. kids.
I want
helpand
the have
way Icrisis
feel and dr
love. .each
other
andkids.
laughI can’t
and cry
about that any more
than
I can
way Inightmares.
feel about Krissi Eversole.
each
other
. .help
. Notthealways
If I’m going to pay for that house in the country and everything else
all by myself, then computer programmer just won’t cut it.
If I get married, on the other hand . . . you know, to a guy. A nice
guy like Robby. If I get married to a guy, then my chances for the house,
the dogs and the kids improve exponentially. If I get married to a guy,
my chances for practically everything improve exponentially.
If I decide to be gay I can kiss that house and the kids good-bye. If
I decide to be gay I can kiss practically everything that I’ve ever hoped
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for or dreamed about good-bye. If I decide to be gay then I have to stop
being one of “us” and start being one of “them.” Problem is: I like being
David Lindsay-Abaire
one of “us.” I like fitting in. I like being liked. I mean, I’m sure that there
must be quite a few fledgling dykes here at Wonder Bread High, but no
e and now
one — probably not even them — knows who they are. I don’t want to
be the first. That’s not me.
ies), a woman struggling with memory loss.
I read about this girl who wanted to be the first girl to go to this faury has left Claire
no long-term
daythat
she getting
must re-there almost killed
mouswith
all boys
military memory.
academyEvery
so bad
verything she her.
learned
theisday
before. When
she Iislike
brought
to her
mother’s
That
definitely
not me.
it right
here
in the middle where it’s
by a mysterious
man
claiming
to
be
her
brother,
she
is
visited
by
a
sud-I’m just like everysafe. No one looks at me. No one wonders about me.
emory from her
childhood.
body else. If I decide to be gay, all that’s gonna change. Robby will stop
my best
friend,
no oneMr.
willCuthart
want tokept
sit near
u remember being
that dog?
Skinny
old thing
tied me
up in the cafeteria or
the
library
and
Krissi
Eversole
will
turn
and
run
every
front lawn all day? Daddy always said he was gonna report him. time she sees me
knowbiting
that at
past
that, Cuthart
beyond didn’t
the looks
mber she justcoming.
sat in theI sun,
herallscabs?
evenand the name-caller any water.ing and loss of social stature is something incredibly good. Acceptance
andbat?]
self-love, maybe? Who knows? There’s no one around to explain it
Who do teching
to
me.
All I know
is that
just squirt
can’t see
past
allspritz
the bad stuff. For now.
ncy. So I’d sneak down
the road
withI my
gun,
and
Maybe
change.
into her mouth
andthat
she’dwill
bark.
now, I’m
in the middle.
Forhouse.)]
now I’m still deciding whether
h-huh. I bee rye So
bag.for(Rushes
off still
to another
part of the
or not
I should
gay. I’m still
Robby’s
d one day, when
Cuthart
wasbedowntown,
I untied
herbest
andfriend
let herand my gym locker
ound a little.isBut
darted
intoWhen
the road,
just as
stillshe
right
nextstraight
to Krissi’s.
Robby
andDaddy’s
Krissi kiss I feel like I’m
p was comingright
around
the
curve,
and
he
didn’t
see
her,
so
he
plowed
there with them and it’s not too bad. For now. Best of all, I get to
er. (Calls off.)keep
Domy
youfantasy
remember
and I came
through
the country for a little
aboutDaddy
the beautiful
old house
in the
door, Mama?while
And Nancy
his arms
like athe
set house
of
longer.was
Of hanging
course inout
myoffantasy,
I share
with the kids,
n-up bagpipes.
spread
herEversole.
out on the
floor
and
theAnd
dogsheand
Krissi
Wekitchen
can wait
until
theshe
economy picks up a
eathing real hard.
thewe
pain
little And
before
getwas
thehumming
horses. off of her like I could
. And she just let the pain take her over. And that’s all she was.
ained thing. (Gertie enters with a cookie tin. Claire’s story has brought
ck into the room.) And Daddy was bent over her, talking to her real
And all of a sudden Nancy stood up, like it was a new day, and
arted running around the kitchen like she wasn’t half-dead, barkd clicking her nails against the floor tiles. And we were all shocked
e Nancy was like a puppy all of a sudden, not that bony heap on
or. She was this fireball for about three minutes, until she got tired
and curled up beside the sink and went to sleep and died like it
nothing. You remember how all that happened to her? It’s funny
most everything else is gone to me, and that sad old dog just came
my head.

Fuddy Meers
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I read about this girl who wanted to be the first girl to go
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daythat
she getting
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and
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so
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plowed
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remember
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And Nancy
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theAnd
dogsheand
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Wekitchen
can wait
until
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Fuddy Meers
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For Now
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How Miss
Brenda Lou Turpin Became
Going
To Bordeaux

SaveRichard
TheLay
Babies And A Star For Jesu
Kristan Ryan
Scene: Bordeaux, France
Dramatic
Scene: The sidewalk outside an abortion clinic
Nell (forties to fifties), a woman who feels as though her family has deserted
Serio-Comic
her.
Miss Save the Babies (forties), a crusader.

Nell and Vincent are in for a bigger surprise than a grandson . . . Dana is
Here, a foot soldier in the war against abortion explains how sh
gay and living with a woman. When Nell digests this tidbit, she surprises everyher avocation and her unusual name.
one with the following memory from her childhood.

SAVE THE BABIES: If you had told me when I was a child that eve
(Looking into space.) I had a girlfriend once. In college. I also had a
perman in Georgia would want to interview me and that my n
boyfriend but I was more interested in Jill. We used to lie in a cornfield
be spoken with reverence from one end of the state to the oth
after class with lemonade and cookies and just stroke each other’s hair.
have thought you were dreaming . . . but I’m proud to say th
We played a game. It was called Practicing How To Kiss Boys . . . and
has given me the job of (She scoops the air with her net.) scoop
we would kiss each other and relate it to what might happen with our
women of the world whose first thought is to rip out their ow
boyfriends after the Saturday dance. The kissing made me feel dizzy and
blood and save them from drowning in a river of delight and
I’d look up at the blue sky and it would be going round and round as if
fication. God has made me an instrument of love and salvation
someone had cast a magic spell on me. Jill used to call me Juicy Lips and
become the one and only, Miss Save The Babies.
it gave me pleasure to hear her call me that. I haven’t thought about her
(She bows her head for a moment as if she is praying and then
for years. She died in a car accident during our last semester and I used
speaks.)
to put daffodils on her grave and blow her a kiss. So Dana and Charley,
For those of you poor souls who find yourself in a shamefu
yeah, I understand strong feelings between women. What’s wrong with
I want you to know that it’s in the safety of the Save the Ba
it? . . . There’s nothing wrong with it? Men don’t like it because they are
quarters, just a block south of River Street, where you can l
repressing their feminine side. They all have one, even you Vincent . . .
thing there is to know about the evils of aborting your prec
Remember when I caught you wearing my lipstick when you were doing
about abortions gone haywire, see videos of abortions in pro
a self-portrait.
be privy to every one of those terrible truths that the pro-cho
don’t want you to know. That’s right, these folks won’t tell you
doctors pierce little babies’ skulls and suck their brains out w
hoses, but I will. And why don’t they want you to know? Be
can’t bear the thought of people like me in the world runni
sharing the truth. They want to continue to live in the land
and Gomorrah, having sex like wild rabbits with anybody they
doing what they will with the results of their undisciplined h

NELL:
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d of that taste he had for victory. And then when Hannelore went
Australia, he divorced me and married that Chinese or Thailander,
(Die Präsidentinnen)
ver she is. I’ve never understood that, what he could have seen in
Werner Schwab
yed eighteen-year-old.
Translated by Meredith Oakes

Holy Mothers

Scene: A small kitchen/living room
Dramatic
Grete (fifties to sixties), pensioner, quite fat, beehive hairstyle, tastelessly
dressed, lots of cheap jewelry, heavy makeup.
When a friend suggests that Grete’s life has been more fun than most, this unhappy woman hastens to correct her misconception.
GRETE:

(Furious.) Don’t you think you’re being rather nasty? How can you be
so nasty behind that laughing face of yours? Do you think my life has all
been one big barrel of laughs? First I was divorced, then I was widowed.
Do you think marriage is one great big pleasure trip? What about Kurti,
my first husband? And Hannelore? What do you imagine it’s like when
you know, because you can’t help knowing, that your very own husband
is punishing your very own daughter in your very own bed? What about
that, for God’s sake?
What you do is, you wait and see, you wait and see what providence
has in mind for people. But you have to give providence the space to work,
until you finally find out what it’s going to be. And at last, when providence is finished, life becomes much less painful. Because what’s the use
of getting so worked up, you can’t change providence, can you. You can’t
just grab hold of providence by the throat and say to it, make me happy.
(She throttles an imaginary throat.)
No, and in a way I understand about Kurti and Hannelore. Beautiful memories are so much a part of love. Kurti often said to me, Hannelore’s as beautiful now as you were, when you were a girl. Of course it
was wrong, what went on there, and anyway Hannelore was too young
at that stage. But you have to understand Kurti as well. He was such a
handsome officer in the war, he was so proud, and he must have felt, when
we had those victories at the beginning, that the whole world was going
to belong to someone like him. The whole of the rest of his life he never
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got rid of that taste he had for victory. And then when Hannelore went
off to Australia, he divorced me and married that Chinese or Thailander,
(Die Präsidentinnen)
whatever she is. I’ve never understood that, what he could have seen in
Werner Schwab
a slit-eyed eighteen-year-old.
Translated by Meredith Oakes

Holy Mothers

Scene: A small kitchen/living room
Dramatic
Grete (fifties to sixties), pensioner, quite fat, beehive hairstyle, tas
dressed, lots of cheap jewelry, heavy makeup.

When a friend suggests that Grete’s life has been more fun than m
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dence is finished, life becomes much less painful. Because wh
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(She throttles an imaginary throat.)
No, and in a way I understand about Kurti and Hannelo
ful memories are so much a part of love. Kurti often said to
nelore’s as beautiful now as you were, when you were a girl. O
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How Miss
Brenda Lou Turpin Became Miss
Going
To Bordeaux
SaveRichard
TheLay
Babies And A Star For Jesus
Kristan Ryan

deaux, France

Scene: The sidewalk outside an abortion clinic
s to fifties), a woman who feels as though her family has deserted
Serio-Comic
Miss Save the Babies (forties), a crusader.

nd Vincent are in for a bigger surprise than a grandson . . . Dana is
Here, a foot soldier in the war against abortion explains how she discovered
d living with a woman. When Nell digests this tidbit, she surprises everyher avocation and her unusual name.
th the following memory from her childhood.

SAVE THE BABIES: If you had told me when I was a child that every newspaking into space.) I had a girlfriend once. In college. I also had a
perman in Georgia would want to interview me and that my name would
end but I was more interested in Jill. We used to lie in a cornfield
be spoken with reverence from one end of the state to the other, why I’d
lass with lemonade and cookies and just stroke each other’s hair.
have thought you were dreaming . . . but I’m proud to say that the Lord
ayed a game. It was called Practicing How To Kiss Boys . . . and
has given me the job of (She scoops the air with her net.) scooping up the
uld kiss each other and relate it to what might happen with our
women of the world whose first thought is to rip out their own flesh and
ends after the Saturday dance. The kissing made me feel dizzy and
blood and save them from drowning in a river of delight and self-gratik up at the blue sky and it would be going round and round as if
fication. God has made me an instrument of love and salvation and I have
ne had cast a magic spell on me. Jill used to call me Juicy Lips and
become the one and only, Miss Save The Babies.
me pleasure to hear her call me that. I haven’t thought about her
(She bows her head for a moment as if she is praying and then lifts it and
ars. She died in a car accident during our last semester and I used
speaks.)
daffodils on her grave and blow her a kiss. So Dana and Charley,
For those of you poor souls who find yourself in a shameful quandary,
I understand strong feelings between women. What’s wrong with
I want you to know that it’s in the safety of the Save the Babies headThere’s nothing wrong with it? Men don’t like it because they are
quarters, just a block south of River Street, where you can learn everysing their feminine side. They all have one, even you Vincent . . .
thing there is to know about the evils of aborting your precious jewel,
mber when I caught you wearing my lipstick when you were doing
about abortions gone haywire, see videos of abortions in progress, and
portrait.
be privy to every one of those terrible truths that the pro-choice people
don’t want you to know. That’s right, these folks won’t tell you that their
doctors pierce little babies’ skulls and suck their brains out with rubber
hoses, but I will. And why don’t they want you to know? Because they
can’t bear the thought of people like me in the world running around
sharing the truth. They want to continue to live in the land of Sodom
and Gomorrah, having sex like wild rabbits with anybody they please and
doing what they will with the results of their undisciplined hormones.
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(Pauses, then goes on cheerfully.)
But I’m getting ahead of myself now. Some of you have asked me
Sheri Wilner
to tell you how I came to be the instrument of our Lord and a star for
Jesus so I am here today to share with you my blessed story.
Growing up, all I wanted to do was stay in my hometown, have baScene: A beach house
bies, but praise the Lord, I was born without a womb to hold those preDramatic
cious angels. But this is not as bad as it sounds, for yes, indeed, the Lord
Diana (twenties to thirties), a young woman on the verge of meta
had something else in mind for me, and because of his great plan here I
am, speaking to you today.
Diana and her fiancé have arrived at the beach house for a ro
(Pause, adjusts her dress and switches her fisherman’s net from one hand
away and to celebrate their engagement. When he asks her what s
to the other.)
ing at in the waves on the ferry ride to the island, she offers th
My birth name was Brenda Lou Turpin, until the morning I stepped
answer.
out of my sister’s church onto the sidewalks of Savannah, Georgia and
saw that gentleman in his battered old Buick Regal with bloody baby dolls
DIANA: I was watching the foam.
hanging out of a bucket attached to the top and “Thou Shalt Not Kill”
[ADAM: Foam? Interesting. For two hours?]
scrawled on it’s side. I knew that God had answered my prayers about
DIANA: I could see my shadow. First in the water, but then I notice
what to do with my life now that my husband of twenty-two years had
ally vivid, really easy to see in the foam. And I started imagin
left me for a waitress from Virgil’s Roadside Cafe down in Alabama and
wasn’t my reflection I was seeing. I started imagining that it
I was sent to live with my widowed sister and her four small children on
houette of my body I could see from above. Did you ever see
the shores of the Savannah River. When I saw that gentleman wave his
film dolphins from above like that? You just see this shadowy
hand at me and when he yelled, “Sister, stop the killing,” I knew right
racing through the water. That’s what I started seeing. Except
then why I’d never been able to have children of my own and that finally,
not a dolphin. And it felt like I was swimming. Fast. As fast a
God had shined his light on me, that I had been saved for a special purswim. But because I was sitting down, the shape of my silhou
pose. Then I heard the Lord say to me, “Brenda Lou Turpin, thou shall
make sense. I was definitely sitting in a chair, not swimming
call thyself Miss Save The Babies, and thou will go to the nearest fishing
this incredible urge to spread out like this. (She demonstrates
supply store and buy thyself a fisherman’s net and a straw fisherman’s hat
ing her arms and legs straight out.) Like Superman so the im
and cover it with the bloodied arms and legs of the baby dolls (She pats
water matched the image in my mind.
her hat.) and then take thyself out into the world and put an end to the
killing of the innocent growing in the sanctity of the womb.”
(Beat.)
Of course, when the Lord tells you to do something, you’ve got to
do it. After all, at any second he could squash any one of us like the bugs
we are and I, for one, certainly didn’t want to incur the wrath of the Lord
and have the life torn from me like a moth flying straight into a bug zapper, so as you can see, I followed his instructions to the letter.
It wasn’t a week later when I was down on the riverfront carrying
the Lord’s message of saving the babies that a reporter from the Atlanta
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sir,every
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crime oftops,
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feelLord
of flesh
flesh and
I mean
to stop
all and
he tool of the
and against
the purpose
of my
life has
neverit been
so save the babies begotten of lust and sport sex.” And he says, “What’s your name?” “Why
Amen.
it’s Miss Save The Babies,” I told him proud as punch, and it was then
that I heard the Lord say, “See an attorney and change thy name legally
to “Save The Babies.”
(Pause.)
So he asks me, “Is that your legal name?” And I say, “It’s not yet, but
the Lord told me to change it legally and just as soon as the Lord gives
me enough money I’ll go to court and get my name change taken care
of.”
(Pause.)
So this man who is my age and who I do not know counts out five
twenty dollar bills and hands them to me and says, “Is that enough?” And
I say, “Why hallelujah, yes, sir, I think it might be,” and while I am peering into his eyes to see if I can spot a little bit of heaven, Mr. Reporter
says to me, “How’d you like to come to my hotel room and let me interview you? I’ll give you another hundred bucks, if you’ll spend an hour
talking to me.” Then he tells me that he was once party to a young girl’s
downfall and maybe he can earn a place in the Lord’s house by writing
an article about me. Naturally, I know then that the Lord is speaking
through this handsome stranger with curly gray-blond hair and cool blue
eyes and that this man in his three-piece designer suit is a tool of Jesus
himself, so I go straight to my sister’s house, brush my teeth and put on
a clean black dress, say “see ya later” to her children who are screaming
their heads off for something to eat, and head to the hotel to do the Lord’s
work and save the babies by getting my message out to more people in
one day than I see in a week at this clinic right here.
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Pauses, then goes on cheerfully.)
ut I’m getting ahead of myself now. Some of you have asked me
Sheri Wilner
you how I came to be the instrument of our Lord and a star for
o I am here today to share with you my blessed story.
rowing up, all I wanted to do was stay in my hometown, have baScene: A beach house
ut praise the Lord, I was born without a womb to hold those preDramatic
angels. But this is not as bad as it sounds, for yes, indeed, the Lord
Diana (twenties to thirties), a young woman on the verge of metamorphosis.
mething else in mind for me, and because of his great plan here I
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Diana and her fiancé have arrived at the beach house for a romantic getPause, adjusts her dress and switches her fisherman’s net from one hand
away and to celebrate their engagement. When he asks her what she was starother.)
ing at in the waves on the ferry ride to the island, she offers the following
My birth name was Brenda Lou Turpin, until the morning I stepped
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love! I turned over and touched him on the inside of his leg, li
I must have been feeling pretty low, because just doing a little
Sheri Wilner
that made me cry. But he just rolled over, like there was no o
Sitting there in the bathtub, remembering how the bare
a shadow across his shoulders, I realized: I have been alone
Scene: A beach house
for quite some time now.
Dramatic
Diana (twenties to thirties), a young woman on the verge of metamorphosis.

Hunger

Diana is suffering from a crisis of faith in her own existence. When their romantic getaway begins to go awry, she makes the following startling confession to her fiancé.

DIANA: I don’t belong with anyone.
[ADAM: What does that mean? Huh? Diana, what does that mean?]
DIANA: I don’t belong anywhere. Everywhere I go I feel like a trespasser. Like
at any moment sirens will start blaring at me and guard dogs will start
barking.
[ADAM: Why?]
DIANA: And every time I move, I feel such a . . . resistance. I have such trouble moving through the air. I push myself through and it always feels like
I’m scraping against sharp edges that no one else ever seems to feel. And
sometimes I feel so clogged up inside that I can’t breathe and there is so
much force pushing against my lungs that I’m afraid they’ll collapse. No,
I want them to collapse. And I stand here and I look at the ocean and
all I can think about is how much more I’d prefer to be there than here.
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Hunger
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Sheri Wilner

e and now
Scene: A beach house
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know, it looked like we could both use a bit of comfort. I was lying
stomach with Sam’s pillow over my head, and the smell of Sam’s
! Suddenly it came back to me! How it was the first time we made
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Scene: Here and now
Scene: A beach house
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Sitting there, alone in the soapy water next to our wedding picture.
Remembering one night when the twins were about three months old:
Pammy was gulping air in the next room, my ears were ringing, and I
don’t know, it looked like we could both use a bit of comfort. I was lying
on my stomach with Sam’s pillow over my head, and the smell of Sam’s
pillow! Suddenly it came back to me! How it was the first time we made
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love! I turned over and touched him on the inside of his leg, like he likes.
I must have been feeling pretty low, because just doing a little thing like
Sheri Wilner
that made me cry. But he just rolled over, like there was no one there.
Sitting there in the bathtub, remembering how the bare trees bent
a shadow across his shoulders, I realized: I have been alone in our bed
each house
for quite some time now.

Hunger

nties to thirties), a young woman on the verge of metamorphosis.

is suffering from a crisis of faith in her own existence. When their roc getaway begins to go awry, she makes the following startling confesher fiancé.
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raping against sharp edges that no one else ever seems to feel. And
mes I feel so clogged up inside that I can’t breathe and there is so
force pushing against my lungs that I’m afraid they’ll collapse. No,
them to collapse. And I stand here and I look at the ocean and
an think about is how much more I’d prefer to be there than here.
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Scene: Here and now
Scene: Here and now
Dramatic
Dramatic
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jeopardy. memory.

Here, Dorothy recalls
After
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fear about the arrival of her own.
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his Some
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is heagainst
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to escape!
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ured, defeated slowness we share in the shadow of our loss, it seems like
there is some love left between us.
And if there is, I would like to embrace it.
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ing it! Trying to save her! I was just a kid, there was nothing I could
ept seeing that look on her face: “Please! Do something! Save me!”
Caitlin Hicks
. And my Dad! So lamely reaching across the table, like a beggar.
men can’t save us!

Just a Little Fever

Scene: Here and now
Dramatic
Karen (thirties), a woman haunted by a frightening memory.
Here, Karen recalls a tragic day from her childhood that continues to affect
her view of reality.
KAREN:

That’s me, the one with the crown on my head. My Daddy used to
call me his little princess. I guess I look like a princess in that picture. I
was ten. That’s my mother at the piano. She would play for me in the
afternoons after school. Once a week, I went to ballet lessons and the rest
of the week, except Saturday and Sunday, I would move the furniture,
push back the rug and just dance! My mother sat at the bench, humming,
and I would get on my pink tights and my slippers and just leap and jump
and twirl across the floor! She pretended only to be looking at the music,
but now I’m sure she watched me from the corner of her eye. In winter,
on Sundays, we went skating together. In summer, we went on holidays,
usually driving somewhere.
On one of those trips, when I was eleven, we were travelling through
Texas, and we stopped at a steakhouse by the road. It was this tacky place
with stuffed bears and antlered deer and buffalo hanging on the wall, and
they had this running bet with anyone who came in the door! If you could
eat thirty-two ounces of steak in less than an hour, your meal was free!
But we were too hot for that! I was picking at my meat, and they started
arguing, so I plugged up my ears with my fingers. Then, my Mother, who
was sitting next to me, pushed herself from the table. Something was
wrong, because suddenly she was quiet. I looked up: she had her hands
around her neck, and she was trying to talk! To breathe! She looked so
surprised! She was panicking at Daddy, fear in her eyes, and hope too.
My Dad just stood there, his arms outstretched. I ran to him, he pushed
me away, and from the floor I could see her feet stumbling around on
the dirty carpet until she fell. All the shoes and legs gathering around,
shuffling, hypnotized in a circle. I crawled to her leg, kissing it, kissing
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it, kissing it! Trying to save her! I was just a kid, there was nothing I could
do! I kept seeing that look on her face: “Please! Do something! Save me!”
Caitlin Hicks
it said. And my Dad! So lamely reaching across the table, like a beggar.
The men can’t save us!

Just a Little Fever

Scene: Here and now
Dramatic
Karen (thirties), a woman haunted by a frightening memory.

Here, Karen recalls a tragic day from her childhood that continu
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me away, and from the floor I could see her feet stumbling
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The MemoryMrs.
of Water
Mygoodness
Shelag Stephenson David Fleisher

Scene: Here and now
Scene: A classroom
Dramatic
Serio-Comic
Teresa (thirty to forty),
Mrs. aMygoodness
woman grieving
(thirtyfortoher
fifty),
mother.
a woman who has murdered h
and two other individuals.
Here, traumatized Teresa describes her horrifying experience in the hospital
the night her motherMrs.
died.
Mygoodness is participating in a community service prison
gram by teaching a class in Domestic Stability and Gun Contro
TERESA: I think I’m going
mad. killer greets her new class.
convicted
[CATHERINE: Last night I dreamed I could do yogic flying. I bet that means
something —MRS
(She. MYGOODNESS
tugs at the jacket.)
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since I see
hospital like that. We
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have all
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in the right place. Good. My name is Mrs
[MARY: You weren’t to know.]
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any hospitals,
time. YouImay
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away.
about
Everyone
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hernewspaper
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or
looked like they’d ous
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rumors
died,oneveryone
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pale
teaching
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thisacourse
catheter.
as part of
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nity
mail.
service
Reads.)
prison release program. At the present time, I’m
[MARY: “With deepest sympathy
maximumon
security
your sad
forloss,
shooting
Mimi.”
myWho’s
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Mimi?]
and two other i
TERESA: When Frank spoke
Class,toplease
them they
settlesaid,
down.
she’s worse, you’d better get up
to the hospital. I took
(Slams
thepointer
phone against
and said,
blackboard.)
she’s dead isn’t she, you don’t
phone at three in the
Class!
morning
There’sunless
no reason
someone’s
to be alarmed.
dead. And this, this is
the awful bit, I put(Pointing
the phone
to audience.)
down, and the next thing I wanted to do
more than anything
Yes?
elseA was
9-millimeter.
have sex, which is sick, I know, that’s what
Frank said afterwards.
(Pointing.)
I know I should have phoned you two, but I had
this idea, this flicker
Yes,
shedear?
might
Because
not bethe
dead,
9-millimeter
even though
is quicker
I knew she
andwas
more effic
really, but they wouldn’t
let’s first
telllook
me at
over
exactly
the phone,
how domestic
and I’dstability
have woken
relatesyou
to gun con
up, and what would
it down.
the point
First,bedomestic
anyway, stability.
you wereWhat
milesimmediately
away — comes to m
[MARY: It’s OK. Stop worrying
we thinkabout
of domestic
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TERESA: That’s why I didn’t
yourphone
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one mayaway.
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Mimiout
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to be
to live
rightthree
for each
doorsother. Un
down.
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[CATHERINE: Can I borrow
end in
a skirt
divorce.
fromThat’s
someone?]
right, class, fifty percent. Astounding, is
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TERESA: I keep going over and over it —
The
Memory of Water
[CATHERINE: Is anyone listening to me?]

Shelag Stephenson
[MARY: Oh, shut up and sit down. Your cyst might burst.]
TERESA: And the doctor was about twelve, and embarrassed. Eventually we had
to say it for him. He kept fiddling with his pen and giving us a rundown
e and now
of everything that had happened, until eventually Frank said, “Are you
c
trying to tell us she’s not coming back? Are you trying to tell us she’s dead?”
(twenties to thirties), a woman who has just been dumped by her
And he said, “More or less, yes.” And I said, what d’you mean, more or
end.
less? She’s either dead or she isn’t, you can’t be a bit dead, for God’s sake.”
And then I looked at my feet and I was wearing odd shoes. A black one
ine has a problem maintaining a relationship with a man as she here
and a brown one. Not even vaguely similar. So I started to laugh and I
es to her sisters.
couldn’t stop. They had to give me a sedative. Frank was shocked. They’re
not like us, his family, they’ve got Italian blood. Someone dies, they cry.
: Fuck it! (Silence. She bursts into racking sobs.) I went to this counThey don’t get confused and laugh.
— did I tell you this? — or a therapist or something and she said
this problem and the problem was, I give too much, I just do too
for other people, I’m just a very giving person, and I never get any
for any of it. I haven’t even got any friends. I mean, I have but I
ike most of them, especially the women, and I try really hard, it’s
m very sensitive and I get taken for a ride, nothing, ever goes right,
ime, I mean, every time it’s the same — like with men. What is it
men? I mean, I don’t have a problem with men or anything. I love
I’ve been to bed with seventy-eight of them, I counted, so obvihere’s not a problem or anything, it’s just he didn’t even apologize
thing and how can he say on the phone he doesn’t want to see me
ore? I mean, why now? Why couldn’t he have waited? I don’t know
o do, why does it always go wrong? I don’t want to be on my own,
k of people saying I’m better off on my own, I’m not that sort of
n, I can’t do it. I did everything for him, I was patient and all the
you’re supposed to be and people kept saying don’t accept this from
don’t accept that, like, you know, when he stayed out all night, not
ften, I mean once or twice, and everyone said tell him to fuck off,
ow could I because what if he did? Because they all do, everyone
er met does, they all disappear and I don’t know if it’s me or what.
want to be on my own, I can’t stand it, I know it’s supposed to
at but I don’t think it is. I can’t help it, it’s no good pretending, it’s
g lonely and I can’t bear it.
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Shelag Stephenson
[MARY: Oh, shut up and sit down. Your cyst might burst.]
TERESA: And the doctor was about twelve, and embarrassed. Eventu
to say it for him. He kept fiddling with his pen and giving us
Scene: Here and now
of everything that had happened, until eventually Frank said
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Catherine (twenties to thirties), a woman who has just been dumped by her
And he said, “More or less, yes.” And I said, what d’you mea
boyfriend.
less? She’s either dead or she isn’t, you can’t be a bit dead, for G
And then I looked at my feet and I was wearing odd shoes. A
Catherine has a problem maintaining a relationship with a man as she here
and a brown one. Not even vaguely similar. So I started to l
confesses to her sisters.
couldn’t stop. They had to give me a sedative. Frank was shock
not like us, his family, they’ve got Italian blood. Someone die
CATHERINE: Fuck it! (Silence. She bursts into racking sobs.) I went to this counThey don’t get confused and laugh.
selor — did I tell you this? — or a therapist or something and she said
I had this problem and the problem was, I give too much, I just do too
much for other people, I’m just a very giving person, and I never get any
credit for any of it. I haven’t even got any friends. I mean, I have but I
don’t like most of them, especially the women, and I try really hard, it’s
just I’m very sensitive and I get taken for a ride, nothing, ever goes right,
every time, I mean, every time it’s the same — like with men. What is it
with men? I mean, I don’t have a problem with men or anything. I love
men. I’ve been to bed with seventy-eight of them, I counted, so obviously there’s not a problem or anything, it’s just he didn’t even apologize
or anything and how can he say on the phone he doesn’t want to see me
anymore? I mean, why now? Why couldn’t he have waited? I don’t know
what to do, why does it always go wrong? I don’t want to be on my own,
I’m sick of people saying I’m better off on my own, I’m not that sort of
person, I can’t do it. I did everything for him, I was patient and all the
things you’re supposed to be and people kept saying don’t accept this from
him, don’t accept that, like, you know, when he stayed out all night, not
very often, I mean once or twice, and everyone said tell him to fuck off,
but how could I because what if he did? Because they all do, everyone
I’ve ever met does, they all disappear and I don’t know if it’s me or what.
I don’t want to be on my own, I can’t stand it, I know it’s supposed to
be great but I don’t think it is. I can’t help it, it’s no good pretending, it’s
fucking lonely and I can’t bear it.
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The MemoryMrs.
of Water
Mygoodness
Shelag Stephenson David Fleisher

e and now
Scene: A classroom
Serio-Comic
rty to forty),
Mrs. aMygoodness
woman grieving
(thirtyfortoher
fifty),
mother.
a woman who has murdered her husband
and two other individuals.
traumatized Teresa describes her horrifying experience in the hospital
ht her motherMrs.
died.
Mygoodness is participating in a community service prison release program by teaching a class in Domestic Stability and Gun Control. Here, the
hink I’m going
mad. killer greets her new class.
convicted
E: Last night I dreamed I could do yogic flying. I bet that means
hing —MRS
(She. MYGOODNESS
tugs at the jacket.)
: Class.
I’mStudents.
not sure Please
about this,
settleare
down.
you?Class?
I
uit black, that’s
(Slams
thepointer
problem.]
against blackboard.)
soon as the Class!
phoneThank
went Iyou.
knew.
Let’s first check and make sure you’re in the right place.
E: Can you wear
This trousers
is “Domestic
at a funeral?]
Stability and Gun Control.” Please check your schedaid to Frank,ule
I can’t
and answer
make sure
it. We
thisshould
is where
never
you have
should
leftbe.
herWell,
at the
since I see no hands,
al like that. We
I assume
shouldyou’re
have all
stayed.
in the right place. Good. My name is Mrs. Mygoodweren’t to know.]
ness. I’m sure you’ll all have questions, so please feel free to interrupt at
m not good with
any hospitals,
time. YouImay
had have
to getread
away.
about
Everyone
me ininthe
hernewspaper
ward
or heard varid like they’d ous
already
rumors
died,oneveryone
campus.was
I am
pale
teaching
grey with
thisacourse
catheter.
as part of a commuis opening the
nity
mail.
service
Reads.)
prison release program. At the present time, I’m housed in
ith deepest sympathy
maximumon
security
your sad
forloss,
shooting
Mimi.”
myWho’s
husband
Mimi?]
and two other individuals.
hen Frank spoke
Class,toplease
them they
settlesaid,
down.
she’s worse, you’d better get up
hospital. I took
(Slams
thepointer
phone against
and said,
blackboard.)
she’s dead isn’t she, you don’t
at three in the
Class!
morning
There’sunless
no reason
someone’s
to be alarmed.
dead. And this, this is
ful bit, I put(Pointing
the phone
to audience.)
down, and the next thing I wanted to do
than anything
Yes?
elseA was
9-millimeter.
have sex, which is sick, I know, that’s what
said afterwards.
(Pointing.)
I know I should have phoned you two, but I had
ea, this flicker
Yes,
shedear?
might
Because
not bethe
dead,
9-millimeter
even though
is quicker
I knew she
andwas
more efficient. Now,
but they wouldn’t
let’s first
telllook
me at
over
exactly
the phone,
how domestic
and I’dstability
have woken
relatesyou
to gun control. Break
d what would
it down.
the point
First,bedomestic
anyway, stability.
you wereWhat
milesimmediately
away — comes to mind when
OK. Stop worrying
we thinkabout
of domestic
it — ] stability? Compatibility, right? However, you and
at’s why I didn’t
yourphone
loved straight
one mayaway.
not turn
Mimiout
used
to be
to live
rightthree
for each
doorsother. Unfortunate,
yes, but it happens. In fact, fifty percent of all marriages in this country
E: Can I borrow
end in
a skirt
divorce.
fromThat’s
someone?]
right, class, fifty percent. Astounding, isn’t it? Now
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if fifty percent of all
Unless
marriages
it’s fried.
end in divorce, what percentage of couples remain married?
AndFeel
they
free
whisked
to use your
themcalculators.
away.
(Pointing.)
Yes, in the back? Correct.
To be fried,
Nowpresumably.
given that you have a fifty-fifty chance
of getting divorced, doesn’t it make sense to be prepared before your marriage ends? Which So
brings
you us
won’t
to gun
see any
control.
chickens tonight.
(Pointing.)
“Now
about
the clothes,”
they to
said.
Yes? In the bedroom,
around
midnight.
One shot
the head, one in the
. . . abdomen. He was pronounced dead at the hospital.
“These
clothes?”
I asked,
Now, let’s look at the
relationship
between
marriage and gun control. Take
gesturing
myloved
wardrobe
of red
and black leather
a hypothetical situation.
You toward
and your
one have
a disagreement
. . . gear.
something trivial . . . say your child is kidnapped. Tempers flare. Harsh
“Yes,
those,” they said.
words are exchanged.
Mean-spirited
accusations are made. The television
As if backed
they were
to touch
them even
is too loud. The toilet’s
up.afraid
You didn’t
get enough
sleepwith
the their
nightwords.
before. You’ve been“These?”
downsized
I said.
at work.
“Those,”
You need
they root
said.canal. And the little wife has to throw
“These?”
up again“Those.”
because she just found out she has another
unwanted pregnancy.
“These
Andright
you here?”
aren’t the
“Those,
father.
yes,Allthose!”
this needs
(Withclosure.
disgust.) “Those
(Takes a gun out of a duffel bag.)
This is a small caliber
What
weapon.
about ‘em?
Class, please make a note of this, never
overreact to a domestic squabble. It can only cause needless bloodshed.
You don’t have to use
Well,
a high-powered
they said. You automatic
can’t wear weapon
them. for a problem
as shallow and insignificant
Of courseasI can,
a missing
I said,child.
and I A
offered
semi-automatic
to demonstrate
will do
how to fit
just fine.
of spandex around a thirty-five inch waist.
(Pointing.)
No, no, no, they clarified.
Yes, Hon? Good question.
It’s not that
Whyyou
notcan’t
settlewear
the disagreement
them. You seem
with
quite
a knife?
limber.
Time consuming, not
But to
youmention
can’t bestabbing
allowed to
requires
wear them.
more energy.
(Pointing.)
It can’t be permitted. Condoned.
Yes? Mr. Simpson was
It’s unethical.
dealing with
Unacceptable.
a more emotionally volatile situation
than kidnapping. AUnseemly.
knife was the correct weapon of choice in that case
because Mr. Simpson was overcome with what emotion, class? Absolutely.
Jealousy. The Simpson
Really?
caseIalso
asked.
involves
Unethical?
male domination.
I asked. When we combine jealousy with male domination, a large sharp instrument is the correct weapon to employ.
Because
It’s more
of theintimate.
crucifix embroidered
When used properly,
across the
it makes
codpiece?
a more personal statement.
There’s yet anotherOh,
important
no, it’s not
factor
that,
to consider
they stammered.
with respect
We hadn’t
to weapon
even noticed
selection. Would anyone
it’s justlike
thattoit’sventure
. . . tooa revealing.
guess as to . . .
(Pointing.)
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Yes, dear? Finances, of course. Why spend extra money on a more soNude
Monologue
phisticated weapon when the situation doesn’t warrant it? Look, if I could

Jeff Goode
have used a twenty-two on my husband, believe me, I would have.
(Pointing.)
Yes? I caught him in bed with two women. For a split second, I considheater
ered a small caliber weapon because one of the women was my sister. My
c
sister and I are very close. But the other woman was his ex-wife. Therencer (twenty to thirty).
fore, I was forced out of necessity to choose a much more powerful firearm.
Okay, I’ve given you a lot to think about. Let’s take a break. Breathe in
an actress explains how she came to be performing in the nude.
deeply and let the air out, slowly. Go ahead.
(Scans audience.)
dancer.
That’s it. Again.
es all clothing.
(She breathes in deeply.)
at audience.
Life. It’s a wonderful thing, isn’t it? Now, class, what I want you to do is
close your eyes and hold your breath for five seconds. Go ahead, take in
ANCER: Am I boring you?
a deep breath and hold it. Close your eyes.
a pose.)
(She breaths in deeply, holding it for five seconds.)
Death. So, what we have here is life . . . and death. The next time your
rry, It can’t be helped.
loved one says something you don’t like, think first. Should it be a .22,
a .38, a 44-magnum, a 9-millimeter? Think, class, think. It’s a matter of
planned, you know, to entertain you.
sizing up the situation and making the appropriate weapon selection based
on the content and seriousness of the dispute. Finally, never underesticostumes and jewelry.
mate the value of a good defense lawyer.
box of chickens.
Now, your assignment for next week. Before we know how to employ responsible gun control in the home, we must, first, do what, class? Practook away my chickens.
tice. I want you to approach someone you don’t know, a complete stranger,
uggestive.
and engage that individual in an argument. The dispute, itself, can be
about anything, doesn’t matter, but preferably something that provokes
ed to encase them in latex. But they wouldn’t hear it.
intense anger. Once emotions escalate to an intolerable level, shoot the
individual. Then write a five-hundred-word essay, describing the incident
hickens,” they said.
in detail.
kens are not to be trusted.”
We’ll read aloud your essay and offer constructive criticism. Look, I know
the temptation to cheat. So, to prove you have really done the assignment,
ally
sever a body part from the slain individual and attach it to your essay. It
e cocks.
can be a foot, arm, nose, eyeball . . . whatever. Questions? Fine. See you
ever know what they’ll doodle do.
next week.

cken is not wholesome.”
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Yes, dear? Finances, of course. Why spend extra money on
Nude
Monologue
phisticated weapon when the situation doesn’t warrant it? Look

Jeff Goode
have used a twenty-two on my husband, believe me, I would
(Pointing.)
Yes? I caught him in bed with two women. For a split second
Scene: A theater
ered a small caliber weapon because one of the women was my
Serio-Comic
sister and I are very close. But the other woman was his ex-w
Actress/dancer (twenty to thirty).
fore, I was forced out of necessity to choose a much more power
Okay, I’ve given you a lot to think about. Let’s take a break.
Here, an actress explains how she came to be performing in the nude.
deeply and let the air out, slowly. Go ahead.
(Scans audience.)
Enter dancer.
That’s it. Again.
Removes all clothing.
(She breathes in deeply.)
Looks at audience.
Life. It’s a wonderful thing, isn’t it? Now, class, what I want y
close your eyes and hold your breath for five seconds. Go ahe
ACTRESS/DANCER: Am I boring you?
a deep breath and hold it. Close your eyes.
(Takes a pose.)
(She breaths in deeply, holding it for five seconds.)
Death. So, what we have here is life . . . and death. The next
I’m sorry, It can’t be helped.
loved one says something you don’t like, think first. Should
a .38, a 44-magnum, a 9-millimeter? Think, class, think. It’s
I had planned, you know, to entertain you.
sizing up the situation and making the appropriate weapon sele
on the content and seriousness of the dispute. Finally, never
I had costumes and jewelry.
mate the value of a good defense lawyer.
And a box of chickens.
Now, your assignment for next week. Before we know how to
sponsible gun control in the home, we must, first, do what,
They took away my chickens.
tice. I want you to approach someone you don’t know, a comple
Too suggestive.
and engage that individual in an argument. The dispute, its
about anything, doesn’t matter, but preferably something tha
I offered to encase them in latex. But they wouldn’t hear it.
intense anger. Once emotions escalate to an intolerable level
individual. Then write a five-hundred-word essay, describing t
“No chickens,” they said.
in detail.
“Chickens are not to be trusted.”
We’ll read aloud your essay and offer constructive criticism. Lo
the temptation to cheat. So, to prove you have really done the a
Especially
sever a body part from the slain individual and attach it to yo
. . . the cocks.
can be a foot, arm, nose, eyeball . . . whatever. Questions? Fin
You never know what they’ll doodle do.
next week.
“A chicken is not wholesome.”
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percent of all
Unless
marriages
it’s fried.
end in divorce, what percentage of coumain married?
AndFeel
they
free
whisked
to use your
themcalculators.
away.
ing.)
the back? Correct.
To be fried,
Nowpresumably.
given that you have a fifty-fifty chance
ing divorced, doesn’t it make sense to be prepared before your marnds? Which So
brings
you us
won’t
to gun
see any
control.
chickens tonight.
ing.)
“Now
about
the clothes,”
they to
said.
n the bedroom,
around
midnight.
One shot
the head, one in the
domen. He was pronounced dead at the hospital.
“These
clothes?”
I asked,
et’s look at the
relationship
between
marriage and gun control. Take
gesturing
myloved
wardrobe
of red
and black leather
othetical situation.
You toward
and your
one have
a disagreement
. . . gear.
hing trivial . . . say your child is kidnapped. Tempers flare. Harsh
“Yes,
those,” they said.
are exchanged.
Mean-spirited
accusations are made. The television
As if backed
they were
to touch
them even
loud. The toilet’s
up.afraid
You didn’t
get enough
sleepwith
the their
nightwords.
. You’ve been“These?”
downsized
I said.
at work.
“Those,”
You need
they root
said.canal. And the lite has to throw
“These?”
up again“Those.”
because she just found out she has another
nted pregnancy.
“These
Andright
you here?”
aren’t the
“Those,
father.
yes,Allthose!”
this needs
(Withclosure.
disgust.) “Those . . . clothes.”
a gun out of a duffel bag.)
s a small caliber
What
weapon.
about ‘em?
Class, please make a note of this, never
act to a domestic squabble. It can only cause needless bloodshed.
on’t have to use
Well,
a high-powered
they said. You automatic
can’t wear weapon
them. for a problem
low and insignificant
Of courseasI can,
a missing
I said,child.
and I A
offered
semi-automatic
to demonstrate
will do
how to fit five inches
ne.
of spandex around a thirty-five inch waist.
ing.)
No, no, no, they clarified.
on? Good question.
It’s not that
Whyyou
notcan’t
settlewear
the disagreement
them. You seem
with
quite
a knife?
limber.
consuming, not
But to
youmention
can’t bestabbing
allowed to
requires
wear them.
more energy.
ing.)
It can’t be permitted. Condoned.
Mr. Simpson was
It’s unethical.
dealing with
Unacceptable.
a more emotionally volatile situation
idnapping. AUnseemly.
knife was the correct weapon of choice in that case
e Mr. Simpson was overcome with what emotion, class? Absolutely.
sy. The Simpson
Really?
caseIalso
asked.
involves
Unethical?
male domination.
I asked. When we comealousy with male domination, a large sharp instrument is the coreapon to employ.
Because
It’s more
of theintimate.
crucifix embroidered
When used properly,
across the
it makes
codpiece?
e personal statement.
s yet anotherOh,
important
no, it’s not
factor
that,
to consider
they stammered.
with respect
We hadn’t
to weapon
even noticed that. No,
on. Would anyone
it’s justlike
thattoit’sventure
. . . tooa revealing.
guess as to . . .
ing.)
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But how can that be?
her Iwork
asked.
through it over and over . . . So carefully. So painf
All my nasty bits are
seecovered.
myself out there. Not her. Me.
My nipples.
Head up. Shoulders back. Smile, baby, smile. I would be t
My . . . well, you know
you’d —
bits.
lovethe
me.nasty
All of
you. I’d make you love me. (Pause.) But I
one. I’m not running for anything. I’m not looking for your
Yes, we see that, they
andsaid.
gentlemen.
You’ve covered
I’m onlyallthe
your
coach.
basesShe’s
quitethenicely.
one.
BUT I WOULD BE SO GOOD! I’m a natural! Why ca
I was flattered. that? Why don’t they know that? Maybe they can’t hear me. Ma
to tell them . . . Look. Forget her. CHOOSE ME! CHOOS
But it’s not the bases
thatONE!
worry us. It’s the basepaths.
THE
Yes, those unbroken expanses of flesh leave nothing to the imagination.
Well, I wouldn’t call it nothing, but I didn’t want to argue, so I offered
to substitute a fishnet body stocking which breaks up the flesh into nice
bite-sized chunks. Or a skintight outfit I would make with spray paint
and a handful of sequins.
But they wouldn’t have any of it.
The simple fact is. You can’t wear any of these costumes.
That’s all right, I said.
Art is art.
I’ll do the show in jeans and a t-shirt.
That’s what we like to hear. Jeans and a t-shirt. But, oh, you don’t mean
that t-shirt you’re wearing?
Well, it doesn’t have to be this one. Why? Is there a hole in the fabric? Is
my chest hair protruding in an undignified manner. Is my turtleneck collar slung too low in back?
What —
they quavered with great timidity —
is that thing emblazoned across your chest?
Oh, this? Oh, it’s nothing. A slogan. A saying. Just something I believe
in.
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Beliefs? Oh no! they shrieked.
You mustn’t believe.
Jolene Goldenthal
Or at least, they looked around to be sure the Constitution hadn’t overheard them. You mustn’t let anyone know you believe. It is, after all, a
free country.
e and now
Thank God! I said.
Yes, but not in public.
hirty to fifty), a frustrated political coach.

The One

Smoking, religion, sex. These are things which must be confined to the
a woman watches the candidate she’s coached while knowing that she
privacy of one’s own bedroom. They said. If then . . . Especially the smokdo much better herself.
ing.

ake it slow I tell her. Smile a lot. Like this. I show her. (She smiles
I see, and I take it the same goes for political statements.
, slowly.) One sentence at a time. Then smile. Slowly. (She smiles
demonstrating.)
Well, at this point, someone fainted and had to be carried out on a
Wait for them to clap. (Pause.) Sure they will. Of course they will.
stretcher, so I decided not to press the subject.
up there. You’re waiting. You’re smiling at them. They know what
supposed to do. Put their hands together and . . . Right!
I offered to wear a t-shirt blank on both sides so as not to make any poNow again. Nice and slow. That’s good. That’s good. That’s very good.
litical statements at all, but they peered at me warily and told me that
emember — that’s no brain trust out there. It’s people. Just peothat smacked of protest.
ive them a chance. They want to like you. They need to like you.
And the only thing worse than dissension is outright subversion.
e looking for a hero and you may be it. You may be THE ONE,
As they chuckled at the absurdity of my naive suggestion, I laughed along
her. You may be IT. (Pause.)
with them.
tell her. And I tell her. And I tell her again. She’s getting it. She’s
g better. But oh my God so s-l-o-w-l-y.
Well, I said, if I’m going to do this show, I have to wear something.
could do it upside down. Standing on my head. Blindfolded. ShackCan you suggest anything that might be appropriate?
Gesture.) But she’s the one. Not me. Oh, yeah. Nearly forgot the
s. Keep it simple I tell her. Look good but not too good. SomeNothing at all, they said.
between Vogue and The Inquirer. And the hair. Simple, Neat. That’s
get glamour. Forget everything. Watch the TelePrompter. But smile
And with that, they filed out without even discussing my text.
you’re doing it. (Pause.) Hey, listen. I’m not the speechwriter. I’m
he coach. She’s the one.
m the last link before the big test. I prep her for the public. I urge
. I push-pull her through it. “Come on!” I say over and over. “You
o it. Yes you can! Yes you can!”
nd she can. She will. Eventually. I hope. Hey, this is my job here.
aid to do this. But oh migod . . . I watch her and I suffer. I watch
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Beliefs? Oh no! they shrieked.
You mustn’t believe.
Jolene Goldenthal
Or at least, they looked around to be sure the Constitution h
heard them. You mustn’t let anyone know you believe. It is,
free country.
Scene: Here and now
Thank God! I said.
Dramatic
Yes, but not in public.
Woman (thirty to fifty), a frustrated political coach.

The One

Smoking, religion, sex. These are things which must be conf
Here, a woman watches the candidate she’s coached while knowing that she
privacy of one’s own bedroom. They said. If then . . . Especially
could do much better herself.
ing.
WOMAN:

Take it slow I tell her. Smile a lot. Like this. I show her. (She smiles
I see, and I take it the same goes for political statements.
sweetly, slowly.) One sentence at a time. Then smile. Slowly. (She smiles
again, demonstrating.)
Well, at this point, someone fainted and had to be carried
Wait for them to clap. (Pause.) Sure they will. Of course they will.
stretcher, so I decided not to press the subject.
You’re up there. You’re waiting. You’re smiling at them. They know what
they’re supposed to do. Put their hands together and . . . Right!
I offered to wear a t-shirt blank on both sides so as not to ma
Now again. Nice and slow. That’s good. That’s good. That’s very good.
litical statements at all, but they peered at me warily and to
Now remember — that’s no brain trust out there. It’s people. Just peothat smacked of protest.
ple. Give them a chance. They want to like you. They need to like you.
And the only thing worse than dissension is outright subvers
They’re looking for a hero and you may be it. You may be THE ONE,
As they chuckled at the absurdity of my naive suggestion, I lau
I tell her. You may be IT. (Pause.)
with them.
I tell her. And I tell her. And I tell her again. She’s getting it. She’s
getting better. But oh my God so s-l-o-w-l-y.
Well, I said, if I’m going to do this show, I have to wear som
I could do it upside down. Standing on my head. Blindfolded. ShackCan you suggest anything that might be appropriate?
led. (Gesture.) But she’s the one. Not me. Oh, yeah. Nearly forgot the
clothes. Keep it simple I tell her. Look good but not too good. SomeNothing at all, they said.
place between Vogue and The Inquirer. And the hair. Simple, Neat. That’s
it. Forget glamour. Forget everything. Watch the TelePrompter. But smile
And with that, they filed out without even discussing my tex
while you’re doing it. (Pause.) Hey, listen. I’m not the speechwriter. I’m
only the coach. She’s the one.
I’m the last link before the big test. I prep her for the public. I urge
her on. I push-pull her through it. “Come on!” I say over and over. “You
can do it. Yes you can! Yes you can!”
And she can. She will. Eventually. I hope. Hey, this is my job here.
I get paid to do this. But oh migod . . . I watch her and I suffer. I watch
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ow can that be?
her Iwork
asked.
through it over and over . . . So carefully. So painfully. And I
y nasty bits are
seecovered.
myself out there. Not her. Me.
pples.
Head up. Shoulders back. Smile, baby, smile. I would be terrific! And
. well, you know
you’d —
bits.
lovethe
me.nasty
All of
you. I’d make you love me. (Pause.) But I’m not the
one. I’m not running for anything. I’m not looking for your vote, ladies
e see that, they
andsaid.
gentlemen.
You’ve covered
I’m onlyallthe
your
coach.
basesShe’s
quitethenicely.
one.
BUT I WOULD BE SO GOOD! I’m a natural! Why can’t they see
flattered. that? Why don’t they know that? Maybe they can’t hear me. Maybe I need
to tell them . . . Look. Forget her. CHOOSE ME! CHOOSE ME! I’M
s not the bases
thatONE!
worry us. It’s the basepaths.
THE

ose unbroken expanses of flesh leave nothing to the imagination.

I wouldn’t call it nothing, but I didn’t want to argue, so I offered
stitute a fishnet body stocking which breaks up the flesh into nice
zed chunks. Or a skintight outfit I would make with spray paint
handful of sequins.
ey wouldn’t have any of it.

mple fact is. You can’t wear any of these costumes.

all right, I said.
art.
the show in jeans and a t-shirt.

what we like to hear. Jeans and a t-shirt. But, oh, you don’t mean
shirt you’re wearing?

t doesn’t have to be this one. Why? Is there a hole in the fabric? Is
est hair protruding in an undignified manner. Is my turtleneck colng too low in back?
—
uavered with great timidity —
thing emblazoned across your chest?

his? Oh, it’s nothing. A slogan. A saying. Just something I believe
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late themselves into the next year — it’s their New Year’s tra
Past Tense
Feminine Gender
tried it a couple of times, but it all seemed too forced, too pl
Le Wilhelm

But this year’s mood is worse than usual. Everything’s chang
now, with all the new technology — it truly is a whole new
Scene: Various New Year’s Eves
is constantly changing, expanding, then shrinking. It’s as if we’re
Serio-Comic
in the age of the Pioneers when no one is sure what will hap
Alma (fifteen to twenty), a young woman welcoming in the twentieth century.

All of that truly is what the problem with today comes down
On New Year’s Eve 1899, Alma has stolen away from her parent’s party to
old. But in terms of decades I don’t have that many left, thr
quietly reflect on what the future may bring.
That’s about all, unless there’s some miracle in medicine —
trust in that — and when I think about this, it makes me ang
ALMA: It’s a beautiful night. Not a cloud in the sky. Looking out the window
ter because I won’t be there for all the wonderful things that’ll
you see a zillion stars. I don’t know if I have ever seen a finer night than
those decades after I’m gone. And I want to be there. I want
this. There’s snow on the ground and the light from the moon and stars
ence it all.
reflects off the white land.

When I stop and think of all the changes that took place durin
I’m all dressed up because it’s New Year’s Eve. This dress was made by a
century, especially for women, it is truly overwhelming. I alw
company in Philadelphia. It’s my first dress that I’ve ever had that wasn’t
live here and now and not dwell on what’s already happen
made by my momma. I like it a lot, but I like a dress that’s made by my
tonight is different — it’s the dawning of the twenty-first c
momma too, ’cause I get to watch it being born. And I get to try it on
now maybe that we’ve said Happy New Year, it’s time for a
and even make suggestions sometimes when she’s in a good mood.
spection — a little trek into the past tense, feminine gender o
tieth century.
In just a few seconds it will be a brand new century!! You can probably
hear them downstairs. That’s where the party’s going on. I snuck up here
to the attic room so I could be by myself. I love it up here. I always go
here when I want to be alone. I also like to look out the window at the
hills and the river. Tonight I’m up here waiting for the 20th century to
arrive.
Because it’s a new century, everyone has been acting strange, real excited
and planning big parties. Well, that’s what most people are doing. Some
folks in town have said that this is the end of time. That Jesus is going
to come back and take the good people with him and the bad people are
going to get judged and then they’re going to get burned. Burned for all
eternity, that’s what they say. My parents don’t believe that’s going to happen and neither do I, so they’re having a party.
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I feel kind of sorry for all those people who believe the world’s going to
Past Tense
Feminine Gender
end ‘cause when it don’t, I guess they’re going to be terribly disappointed

Le Wilhelm
and feel downright foolish. I know I would!! If I had gone around telling
everyone the end is near, and then the end doesn’t end. I’d feel like an
idiot.
ous New Year’s Eves
c
You probably think it’s odd that I don’t want to be downstairs at the party
ty to forty), a woman greeting the twenty-first century.
with my friends and family where all the fun’s going on. And I can’t stay
up here long, because someone’s going to miss me and come looking for
has mixed feelings about the new millennium as she here reveals.
me, worrying about me, thinking that I must be sad or scared. But I don’t
know. I just want to be by myself. So I can remember it. I want to be
e toasts.) Happy fucking New Year. God, I can’t tell you now good
able to remember when the twentieth century dawned.
to say that. I’ve been pushed onto the bridge that leads to the 21st
y and now I’ve been drug across it.
I know it’s just a date on a calendar. I know that . . . but still it’s a new
century . . . my century — it’s when I’m going to live most of my life . . .
roblem is that some time in February of 1999, all the hype for the
and no one knows what’s going to happen . . . there’ll be hundreds of
millennium did me in. I’m not quite sure where it happened, but I
thousands of things . . . all kinds of changes . . . all sorts of wonderful
there was a time when I was watching the television and those damn
things . . . things that I’m going to be a part of. I’m curious and I’m scared
nium M&M candies were jabbering on and I tuned out.
. . . and I’m excited . . .

urse the phone’s rung off the hook today. People calling asking what
(Cast begins counting, as does she.) Nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three,
ing to do. Am I going out? Asking if I’m watching the celebration
two — one — Happy New Year!
television — did I see such and such with Peter Jennings — Tom
w — Dan Rather — Cokie Roberts — Ted Koppel — Did I hear
nd such millionaire-billionaire singer — wasn’t it wonderful? And
to do those things. I watched the first dawn of the twenty-first
y as the clock struck twelve in some remote part of Oceania . . .
felt nothing . . . but I stuck with it, and the phone started ringing
more somewhere around New Zealand-Australia and it got to be
little more than I could take . . . I turned off Peter-Dan-CokieTed, took the phone off the hook and went to bed for the rest of
ernoon.

u may have noted, I’m not in the best of moods — I often get a lity around the New Year — I’m single — and I’m never quite sure
m supposed to act — I don’t know about anyone else, but I think
Year’s dates are the worst. I have a lot of friends who like to copu-
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I feel kind of sorry for all those people who believe the world
Past Tense
Feminine Gender
end ‘cause when it don’t, I guess they’re going to be terribly di

Le Wilhelm
and feel downright foolish. I know I would!! If I had gone aro
everyone the end is near, and then the end doesn’t end. I’d
idiot.
Scene: Various New Year’s Eves
Serio-Comic
You probably think it’s odd that I don’t want to be downstairs a
Leigh (thirty to forty), a woman greeting the twenty-first century.
with my friends and family where all the fun’s going on. And
up here long, because someone’s going to miss me and come
Leigh has mixed feelings about the new millennium as she here reveals.
me, worrying about me, thinking that I must be sad or scared.
know. I just want to be by myself. So I can remember it. I
LEIGH: (She toasts.) Happy fucking New Year. God, I can’t tell you now good
able to remember when the twentieth century dawned.
it felt to say that. I’ve been pushed onto the bridge that leads to the 21st
century and now I’ve been drug across it.
I know it’s just a date on a calendar. I know that . . . but stil
century . . . my century — it’s when I’m going to live most of
The problem is that some time in February of 1999, all the hype for the
and no one knows what’s going to happen . . . there’ll be h
new millennium did me in. I’m not quite sure where it happened, but I
thousands of things . . . all kinds of changes . . . all sorts of
know there was a time when I was watching the television and those damn
things . . . things that I’m going to be a part of. I’m curious and
millennium M&M candies were jabbering on and I tuned out.
. . . and I’m excited . . .
Of course the phone’s rung off the hook today. People calling asking what
(Cast begins counting, as does she.) Nine, eight, seven, six, five,
I’m going to do. Am I going out? Asking if I’m watching the celebration
two — one — Happy New Year!
on the television — did I see such and such with Peter Jennings — Tom
Brokaw — Dan Rather — Cokie Roberts — Ted Koppel — Did I hear
such and such millionaire-billionaire singer — wasn’t it wonderful? And
I tried to do those things. I watched the first dawn of the twenty-first
century as the clock struck twelve in some remote part of Oceania . . .
and I felt nothing . . . but I stuck with it, and the phone started ringing
even more somewhere around New Zealand-Australia and it got to be
just a little more than I could take . . . I turned off Peter-Dan-CokieTom-Ted, took the phone off the hook and went to bed for the rest of
the afternoon.
As you may have noted, I’m not in the best of moods — I often get a little testy around the New Year — I’m single — and I’m never quite sure
how I’m supposed to act — I don’t know about anyone else, but I think
New Year’s dates are the worst. I have a lot of friends who like to copu-
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late themselves into the next year — it’s their New Year’s tradition —I
Past Tense
Feminine Gender
tried it a couple of times, but it all seemed too forced, too planned.
Le Wilhelm

But this year’s mood is worse than usual. Everything’s changing so fast
now, with all the new technology — it truly is a whole new world that
ous New Year’s Eves
is constantly changing, expanding, then shrinking. It’s as if we’re once more
c
in the age of the Pioneers when no one is sure what will happen next.
en to twenty), a young woman welcoming in the twentieth century.

All of that truly is what the problem with today comes down to. I’m not
ew Year’s Eve 1899, Alma has stolen away from her parent’s party to
old. But in terms of decades I don’t have that many left, three or four.
reflect on what the future may bring.
That’s about all, unless there’s some miracle in medicine — and I can’t
trust in that — and when I think about this, it makes me angry and bitbeautiful night. Not a cloud in the sky. Looking out the window
ter because I won’t be there for all the wonderful things that’ll happen in
e a zillion stars. I don’t know if I have ever seen a finer night than
those decades after I’m gone. And I want to be there. I want to experihere’s snow on the ground and the light from the moon and stars
ence it all.
s off the white land.

When I stop and think of all the changes that took place during the 20th
dressed up because it’s New Year’s Eve. This dress was made by a
century, especially for women, it is truly overwhelming. I always try to
any in Philadelphia. It’s my first dress that I’ve ever had that wasn’t
live here and now and not dwell on what’s already happened — but
by my momma. I like it a lot, but I like a dress that’s made by my
tonight is different — it’s the dawning of the twenty-first century and
ma too, ’cause I get to watch it being born. And I get to try it on
now maybe that we’ve said Happy New Year, it’s time for a little retroen make suggestions sometimes when she’s in a good mood.
spection — a little trek into the past tense, feminine gender of the twentieth century.
a few seconds it will be a brand new century!! You can probably
hem downstairs. That’s where the party’s going on. I snuck up here
attic room so I could be by myself. I love it up here. I always go
when I want to be alone. I also like to look out the window at the
nd the river. Tonight I’m up here waiting for the 20th century to

se it’s a new century, everyone has been acting strange, real excited
anning big parties. Well, that’s what most people are doing. Some
n town have said that this is the end of time. That Jesus is going
me back and take the good people with him and the bad people are
to get judged and then they’re going to get burned. Burned for all
y, that’s what they say. My parents don’t believe that’s going to hapnd neither do I, so they’re having a party.
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And covers his face.
Past Tense
Feminine Gender
Like this.

Le Wilhelm
(Takes the position of a petrified Pompeian.)

Must be embarrassed
Scene: Various New Year’s Eves
(stoned so early in the day.
Serio-Comic
Isn’t everyone?)
Kelsey (fourteen), a young girl suffering from depressive ennui.

You ask the guy, “Tell me. What happened?”
Kelsey has managed to pack a lot of living into her fourteen years leaving her
feeling a bit like Peggy Lee when she asked the question: “Is That All There
Finally he speaks.
Is?” Here, Kelsey reveals her plans of self-destruction.
He says, “Happened?”
And shoots you with that
“you Americas think you know everything, don’t you?” look.
KELSEY: I’m fourteen. Had a birthday last month. Went to New Orleans with
He says, “A flood, that’s what happened.”
some people. Live down the street. The colonial two story. One with the
chain link. One with the Porsche in the driveway.
And you ask, “A flood? Of water? It’s dry. Of what?”
The Porsche is mom’s. Dad drives a BMW. She’s an attorney. Corporate
He says, “Not really. Of words.”
law. Sounds like a drag to me. She must like it, she’s there till all hours.
Dad’s into manufacturing. Most of his companies are overseas. He’s out
So you think,
of town a lot. He took me with him once. It wasn’t a big deal. We went
now here’s something.
to China. Shanghai. I was bored.
A flood. Of words.
And you ask, “What were they like?
I got into trouble a couple years back. I’m not sure mom and dad reGood words?
member it. Expelled. For smoking pot with David Cohen. I was lucky
Profound? Philosophical?
they didn’t find the crack. I don’t get the crack rage. Crack’s no big deal
Descriptive? Literate?”
to me. I smoked it. I can take it or leave it. I don’t see why people find
it addictive. Tell you the truth, it was a big disappointment to me. Lots
And he thinks a moment, then says,
of things are that way.
“Not really,
They started small, here and there.
Most everything that everyone thinks is so rad — I find drab. Sex is like
Articles mostly.
that. Sex, what’s the big deal? Girls sitting around saying they’ll score this
A. The. An.
one or that one. My friend Ashley has a honest-to-goodness scorecard,
So at first nobody noticed.
lots of my friends have them. The idea is to fill the scorecard. They tried
But as the words gathered
to get me to do it. I blew them off. I got better things to do than fuck a
they got longer
bunch of douchebags. Lot better things to do, like clip my toenails.
like chains of nucleotides.
80
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I just love the fucking talking heads on TV who always are saying what’s
wrong with the children of today . . . bunch of talking heads . . . who
Bob Jude Ferrante
were probably the ones who never got into trouble . . . they want to understand kids today . . . then you’d think they’d go to the source . . . it’s
all just such a fucking drag . . . that’s how we all feel . . . America was
e and now
founded by a bunch of racist bigots, white people are the scum of the
c
earth and God is dead, and anyone who believes in Christianity is weak(twenty to forty), a traveler.
minded. Repeat after me, Christianity is for the weak-minded, America
is founded by a bunch of racists, we are all scum, God is dead and I don’t
a visionary woman recalls an encounter in Pompei.
feel so good. They ought to be able to turn that into a rap song, don’t
you think?
: Some time
u do turn out to have some time)
’Course it’s all really a bore. Like when someone thinks they’re doing someside-trip
thing rad by getting some part of their body pierced. I had my belly butPompei.
ton pierced, but I don’t wear the stud any more. Everyone I know has a
ittle town.
piercing of some kind or another. Lots of girls have them on their prie too little.
vates. I don’t. I think that’s trying just a little too much. What’s the point?

Pompei

us arrives.
Sometimes I cut myself . . . not deep but just cut myself. You know, for
ways an ash-grey day
the hell of it. I have scars on my arms and on my legs. No one ever non Pompei.
tices. Actually the school nurse noticed, but I made up some story. ’Course
Vesuvio,
she didn’t believe it, but she acted like she did so she wouldn’t have to
a worn pair of tan corduroys
bother. And that’s the best. No one gives a fuck . . . especially me.
s pack after pack of Parliaments
, barely notices you,
I don’t plan on hanging around too long. I don’t see what all of this is
sses the ball
about. Life, I’m talking about now. If I live past twenty, I’ll really be a
urls it against the sand.
jag off. Anyone who doesn’t kill themselves or die before twenty, they’re
a real loser. Why the hell would anyone want to hang around this place?

alk around Pompei for hours.
to find a decent cheeseburger
luck there, kiddo.

ump into this guy, a local.
eally . . . stoned.
talk to him.
esn’t answer.
ouches.
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I just love the fucking talking heads on TV who always are sa
wrong with the children of today . . . bunch of talking head
Bob Jude Ferrante
were probably the ones who never got into trouble . . . they w
derstand kids today . . . then you’d think they’d go to the sou
all just such a fucking drag . . . that’s how we all feel . . . A
Scene: Here and now
founded by a bunch of racist bigots, white people are the sc
Serio-Comic
earth and God is dead, and anyone who believes in Christiani
Cassandra (twenty to forty), a traveler.
minded. Repeat after me, Christianity is for the weak-minde
is founded by a bunch of racists, we are all scum, God is dead
Here, a visionary woman recalls an encounter in Pompei.
feel so good. They ought to be able to turn that into a rap
you think?
CASSANDRA: Some time
(If you do turn out to have some time)
’Course it’s all really a bore. Like when someone thinks they’re d
Take a side-trip
thing rad by getting some part of their body pierced. I had my
to see Pompei.
ton pierced, but I don’t wear the stud any more. Everyone I k
Cute little town.
piercing of some kind or another. Lots of girls have them on
A little too little.
vates. I don’t. I think that’s trying just a little too much. What’s

Pompei

The bus arrives.
Sometimes I cut myself . . . not deep but just cut myself. You
It’s always an ash-grey day
the hell of it. I have scars on my arms and on my legs. No on
there in Pompei.
tices. Actually the school nurse noticed, but I made up some sto
And Vesuvio,
she didn’t believe it, but she acted like she did so she would
sports a worn pair of tan corduroys
bother. And that’s the best. No one gives a fuck . . . especiall
smokes pack after pack of Parliaments
placid, barely notices you,
I don’t plan on hanging around too long. I don’t see what a
just kisses the ball
about. Life, I’m talking about now. If I live past twenty, I’ll
and hurls it against the sand.
jag off. Anyone who doesn’t kill themselves or die before twe
Baci!
a real loser. Why the hell would anyone want to hang around
You walk around Pompei for hours.
Trying to find a decent cheeseburger
Good luck there, kiddo.
You bump into this guy, a local.
He’s really . . . stoned.
Try to talk to him.
He doesn’t answer.
He crouches.
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And covers his face.
Past Tense
Feminine Gender
Like this.

Le Wilhelm
(Takes the position of a petrified Pompeian.)

Must be embarrassed
ous New Year’s Eves
(stoned so early in the day.
c
Isn’t everyone?)
rteen), a young girl suffering from depressive ennui.

You ask the guy, “Tell me. What happened?”
has managed to pack a lot of living into her fourteen years leaving her
a bit like Peggy Lee when she asked the question: “Is That All There
Finally he speaks.
ere, Kelsey reveals her plans of self-destruction.
He says, “Happened?”
And shoots you with that
“you Americas think you know everything, don’t you?” look.
m fourteen. Had a birthday last month. Went to New Orleans with
He says, “A flood, that’s what happened.”
people. Live down the street. The colonial two story. One with the
link. One with the Porsche in the driveway.
And you ask, “A flood? Of water? It’s dry. Of what?”

orsche is mom’s. Dad drives a BMW. She’s an attorney. Corporate
He says, “Not really. Of words.”
ounds like a drag to me. She must like it, she’s there till all hours.
into manufacturing. Most of his companies are overseas. He’s out
So you think,
n a lot. He took me with him once. It wasn’t a big deal. We went
now here’s something.
na. Shanghai. I was bored.
A flood. Of words.
And you ask, “What were they like?
nto trouble a couple years back. I’m not sure mom and dad reGood words?
er it. Expelled. For smoking pot with David Cohen. I was lucky
Profound? Philosophical?
idn’t find the crack. I don’t get the crack rage. Crack’s no big deal
Descriptive? Literate?”
I smoked it. I can take it or leave it. I don’t see why people find
ctive. Tell you the truth, it was a big disappointment to me. Lots
And he thinks a moment, then says,
ngs are that way.
“Not really,
They started small, here and there.
everything that everyone thinks is so rad — I find drab. Sex is like
Articles mostly.
ex, what’s the big deal? Girls sitting around saying they’ll score this
A. The. An.
that one. My friend Ashley has a honest-to-goodness scorecard,
So at first nobody noticed.
my friends have them. The idea is to fill the scorecard. They tried
But as the words gathered
me to do it. I blew them off. I got better things to do than fuck a
they got longer
of douchebags. Lot better things to do, like clip my toenails.
like chains of nucleotides.
80
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Particles. Gerunds.
Conjugated verbs.
Dolores Whiskeyman
Obfuscation.
Fastidiousness.
Quotidian diatribes.
Scene: Orange, New Jersey, 1928
Soon there were rivulets: Sentences.
Dramatic
Then streams: Paragraphs.
Grace (twenty-six), soft-spoken, shy; once a top-notch dial painte
The tide rose. It picked things up: Pages floated past.
U.S. Radium Corporation.
Volumes.
Shelves.
Grace has been fatally poisoned by working in the radium plant. A
A few people saw them, but everyone said, ‘words? Get a job.’
for her turn to testify against her employers, she laments the fut
Then a few more people saw them and there started to be rumors.
never have.
Which were just more words.”

Radium Girls

GRACE: Can I tell you what I really want? Even more than the mo
“The tide got deeper.
[WILEY: Of course.]
But it was Monday. They had to do their job.
GRACE: I want them to look at me. Mrs. Wiley I want them to see
So they went to their job.”
see what they did. So they can’t hide any more.
[WILEY: Then don’t you let them, Grace. Don’t let them hide.]
“They came home at six,
(Grace opens a curtain.)
looking forward to dinner and TV.”
GRACE: All my life, Mrs. Wiley. I’ve tried so hard to be good. And
was told. My father says. Go to work at the radium plant, it p
“By then the words were a lake deep and wide,
wage. So I do. Mrs. MacNeil says put that brush in your mou
so you could hardly see across.
point. So I do. I never say, this paint tastes funny. Even thou
Whole library shelves filled with flood.”
I never say, please can’t I stay in school? But at night, I’d lie here
ine what it would be like when Tommy and I got married a
“But hey, the folks were tired.
have my own home and make my own decisions. And then I’d
It was a long hard day at the job.
at my dress hanging on the back of the door, all aglow — m
They went to bed,
the floor, my hairbrush on the dresser. So much light. And I n
listening to the comforting sounds of the waves
tioned. So much light!
against the shores of their dreaming minds.”

“Some maybe wanted to buy furniture and cars,
but ended up buying boats
But I guess they all sank.”
And that was all there was to his story.
Which was more words.
84
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He resumes crouching
And you resume your quest for a snack.
Alison Diana Meehan

Pretty

When you get back home,
where there’s a snack on practically every corner,
e and now
you remember your visits to Pompei.
And think,
wenties), a young woman struggling to balance love and self-image.
“Maybe some day Pompei will come visit me at home?”
It would be more convenient.
Elizabeth describes her destructive relationship with her mother and
You could watch the banks as they rise.
prise of love.
And listen to the sounds of waves pounding the beach.
And ask, “What time is it?”
I asked my mother one day if I was pretty. It is a question that all
irls ask their mothers at one point. Only mother said that I wasn’t.
And the Pompeians will answer,
other told me that I would never be pretty, and that god and the
their words bubbling to the surface of their private sea
who saw me knew that I was a bad little girl and that was why I
“It’s time to wake up, time to get a job.
ursed with being ugly. I cried when I heard that and I tried to be
Time to watch. Watch. Watch.”
I hoped that god would make me pretty like my mother and my
(Slide: a watch second hand moving around.)
Then my mother died. The last time I saw her she told me that I
“Watch.”
etter do well in school because there was no way I would ever find
(SFX: Sound of ticking.)
and, then she told my sister to wait for a doctor or a lawyer or someth a trust fund. I was 12 when she died. I missed my mother more
nyone else. The moment after she died my sister kept on reminde that I would never be pretty. I started to hate my sister. It came
point where because of her I stopped caring how I looked or how
n school, I tried to make my family ashamed of me. I lived like I
o home until this year when you moved to town. Who would have
ht that the new pharmacist would have a son. My sister planned
ture you, seeing as how you were the richest boy in town, but you
d right past her and started talking to me. I thanked the lord that
r stopped going to church and I was there to meet you. You talked
and told me how much you hated those stupid silly girls who only
d to get married, like my sister. You told me how pretty I was and
ved you and I still do believe you. Only now that is the problem.
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He resumes crouching
And you resume your quest for a snack.
Alison Diana Meehan

Pretty

When you get back home,
where there’s a snack on practically every corner,
Scene: Here and now
you remember your visits to Pompei.
Dramatic
And think,
Elizabeth (twenties), a young woman struggling to balance love and self-image.
“Maybe some day Pompei will come visit me at home?”
It would be more convenient.
Here, Elizabeth describes her destructive relationship with her mother and
You could watch the banks as they rise.
the surprise of love.
And listen to the sounds of waves pounding the beach.
And ask, “What time is it?”
ELIZABETH: I asked my mother one day if I was pretty. It is a question that all
little girls ask their mothers at one point. Only mother said that I wasn’t.
And the Pompeians will answer,
My mother told me that I would never be pretty, and that god and the
their words bubbling to the surface of their private sea
people who saw me knew that I was a bad little girl and that was why I
“It’s time to wake up, time to get a job.
was cursed with being ugly. I cried when I heard that and I tried to be
Time to watch. Watch. Watch.”
good. I hoped that god would make me pretty like my mother and my
(Slide: a watch second hand moving around.)
sister. Then my mother died. The last time I saw her she told me that I
“Watch.”
had better do well in school because there was no way I would ever find
(SFX: Sound of ticking.)
a husband, then she told my sister to wait for a doctor or a lawyer or someone with a trust fund. I was 12 when she died. I missed my mother more
than anyone else. The moment after she died my sister kept on reminding me that I would never be pretty. I started to hate my sister. It came
to the point where because of her I stopped caring how I looked or how
I did in school, I tried to make my family ashamed of me. I lived like I
had no home until this year when you moved to town. Who would have
thought that the new pharmacist would have a son. My sister planned
to capture you, seeing as how you were the richest boy in town, but you
looked right past her and started talking to me. I thanked the lord that
I never stopped going to church and I was there to meet you. You talked
to me and told me how much you hated those stupid silly girls who only
wanted to get married, like my sister. You told me how pretty I was and
I believed you and I still do believe you. Only now that is the problem.
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es. Gerunds.
gated verbs.
Dolores Whiskeyman
cation.
ousness.
dian diatribes.
Scene: Orange, New Jersey, 1928
here were rivulets: Sentences.
Dramatic
streams: Paragraphs.
Grace (twenty-six), soft-spoken, shy; once a top-notch dial painter at the
de rose. It picked things up: Pages floated past.
U.S. Radium Corporation.
mes.
s.
Grace has been fatally poisoned by working in the radium plant. As she waits
people saw them, but everyone said, ‘words? Get a job.’
for her turn to testify against her employers, she laments the future she will
a few more people saw them and there started to be rumors.
never have.
h were just more words.”

Radium Girls

GRACE: Can I tell you what I really want? Even more than the money?
tide got deeper.
[WILEY: Of course.]
was Monday. They had to do their job.
GRACE: I want them to look at me. Mrs. Wiley I want them to see me — and
y went to their job.”
see what they did. So they can’t hide any more.
[WILEY: Then don’t you let them, Grace. Don’t let them hide.]
came home at six,
(Grace opens a curtain.)
g forward to dinner and TV.”
GRACE: All my life, Mrs. Wiley. I’ve tried so hard to be good. And do what I
was told. My father says. Go to work at the radium plant, it pays a good
en the words were a lake deep and wide,
wage. So I do. Mrs. MacNeil says put that brush in your mouth to get a
could hardly see across.
point. So I do. I never say, this paint tastes funny. Even though it does.
e library shelves filled with flood.”
I never say, please can’t I stay in school? But at night, I’d lie here and imagine what it would be like when Tommy and I got married and I could
hey, the folks were tired.
have my own home and make my own decisions. And then I’d look over
a long hard day at the job.
at my dress hanging on the back of the door, all aglow — my shoes on
went to bed,
the floor, my hairbrush on the dresser. So much light. And I never quesng to the comforting sounds of the waves
tioned. So much light!
t the shores of their dreaming minds.”

maybe wanted to buy furniture and cars,
ded up buying boats
guess they all sank.”

hat was all there was to his story.
h was more words.
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Scene: Here and now
Scene: Here and now
Dramatic
Serio-Comic
Jeanine (forty to fifty), a disillusioned parent.
Eva (fifties), an embittered university professor.
Here, Jeanine offers insight into the bittersweet nature of being a
Here, Eva leaves a rather pathetic message on a young friend’s answering machine.
JEANINE: I’ve learned that there are some moments in a mother’s lif
be measured in terms of happiness. A child grows away from
EVA: (Enters the front ofyou’re
the stage
a mobile.)
I was
accused
sentwith
to the
sidelines.
He once
doesn’t
want of
youbeing
in the game
too soft with a student
when
he to
hadwatch
copied
an aassignment
fromthere
someyou just
have
from
distance. But
are times
body else. It happened
in theisearly
seventies.
was the
flowdistance
reduced
and heIt calls
youHippie
in for atime,
quick
consultatio
ers and peace and all
He slept
me and
felt child
grateful.
I never
onthat
his bull.
marriage
day with
or when
his Ifirst
is born.
Children
realized that men pay
and pay
pay all
their
forthing.
havingSoa of
penis
. . . they go
assured
thatand
they’ve
done
thelives
right
course
It’s true. I am the fucking
treasure
and(Beat.)
that’s what
approval.female
And ifwith
youthe
don’t
approve
they they
know somet
are after. Like my late
husband
Markus.
cried
when
we getting
did it forolder,
the or sen
be wrong
(Beat.)
withHe
you,
that
you’re
first time. That’s why
I married
feelings.
showed
them.
ornery.
(Beat.)him.
KidsHedohad
things
whenHethey
become
adults, th
That’s what I thought
. . .done
Whatfor
anthem.
asshole
I was.
When
gone, and
whoprove th
already
They
want
to beI’m
“reborn”
cares who did whatdowith
whomthan
andtheir
how mothers
many times.
gone. It’s
it better
can. I’m
Andjust
of course
it’s not as
a horrible thought.they
Nobody
givestoacome
shit . and
. . Do
know
what
I mean,
call you
fixyou
it for
them.
And
you go, like t
Kris? I know it sounds
pathetic
but,itbybetter,
God,or
that’s
what or
it is!
. . I betThere is
you are,
to make
go away,
(2 .Beats.).
you’re doing it right(Beat.)
now. Is
it Patrick
or Phillip?
taxi driver.
When
being
a mother
all yourOr
life.the
You’ve
got to look
for happi
I see you Kris I seesomeplace
myself thirty
ago.you
Shit
(Cries
slowly.)
. . .and
Sorry,
else.years
When
leave
their
lives go,
never look
I dropped the joint.
It’s they
not what
butthey
whatshould
other be
people
think
when
wantyou
youdo
back
charged
a fee for
you’re doing. Do you
understand
whatwould
I’m saying.
YouWell,
have to
be aof
super
mission.
And what
that be?
think
this. All hi
human being to listen
your
grewtoup,
youheart.
were Ithere,
don’tplanning,
think it’s building,
even possible
making
. . . smooth
I’m not saying thatplaces
it’s all for
so bad
himeither,
to move
butforward
. . . What
into
thethe
fuck
world
am Ihetalkwanted to
ing to a bloody machine
made sacrifices
. . . (Exits.)
that he will never know about, and it would b
tell him because he would say it was totally unnecessary, he
done it himself. And that is the point of pain, after you stru
scraped together the little you have for him, he says, “Why d
that? I could have done it myself.” (Beat.) Well you didn’t B
mother did it for you, and she deserves some recognition for i
So give it to her, while she’s here to enjoy it (Beat.) and ever
be — fine.
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ad I married Paris. Mother reminds me of it each time I see her.
ps if I would not have chosen Romeo, I would not have fallen out
Sandra Hosking
father’s favor. And perhaps I would have a big house overlooking
a such as the thin, fair Rosaline.
Tis no good to think of these things. Thank you, Nurse. Even in
Scene: The home of Romeo and Juliet
you comfort me.
Serio-Comic
Juliet (twenty to thirty), a woman disillusioned with her marriage.

Romeo & Juliet Part II

Here, disquiet Juliet wonders if she should have married her Romeo.
JULIET: Good, they are gone. I pray Friar Lawrence can draw my husband into

this present time. Sometimes methinks his mind remains entombed. Aye
me. My back bears the weight of a hundred horses galloping up and down
upon it. (Talking to her stomach.) I am ready for you. Your bed is made
with wool blankets. A dozen sisters await you. How nice a present it would
be to have you to wake up to. If you do not. I shall have to cut you out.
(Contraction.) Oh! (Relaxes.)
(She takes a shiny urn off of a shelf.) Oh, Nurse, how I wish you were
here in person. (Looks at her reflection.) Oh. I am aged. How tired I look.
Where is that maiden of yesteryear? She is in the faces of my little ones.
Kind, sweet, Nurse. My problem now is not my physical state. It is
a matter of the heart. It is my Romeo. I fear he no longer loves me. He
thinks me fat and old and a crank. Now I know why Mama and Papa
maintain separate quarters.
And this, dear Nurse, I cannot bear. He speaks in his sleep. I have
not told him thus, for things said in sleep are not meant for the light of
day, though they eventually have a way of finding illumination. The other
night he called out a name . . . Rosaline. I cannot discount this utterance. She was his unrequited love. What or why he thinks of her I know
not, but my mind is wrought with torturous wondering. I’m afraid my
obsession has turned me into a shrew.
If you were here, you could tell me not to worry. That I am his only
true love. That I am the one he comes home to each day after his meanderings.
Here is the rub. I, too, dream of another time. ’Tis hard to remember our humble beginnings. When to be apart was like moving the tide
back with a spoon. I cannot help but wonder what life would have been
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like had I married Paris. Mother reminds me of it each time I see her.
Perhaps if I would not have chosen Romeo, I would not have fallen out
Sandra Hosking
of my father’s favor. And perhaps I would have a big house overlooking
Verona such as the thin, fair Rosaline.
’Tis no good to think of these things. Thank you, Nurse. Even in
Scene: The home of Romeo and Juliet
death, you comfort me.
Serio-Comic
Juliet (twenty to thirty), a woman disillusioned with her marriage

Romeo & Juliet Part II

Here, disquiet Juliet wonders if she should have married her Rom

JULIET: Good, they are gone. I pray Friar Lawrence can draw my hu

this present time. Sometimes methinks his mind remains ento
me. My back bears the weight of a hundred horses galloping up
upon it. (Talking to her stomach.) I am ready for you. Your b
with wool blankets. A dozen sisters await you. How nice a prese
be to have you to wake up to. If you do not. I shall have to cu
(Contraction.) Oh! (Relaxes.)
(She takes a shiny urn off of a shelf.) Oh, Nurse, how I wis
here in person. (Looks at her reflection.) Oh. I am aged. How t
Where is that maiden of yesteryear? She is in the faces of my
Kind, sweet, Nurse. My problem now is not my physica
a matter of the heart. It is my Romeo. I fear he no longer lov
thinks me fat and old and a crank. Now I know why Mama
maintain separate quarters.
And this, dear Nurse, I cannot bear. He speaks in his sl
not told him thus, for things said in sleep are not meant for t
day, though they eventually have a way of finding illumination
night he called out a name . . . Rosaline. I cannot discount
ance. She was his unrequited love. What or why he thinks of
not, but my mind is wrought with torturous wondering. I’m
obsession has turned me into a shrew.
If you were here, you could tell me not to worry. That I a
true love. That I am the one he comes home to each day af
anderings.
Here is the rub. I, too, dream of another time. ’Tis hard
ber our humble beginnings. When to be apart was like movi
back with a spoon. I cannot help but wonder what life would
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Scene: Here and now
e and now
Dramatic
c
Jeanine (forty to fifty), a disillusioned parent.
), an embittered university professor.
Here, Jeanine offers insight into the bittersweet nature of being a mom.
Eva leaves a rather pathetic message on a young friend’s answering maJEANINE: I’ve learned that there are some moments in a mother’s life that can’t
be measured in terms of happiness. A child grows away from you and
s the front ofyou’re
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me. That’s why
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feelings.
showed
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(Beat.)him.
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whenHethey
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adults, things you’ve
what I thought
. . .done
Whatfor
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I was.
When
gone, and
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They
want
to beI’m
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who did whatdowith
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many times.
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Andjust
of course
it’s not as good, and
ible thought.they
Nobody
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shit . and
. . Do
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what
I mean,
call you
fixyou
it for
them.
And
you go, like the mother
know it sounds
pathetic
but,itbybetter,
God,or
that’s
what or
it is!
. . I betThere is no reward
you are,
to make
go away,
(2 .Beats.).
doing it right(Beat.)
now. Is
it Patrick
or Phillip?
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When
being
a mother
all yourOr
life.the
You’ve
got to look
for happiness (Beat.)
ou Kris I seesomeplace
myself thirty
ago.you
Shit
(Cries
slowly.)
. . .and
Sorry,
else.years
When
leave
their
lives go,
never look back. And
ped the joint.
It’s they
not what
butthey
whatshould
other be
people
think
when
wantyou
youdo
back
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a fee for your readdoing. Do you
understand
whatwould
I’m saying.
YouWell,
have to
be aof
super
mission.
And what
that be?
think
this. All his life, as he
n being to listen
your
grewtoup,
youheart.
were Ithere,
don’tplanning,
think it’s building,
even possible
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t saying thatplaces
it’s all for
so bad
himeither,
to move
butforward
. . . What
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thethe
fuck
world
am Ihetalkwanted to be in. You
a bloody machine
made sacrifices
. . . (Exits.)
that he will never know about, and it would be useless to
tell him because he would say it was totally unnecessary, he could have
done it himself. And that is the point of pain, after you struggled and
scraped together the little you have for him, he says, “Why did you do
that? I could have done it myself.” (Beat.) Well you didn’t Buster! Your
mother did it for you, and she deserves some recognition for it! (2 beats.)
So give it to her, while she’s here to enjoy it (Beat.) and everything will
be — fine.
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By the time I was fifty I had 100 bears on the big shelf in th

Sisters
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Oscar told me that the weight of the bears on the shelf wou
The shelf was strong enough for his handgun collection, I po
“Say, Bertie, you’ve given me an idea,” he said. “I could conver
Scene: Here and now
into a gun display case. Get rid of the bears.”
Dramatic
Jesse (forty to fifty), a woman facing death.
I thought he’d just forget about building the display case — m
he wasn’t home. He’d developed quite an appetite for Porterho
Here, dying Jesse laments the fact that she never had children of her own.
It was Easter Sunday. I had just returned after visiting my mot
natchee and went upstairs to unpack my clothes.
JESSE: This must be the end of my life. It’s funny, you don’t realize it after it
It was then I saw it. The display rack. My bears were nowhere
happens to you. I have to keep reminding myself that I have no place to
I didn’t want to interrupt the 6 o’clock news, it makes him m
go, no business, no activity, no thoughts, no feelings. Is this the way it
do that. I waited until supper to ask him about the bears.
should be? (Beat.) I’m not worried, I’m not sad in fact I feel very, very
happy. Why am I so happy? I don’t know where I’m going and my life
“Oscar,” I said, “ What did you do with my bear collection?” H
was such a loss. (Beat.) One regret I have now is that I never gave life to
for the roast beef. “What are you talking about, Woman?”
anyone. There is no one there with my genes in them, no one with my
“The bears that I’ve been collecting since we married. Where
identity, no child of mine. (Beat.) I wanted children, I don’t know why
I never got them. There was nothing wrong with Joe or me, we should
“Bears? — Oh them. Don’t you think you’re a little old to play
have had children and we tried to. I envied my sister. Can we talk about
bears?” He jabbed at the roast with his fork and put it to his
sin here? I don’t understand my life. I wanted so much to be a mother,
don’t play with them,” I said trying to keep my voice steady
to have children and watch them grow up and have their own children.
them.”
Joe and I sincerely wanted that. But we never got it. Jeanie on the other
hand, was given children, and she let them go, gave them away, aban(As Bertha talks she “plays’ with the little bear. Bouncing him up
doned them, I don’t know what to call it. And after that, she got more
stroking his fur, etc.)
children. What was that? Talk about unfairness! Do we ever get to ask
God why these things were done? (Beat.) Now should be the time. (Beat.)
“Bertie,” he says, as he scooped up some mashed potatoes on
Before I go any further, I want to know. What did I do wrong? What
“I gave them to the little girl down the street. You know, th
great sin kept me from becoming a parent? With all the injustices of the
MS.”
world, all the inflicted pain and desolation why does God do it? If there
was something else He wanted me to do with my life, He should have
Now, I know Oscar. He hasn’t given anything away since ou
told me. No messages, no visions, no voices, nothing. I bet Jeanine whergot married. “Seriously, Oscar. What did you do with my be
ever she is thinks this is funny. (Beat.) What are you telling me? (Beat.)
I remind you of your son Tony? Is that what you’re saying? God knows
“Don’t worry, your little bears have gone to a happier place.”
I taught him how to think. The poor kid would have been totally lost
some ketchup on the beef, picked up a parker house roll, and
without anyone who knew what he was going through. All that despair
was about to butter his roll, I lost it.
he carried around inside could have destroyed him. He could have bombed
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out on drugs and alcohol or something else, but he didn’t. I taught him
how to be angry, and get that anger out there where everybody could see
Jo J. Adamson
it! That’s what he needed — to show his feelings, not keep them bottled
up and obedient. It got him through (Beat.) you. (Beat.) We tried to give
each other so much, but we didn’t need that. We should have reached inasino
side of ourselves and pulled out the longing and the fear and the despair
c
and looked at them for what they really are (Beat.) hope gone astray,
ies), a woman just beginning to live life.
dreams we’ve awakened in the middle of and don’t know how they end.
Now he’ll always wonder, and he’ll always fear knowing (Beat.) why. (Jesse
Bertha shares the sad story of her marriage to Oscar, an insensitive boor,
turns to go. Upstage has become a large black space as she moves slowly uper sister slot-machine players.
stage into the darkness.) But, in the end it hasn’t been too bad, Jeanie, has it?

Teotwaki

tarted collecting stuffed bears the year I married. My husband was
rvisor at the sawmill and I was alone a lot of the time. Come to
of it, he wasn’t much company when he was there. He just watched
e and slept.

ways remember the first in a collection.
ars, that is. Not husbands.

a giggles a little.)

st was a brown bear stuffed with excelsior. He had a embroidered
I called him “Wooly.” I paid twenty dollars for him and that was
f the money in the 1960’s.

sat on my bed, until Oscar, my husband, took him off. Every time
w it he thought that the neighbor’s longhaired cat had sneaked in
as sleeping on the bed.

ted anything that was fluffy and moved. After Wooly, I bought “Di” He was twelve inches long and had pure white fur with pellets
oly stuffing. I didn’t think anything could be as soft as Divinity.

six months, I added another bear to my collection. I bought angel
mafia bears, pirate bears, frog bears, baseball bears, football bears,
bears, chef bears, Santa Claus bears, and even a Hell’s Angel bear.
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out on drugs and alcohol or something else, but he didn’t. I t
how to be angry, and get that anger out there where everybod
Jo J. Adamson
it! That’s what he needed — to show his feelings, not keep th
up and obedient. It got him through (Beat.) you. (Beat.) We t
each other so much, but we didn’t need that. We should have
Scene: A casino
side of ourselves and pulled out the longing and the fear and
Serio-Comic
and looked at them for what they really are (Beat.) hope g
Bertha (fifties), a woman just beginning to live life.
dreams we’ve awakened in the middle of and don’t know how
Now he’ll always wonder, and he’ll always fear knowing (Beat.)
Here, Bertha shares the sad story of her marriage to Oscar, an insensitive boor,
turns to go. Upstage has become a large black space as she move
with her sister slot-machine players.
stage into the darkness.) But, in the end it hasn’t been too bad, Je

Teotwaki

BERTHA:

I started collecting stuffed bears the year I married. My husband was
a supervisor at the sawmill and I was alone a lot of the time. Come to
think of it, he wasn’t much company when he was there. He just watched
TV, ate and slept.
You always remember the first in a collection.
Of bears, that is. Not husbands.
(Bertha giggles a little.)

My first was a brown bear stuffed with excelsior. He had a embroidered
nose. I called him “Wooly.” I paid twenty dollars for him and that was
a lot of the money in the 1960’s.
Wooly sat on my bed, until Oscar, my husband, took him off. Every time
he saw it he thought that the neighbor’s longhaired cat had sneaked in
and was sleeping on the bed.
He hated anything that was fluffy and moved. After Wooly, I bought “Divinity.” He was twelve inches long and had pure white fur with pellets
and poly stuffing. I didn’t think anything could be as soft as Divinity.
Every six months, I added another bear to my collection. I bought angel
bears, mafia bears, pirate bears, frog bears, baseball bears, football bears,
panda bears, chef bears, Santa Claus bears, and even a Hell’s Angel bear.
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By the time I was fifty I had 100 bears on the big shelf in the hall.

Sisters

Gabriel Lanci
Oscar told me that the weight of the bears on the shelf would break it.
The shelf was strong enough for his handgun collection, I pointed out.
“Say, Bertie, you’ve given me an idea,” he said. “I could convert that shelf
e and now
into a gun display case. Get rid of the bears.”

to fifty), a woman facing death.
I thought he’d just forget about building the display case — most nights
he wasn’t home. He’d developed quite an appetite for Porterhouse steaks.
dying Jesse laments the fact that she never had children of her own.
It was Easter Sunday. I had just returned after visiting my mother in Wenatchee and went upstairs to unpack my clothes.
must be the end of my life. It’s funny, you don’t realize it after it
It was then I saw it. The display rack. My bears were nowhere to be seen.
ns to you. I have to keep reminding myself that I have no place to
I didn’t want to interrupt the 6 o’clock news, it makes him mad when I
business, no activity, no thoughts, no feelings. Is this the way it
do that. I waited until supper to ask him about the bears.
d be? (Beat.) I’m not worried, I’m not sad in fact I feel very, very
Why am I so happy? I don’t know where I’m going and my life
“Oscar,” I said, “ What did you do with my bear collection?” He reached
ch a loss. (Beat.) One regret I have now is that I never gave life to
for the roast beef. “What are you talking about, Woman?”
e. There is no one there with my genes in them, no one with my
“The bears that I’ve been collecting since we married. Where are they?”
y, no child of mine. (Beat.) I wanted children, I don’t know why
r got them. There was nothing wrong with Joe or me, we should
“Bears? — Oh them. Don’t you think you’re a little old to play with teddy
ad children and we tried to. I envied my sister. Can we talk about
bears?” He jabbed at the roast with his fork and put it to his mouth. “I
re? I don’t understand my life. I wanted so much to be a mother,
don’t play with them,” I said trying to keep my voice steady. “I collect
e children and watch them grow up and have their own children.
them.”
d I sincerely wanted that. But we never got it. Jeanie on the other
was given children, and she let them go, gave them away, aban(As Bertha talks she “plays’ with the little bear. Bouncing him up and down,
them, I don’t know what to call it. And after that, she got more
stroking his fur, etc.)
en. What was that? Talk about unfairness! Do we ever get to ask
why these things were done? (Beat.) Now should be the time. (Beat.)
“Bertie,” he says, as he scooped up some mashed potatoes on his spoon.
I go any further, I want to know. What did I do wrong? What
“I gave them to the little girl down the street. You know, the one with
in kept me from becoming a parent? With all the injustices of the
MS.”
all the inflicted pain and desolation why does God do it? If there
mething else He wanted me to do with my life, He should have
Now, I know Oscar. He hasn’t given anything away since our daughter
e. No messages, no visions, no voices, nothing. I bet Jeanine whergot married. “Seriously, Oscar. What did you do with my bears?”
he is thinks this is funny. (Beat.) What are you telling me? (Beat.)
nd you of your son Tony? Is that what you’re saying? God knows
“Don’t worry, your little bears have gone to a happier place.” He poured
ht him how to think. The poor kid would have been totally lost
some ketchup on the beef, picked up a parker house roll, and just as he
ut anyone who knew what he was going through. All that despair
was about to butter his roll, I lost it.
ied around inside could have destroyed him. He could have bombed
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“What did you
[BERTHA
do with
: Imy
know
friggin’
whatbears,
a lesbian
you is.
sonofabitch!”
I watched “Ellen” come out o
TV!]
(Emma and Hannah can only stare at Bertha. They were not expecting such
language.)
HANNAH: Why was I leaving the group, they demanded. I had le
and had opened myself up to them.
(Beat.)
I thought long and hard about it, and then it hit me.
[HANNAH: What did the sonofabitch do with the friggin’ bears?]
I was leaving because if I stayed I would have to admit that m
—back
my marriage,
children,
my friendships was one big
(Bertha puts the bear
on the slotmy
machine.
Sheand
sighs.)
women knew what they were talking about, my life would be in
justifiable,
and irrelevant:
it would
more meaning t
BERTHA: He donated them
to the Marine
Corps’ “Toys
for have
Tots”no
program.
pired driver’s license.
Anyway, after he left me for “Medium Rare” I stopped collecting things.
“I am
old. Too
to wantI learned
my ownthat
space.” Sho
I figured I didn’t need
all forty-five
that stuff years
collecting
dust.old
Besides,
we of
hadmy
ourdoor.
ownI space.
was always
there was a whole even
worldknow
outside
joinedMine
the YWCA,
tookfull of pe
pottery and watercolor classes — even joined a poetry group. I met other
left the
group
and like
Humpty
women like myselfI who
were
divorced,
and
I even Dumpty
started toremained
travel onsitting o
I wasn’t
happy
tour buses. Like the
one that
tookand
meI wasn’t
here, tounhappy.
the “Win-A-Lot”
I was just .casino.
. . present and
for.
Oscar never let me wear pants. He said no woman of his was going to
be seen in trousers.When
Even Henry
when all
retired,
the women
we found
started
outtothat
wear
wethem,
didn’the
have muc
wouldn’t let me buy
mon.
a pair.
We didn’t have much to say to one another. Hell, I’m no
we even like one another.
A few months after he left, I went out and bought myself a bright red
pantsuit with a matching
He doesscarf.
his thing, golf, and I do mine, play games, and neve
should meet. I hate golf and he wouldn’t be caught dead inside
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d to fill it up. I was becoming invisible, and I wanted people to see

Teotwaki
Jo J. Adamson

I tried to tell Henry what transpired in the sessions, it sounded so
hrases like “my own space” “my own body” tripped off my tongue
Scene: A casino
felt like the walking feminist bible, “Our Body Ourselves.”
Serio-Comic
Hannah (fifties), a woman who finds happiness where she can.
uoted Gloria Steinem and Germaine Greer. I told Henry he was
thless as a fish on a bicycle. That I’d dwindled into a wife, and if
Hannah here explains why she chose to remain in a loveless marriage with a
ad to have abortions, it would become a sacrament.
man with whom she has nothing in common.

ed out all the rhetoric of the women’s movement as if it were diHANNAH: I never tried to torch my bra, but I once joined
w and before long I had stopped wearing a bra and I’d let my hair
a feminist group. The book discussion group was full and
k to its natural color. Gray.
I was feeling a little uneasy with my life and so I
thought I’d give it a go.
was beside himself. What did I want? A divorce? A Hawaiian va? A trip to Las Vegas, what?
My husband asked what I wanted to
join a group of hysterical females.
’t ‘fulfilled,’ I said. That was the other ‘F’ word in the 80’s.

Well, there wasn’t a ‘hysterical’ female in the lot. But there were plenty
finally gave me an ultimatum — choose that militant women’s
of angry females, and frustrated females, and females who wore no makeup
or him. I couldn’t have both.
or bras. These women wanted something more than marriage, kids, and
a mortgage. They wanted to ‘find themselves!’
t meeting was on a Halloween night. We were having a little party
came as a Humpty Dumpty. It somehow fit.
I made fun of them. “Find yourselves? Why, are you lost?” I become sarcastic when I’m uneasy. And these women made me very uneasy.
or Treat,” I said after we downed a bottle of Merlot. “I’m outa
One woman suggested that they might threaten me.

have we done? Are we too extreme? Many of them were divorced
“Threaten me? Don’t be absurd,” I said. “I’m a happily married woman
alternative life styles . . .
with a full life.”

ah looks at Bertha.)
“If that’s true, why are you here?”

at means they have sleepovers with their girlfriends, Bertha.
I like to read, I said lamely. The truth of the matter was I didn’t know
why I was there. There was a big empty hole around my heart, and I
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wanted to fill it up. I was becoming invisible, and I wanted people to see
me.
Jo J. Adamson

Teotwaki

When I tried to tell Henry what transpired in the sessions, it sounded so
silly. Phrases like “my own space” “my own body” tripped off my tongue
Scene: A casino
until I felt like the walking feminist bible, “Our Body Ourselves.”
Serio-Comic
Hannah (fifties), a woman who finds happiness where she can.
I misquoted Gloria Steinem and Germaine Greer. I told Henry he was
as worthless as a fish on a bicycle. That I’d dwindled into a wife, and if
Hannah here explains why she chose to remain in a loveless marr
men had to have abortions, it would become a sacrament.
man with whom she has nothing in common.
I spewed out all the rhetoric of the women’s movement as if it were diHANNAH: I never tried to torch my bra, but I once joined
vine law and before long I had stopped wearing a bra and I’d let my hair
a feminist group. The book discussion group was full and
go back to its natural color. Gray.
I was feeling a little uneasy with my life and so I
thought I’d give it a go.
Henry was beside himself. What did I want? A divorce? A Hawaiian vacation? A trip to Las Vegas, what?
My husband asked what I wanted to
join a group of hysterical females.
I wasn’t ‘fulfilled,’ I said. That was the other ‘F’ word in the 80’s.

Well, there wasn’t a ‘hysterical’ female in the lot. But there w
Henry finally gave me an ultimatum — choose that militant women’s
of angry females, and frustrated females, and females who wore
group or him. I couldn’t have both.
or bras. These women wanted something more than marriage
a mortgage. They wanted to ‘find themselves!’
My last meeting was on a Halloween night. We were having a little party
and I came as a Humpty Dumpty. It somehow fit.
I made fun of them. “Find yourselves? Why, are you lost?” I b
castic when I’m uneasy. And these women made me very une
“Trick or Treat,” I said after we downed a bottle of Merlot. “I’m outa
here.”
One woman suggested that they might threaten me.

What have we done? Are we too extreme? Many of them were divorced
“Threaten me? Don’t be absurd,” I said. “I’m a happily marri
or had alternative life styles . . .
with a full life.”
(Hannah looks at Bertha.)
“If that’s true, why are you here?”

. . . that means they have sleepovers with their girlfriends, Bertha.
I like to read, I said lamely. The truth of the matter was I d
why I was there. There was a big empty hole around my h
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t did you
[BERTHA
do with
: Imy
know
friggin’
whatbears,
a lesbian
you is.
sonofabitch!”
I watched “Ellen” come out on national
TV!]
a and Hannah can only stare at Bertha. They were not expecting such
ge.)
HANNAH: Why was I leaving the group, they demanded. I had learned a lot
and had opened myself up to them.

I thought long and hard about it, and then it hit me.
What did the sonofabitch do with the friggin’ bears?]
I was leaving because if I stayed I would have to admit that my entire life
—back
my marriage,
children,
my friendships was one big lie. If those
a puts the bear
on the slotmy
machine.
Sheand
sighs.)
women knew what they were talking about, my life would be invalid. Unjustifiable,
and irrelevant:
it would
more meaning than an exe donated them
to the Marine
Corps’ “Toys
for have
Tots”no
program.
pired driver’s license.
ay, after he left me for “Medium Rare” I stopped collecting things.
“I am
old. Too
to wantI learned
my ownthat
space.” Shoot, I didn’t
ed I didn’t need
all forty-five
that stuff years
collecting
dust.old
Besides,
we of
hadmy
ourdoor.
ownI space.
was always
was a whole even
worldknow
outside
joinedMine
the YWCA,
tookfull of people.
y and watercolor classes — even joined a poetry group. I met other
left the
group
and like
Humpty
n like myselfI who
were
divorced,
and
I even Dumpty
started toremained
travel onsitting on the wall.
I wasn’t
happy
uses. Like the
one that
tookand
meI wasn’t
here, tounhappy.
the “Win-A-Lot”
I was just .casino.
. . present and accounted
for.
never let me wear pants. He said no woman of his was going to
n in trousers.When
Even Henry
when all
retired,
the women
we found
started
outtothat
wear
wethem,
didn’the
have much in comn’t let me buy
mon.
a pair.
We didn’t have much to say to one another. Hell, I’m not even sure
we even like one another.
months after he left, I went out and bought myself a bright red
uit with a matching
He doesscarf.
his thing, golf, and I do mine, play games, and never the twain
should meet. I hate golf and he wouldn’t be caught dead inside of a casino.
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And so I don’t know if this is weird or . . .
Tony
Nutcracker
No, it is. It’s weird, I know. It is, it’s weird.

Jocelyn Beard
But the thing is — Can I just say one thing?

(Moving a little closer to the director.)
Scene: Here and now
Serio-Comic
I don’t know if you remember this, but there was this guy, th
Woman (any age).
you were talking to, big guy, I don’t know his name.
And I don’t know what he said or what you guys were talking
A woman who’s bored with Ballanchine.
But you just went off on him.
You were just “And this, and this, and this, and this!”
WOMAN: There comes a time in every woman’s life when she really has to ask
And he was like, completely, had no idea.
herself: “Is it possible that I’ve seen ‘The Nutcracker’ one too many times?”
And everyone was like . . . wow.
I mean, I was fast asleep by the time they got to the Land of the Sweets
You were just so . . . Confident.
last time. Sitting right there in the New York State Theatre in Lincoln
You were like . . . on fire with it. It was amazing.
Center. Snoring. Not caring that I was snoring. Really kind of proud. I
And I was just “Who IS that??”
used to resent the hell out of those businessmen who get dragged to LinAnd I know this is stupid, and I know this isn’t what you w
coln Center year after year by their wives slash girlfriends who just setright now while you’re doing all this,
tle into their seats and start sawing wood. But now I sympathize. Who
I know you’re busy. But I’m not an actor, so I don’t know ho
can blame them, or me for that matter? The Nutcracker is tired. Watchgoing to even get a chance to even
ing it makes you tired. By the time the mice attack, my mind’s on last
BE here just to say . . .
Sunday’s episode of The Sopranos. Tchaikovsky should have taken a page
out of David Chase’s book. The Silberhauses could be like the Sopranos,
(Looking the director in the eye.)
Frau Silberhaus and Herr Silberhaus are Carmella and Tony. Clara and
Fritz are Meadow and AJ. That freak Dr. Drosselmeyer is Paulie Walnuts
I would give anything. To be here.
and the Sugar Plum Fairy is the shrink with the legs. The Nutcracker is
Right now.
some hot young wise guy that Meadow’s in love with. When the wiseguy
Like this.
Nutcracker sneaks into the Silberhaus house on Christmas Eve, Fritz —
With you.
slash — AJ pops him with his brand new .9 mm that his dad just gave
him, but he’s a lousy shot. Paulie Drosselmeyer pulls the bullet out the
kid’s ass and Clara aka Meadow grabs the gun and shoots Fritz — bam
— dead. Then, the mice — who are like the Feds — break into the house
to try and wire the whole place for sound. Clara and the Nutcracker blast
the Feds to kingdom come. This wakes up her mom, who gets really pissed
about blood all over the new wallpaper. When her dad, Tony Silberhaus,
gets home from his job at the Bada-Bing Cherry, he slaps the shit out of
Fritz, who isn’t really dead, just stunned. Then, Silberhaus and
Drosselmeyer decide to get Clara and the Nutcracker out of New Jersey
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fast, so they send them to upstate New York in a snowstorm, where members of an Asian gang try to kill them. Silberhaus shows up and caps all
Jeff Goode
the Asians, then the Sugar Plum Fairy shows up with her son — who’s a
senior at Bard College — and gives them all huge quantities of Prozac
and Zoloft, which makes them all feel better about everything they’ve
heater
done. After he feels better, Tony Silberhaus fucks a Snowflake, which pisses
c
off the Sugar Plum Fairy. Clara Meadow decides that the Nutcracker isn’t
ties), an auditioning actress.
as hot as the Sugar Plum Fairy’s son — who is much more sensitive than
the Nutcracker and is, of course, a Bard student. This pisses off the Nutan overeager actress overstates her case at an audition.
cracker, who makes a pass at the Sugar Plum Fairy who finally gives in
to her animal lust and bangs the Nutcracker in an effort to make Herr
Silberhaus jealous. Silberhaus finds out and wacks the Nutcracker.
robably don’t remember me.
Drosselmeyer calls to say that The Nutcracker and Clara have been cleared
n, of course you don’t, why would you?
of all charges concerning the death of the mice, so they all go home to
was at a show you did, like, jeez, a year ago.
New Jersey, except for the Sugar Plum Fairy’s kid, who goes back to Bard.
nd of mine — Do you know Casey?
Silberhaus lies to Drosselmeyer about the Nutcracker and says that he got
jacked by one of the Asians. Frau Carmella Silberhaus is pissed because
pause, no response, move on.)
she’s found out about the Snowflake, who was from Russia. Silberhaus
tries to make it up to her by scoring her a huge diamond from the Land
anyway. It was her idea.
of Sweets, and that seems to do the trick — but with Frau Silberhaus,
k she worked on it maybe, or she works here?
you never really know. (Pause.) It works for me.

Too Direct

pause.)

mind, doesn’t matter. But so that’s why I was here.
hey had that thing afterwards where everybody was just hanging
nd so that’s where it was.
uncomfortable.)

just — ?

bs down off the stage.)

being onstage.

heard you were having auditions and my friends were like “Go, go,
ave to do this.”
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fast, so they send them to upstate New York in a snowstorm, w
bers of an Asian gang try to kill them. Silberhaus shows up a
Jeff Goode
the Asians, then the Sugar Plum Fairy shows up with her son
senior at Bard College — and gives them all huge quantitie
and Zoloft, which makes them all feel better about everyth
Scene: A theater
done. After he feels better, Tony Silberhaus fucks a Snowflake, w
Serio-Comic
off the Sugar Plum Fairy. Clara Meadow decides that the Nutc
Kris (twenties), an auditioning actress.
as hot as the Sugar Plum Fairy’s son — who is much more sen
the Nutcracker and is, of course, a Bard student. This pisses o
Here, an overeager actress overstates her case at an audition.
cracker, who makes a pass at the Sugar Plum Fairy who fina
to her animal lust and bangs the Nutcracker in an effort to
KRIS: Hi.
Silberhaus jealous. Silberhaus finds out and wacks the N
You probably don’t remember me.
Drosselmeyer calls to say that The Nutcracker and Clara have b
I mean, of course you don’t, why would you?
of all charges concerning the death of the mice, so they all g
But I was at a show you did, like, jeez, a year ago.
New Jersey, except for the Sugar Plum Fairy’s kid, who goes ba
A friend of mine — Do you know Casey?
Silberhaus lies to Drosselmeyer about the Nutcracker and says
jacked by one of the Asians. Frau Carmella Silberhaus is piss
(Tiny pause, no response, move on.)
she’s found out about the Snowflake, who was from Russia.
tries to make it up to her by scoring her a huge diamond from
Right anyway. It was her idea.
of Sweets, and that seems to do the trick — but with Frau
I think she worked on it maybe, or she works here?
you never really know. (Pause.) It works for me.

Too Direct

(Tiny pause.)
Never mind, doesn’t matter. But so that’s why I was here.
And they had that thing afterwards where everybody was just hanging
out, and so that’s where it was.
(Looks uncomfortable.)
Can I just — ?
(Climbs down off the stage.)
I hate being onstage.
But I heard you were having auditions and my friends were like “Go, go,
you have to do this.”
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And so I don’t know if this is weird or . . .
Tony
Nutcracker
No, it is. It’s weird, I know. It is, it’s weird.

Jocelyn Beard
But the thing is — Can I just say one thing?

(Moving a little closer to the director.)
e and now
c
I don’t know if you remember this, but there was this guy, the lead guy,
ny age).
you were talking to, big guy, I don’t know his name.
And I don’t know what he said or what you guys were talking about . . .
man who’s bored with Ballanchine.
But you just went off on him.
You were just “And this, and this, and this, and this!”
here comes a time in every woman’s life when she really has to ask
And he was like, completely, had no idea.
: “Is it possible that I’ve seen ‘The Nutcracker’ one too many times?”
And everyone was like . . . wow.
n, I was fast asleep by the time they got to the Land of the Sweets
You were just so . . . Confident.
me. Sitting right there in the New York State Theatre in Lincoln
You were like . . . on fire with it. It was amazing.
r. Snoring. Not caring that I was snoring. Really kind of proud. I
And I was just “Who IS that??”
o resent the hell out of those businessmen who get dragged to LinAnd I know this is stupid, and I know this isn’t what you want to hear
Center year after year by their wives slash girlfriends who just setright now while you’re doing all this,
o their seats and start sawing wood. But now I sympathize. Who
I know you’re busy. But I’m not an actor, so I don’t know how l’m ever
ame them, or me for that matter? The Nutcracker is tired. Watchgoing to even get a chance to even
makes you tired. By the time the mice attack, my mind’s on last
BE here just to say . . .
y’s episode of The Sopranos. Tchaikovsky should have taken a page
David Chase’s book. The Silberhauses could be like the Sopranos,
(Looking the director in the eye.)
ilberhaus and Herr Silberhaus are Carmella and Tony. Clara and
re Meadow and AJ. That freak Dr. Drosselmeyer is Paulie Walnuts
I would give anything. To be here.
e Sugar Plum Fairy is the shrink with the legs. The Nutcracker is
Right now.
hot young wise guy that Meadow’s in love with. When the wiseguy
Like this.
acker sneaks into the Silberhaus house on Christmas Eve, Fritz —
With you.
— AJ pops him with his brand new .9 mm that his dad just gave
but he’s a lousy shot. Paulie Drosselmeyer pulls the bullet out the
ss and Clara aka Meadow grabs the gun and shoots Fritz — bam
d. Then, the mice — who are like the Feds — break into the house
and wire the whole place for sound. Clara and the Nutcracker blast
ds to kingdom come. This wakes up her mom, who gets really pissed
blood all over the new wallpaper. When her dad, Tony Silberhaus,
ome from his job at the Bada-Bing Cherry, he slaps the shit out of
who isn’t really dead, just stunned. Then, Silberhaus and
elmeyer decide to get Clara and the Nutcracker out of New Jersey
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The Trestle At
When
PopeThey
Lick Speak
Creek of Rita
Naomi Wallace

Daisy Foote

Scene: A town outside
Scene:
anHere
American
and now
city, 1936
Dramatic
Dramatic
Gin (forty-one), a Rita
woman
(forty
whose
to fifty),
worlda iswoman
irrevocably
in thechanged
midst ofwhen
a mid-life
her crisis.
son, Dalton, is arrested for the murder of Pace, a young woman who
had recently been obsessed
Followingwith
a disastrous
Dalton’saffair
struggle
withtoa younger
find identity.
man, Rita finds her
the thick of her unfulfilling life. Here she laments the fact that sh
After returning home
been
from
good
another
at anything.
exhausting day from the factory, Gin here
shares the following anecdote with Pace’s ghost.
RITA: I was reading this article on Frisbee throwers.
GIN: Oh. Pace.
(Jeannie moves over to the table.)
(Pace is still. She
[JEANNIE
just watches
: Frisbee
Gin.)
throwers?]
GIN: I didn’t see you.
RITA
I :was
Didjust.
youTrying
know that
to getthere
usedare
to actual
this. Itcompetitions
won’t come off.
for this sor
They’re lights,[JEANNIE
almost. :ItNo.]
doesn’t hurt. Well, it hurts cause I scrub them
but it does noRITA
good.
: These
This people
color’s here
in thetotournaments
stay. One morning
are reallyI go
good.
to work
They can pe
and I come home with
dredsblue
of tricks
hands.
with
They
thechanged
Frisbee.chemicals
And there’s
again
a lotatofthe
prize mon
plant. All sixteen ofthey’re
us in my
even
section
tryinggottoblue
get it
hands.
in theSome
Olympics.
of the women,
There are so m
they were upset when
in this
it wouldn’t
world a wash
person
off.can
Butbewe
good
hadat.
to It’s
see just
it as aa matter
won- of find
der, too. During break,
thingwe
and
turned
reallyoff
working
the lights
at it.
and standing all together,
some with our[JEANNIE
arms raised,
: Likeothers
you and
at cooking.]
our side, we looked like a Christmas tree in theRITA
dark,
: That’s
with blue
not the
lights.
same
Then
thing.
weIall
just
putdoour
a few
arms
simple
over our
things well
heads like this (Demonstrates.)
as anything and
fancy,
waved
anything
our fingers
requiring
and real
we were
skill,aIflock
have no abi
of crazy blue birds(Ataking
beat.)off. We started laughing then, and piling on
top of each other, When
imagine
I was
it, and
withmost
Jimmy,
of us
I went
women
to apply
my age,
for and
a jobour
at this cat
hands were like blue
ation.
snowballs
They practically
flying this way
laughed
and at
that.
meOne
whenofIthe
toldgirls,
them abou
Victoria, she laughed
rience,
so hard
they were
she peed
looking
right
forwhere
a professional,
she stood.
someone
Another
who can c
one, Willa, she slipped
out ofincheese
it and dip.
that Cooking
had all ofmeals
us roaring.
for my(Beat.)
familyThen
didn’t count
Laura Townsend said
jobwe
available
all had better
for methink
was bussing
again cause
tables
we —
had the hands
of dead women.
RITA
Well,
: What
thatwould
put an
youend
saytoyou
thewere
fun good
and we
at?went back to
work. The manager said it would wear off but it won’t. We even used
bleach. We’ll have to get used to it. Kind of ugly and kind of pretty both,
isn’t it? But hands aren’t meant to be blue.
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do with the moment and me; that is, before human life encroached
and eroded away the beauty of paradise like an all-consuming flood.
Linda Stockham
found in my travels but lost in England, that place where I was
pty woman.

The Victorian Traveler

Scene: The late nineteenth century
Dramatic
Malta “Molly” Blackburn (forty to sixty), a Victorian woman fortunate
enough to have traveled the world.
Here, Molly recalls the solitude that sustained her during her years of traveling the globe and the revelations enjoyed in the process.
MALTA “MOLLY” BLACKBURN:

Father died in 1868 on our second trip to New
Zealand. I didn’t know how ill he was. He died in Auckland of a liver
ailment. It happened quickly; it happened too quickly. I was not prepared.
(Crying.)
After my father’s death I discovered that I traveled best to the tune
of the solitary pilgrim. I found that it was in my nature to live and work
detached from others, particularly any British residents in the countries
I visited. I discovered this the first time I traveled after my father’s death.
I felt more at home in a shanty for £4 per month than any convenient
fellow-countryman’s home away from home. I wanted my physical and
emotional distance from England. I wanted my solitude. I wanted and
did set my world upon many verandas, my evenings there after being in
the field sketching and painting, enjoying the night noises while drinking the local beverage. In South America it was mate and in Tibet it was
salted and buttered tea. Sometimes the beverage was bitter, sometimes
sweet, but almost always it was strong and invigorating. Some drinks
would take a lifetime to acquire a taste for, others instantly delightful to
the tongue. But I always was willing to try them. Mostly I lived upon
bread and butter and whatever local fruits and vegetables were available.
I never ate meat. Fish, on occasion, but never meat. Never mammal. I
stepped into jungles, climbed great mountains, walked across high plains
and sensed the sacred places where time was asleep. It was all-primal where
I stepped away from my presence and touched my second soul. For fleeting moments I saw all there had been and was enraptured in being part
of the past. It had nothing to do with creation, the gods, or distance. It
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had to do with the moment and me; that is, before human life encroached
upon and eroded away the beauty of paradise like an all-consuming flood.
Linda Stockham
This I found in my travels but lost in England, that place where I was
an empty woman.

The Victorian Traveler

Scene: The late nineteenth century
Dramatic
Malta “Molly” Blackburn (forty to sixty), a Victorian woman fort
enough to have traveled the world.

Here, Molly recalls the solitude that sustained her during her yea
ing the globe and the revelations enjoyed in the process.
MALTA “MOLLY” BLACKBURN:

Father died in 1868 on our second t
Zealand. I didn’t know how ill he was. He died in Auckland
ailment. It happened quickly; it happened too quickly. I was no
(Crying.)
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would take a lifetime to acquire a taste for, others instantly d
the tongue. But I always was willing to try them. Mostly I
bread and butter and whatever local fruits and vegetables wer
I never ate meat. Fish, on occasion, but never meat. Never m
stepped into jungles, climbed great mountains, walked across
and sensed the sacred places where time was asleep. It was all-pr
I stepped away from my presence and touched my second sou
ing moments I saw all there had been and was enraptured in
of the past. It had nothing to do with creation, the gods, or
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British Commonwealth), and of all countries covered by the Pan-American Copyright
Convention and the Universal Copyright Convention, the Berne Convention and of
all countries with which the United States has reciprocal copyright relations. All rights,
including professional, amateur/motion picture stage rights, recitation, lecturing, public reading, radio broadcasting, television, video or sound recording, all other forms
of mechanical or electronic reproduction, such as CD-ROM, CD-1, information storage and retrieval systems and photocopying, and the rights of translation into foreign
languages, are strictly reserved. Particular emphasis is laid on the question of readings,
permission for which must be secured from the author’s agent in writing. Inquiries
concerning rights should be addressed to: Helen Merrill, Ltd, 295 Lafayette Street, Suite
915, New York, NY 10012
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